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COLLEGE CALENDAR, 1939-40

First Semester
September 11 ................. .. .... ............ ....................... ..Freshman registration
(AIl first semester freshmen must be pres€nt at 9:00 a. m.)
. Freshman days
September 12-13.................. .............
September 14....3egistration of Seniors, &12 a. m.; Juniors,
1-4 p. m.
September 15 ... .................. Registration of Sophomores, 8-12 a. m.
(Dormitories will not be open to upper-classmen
until the evening preceding their registration.)
November 80................... .... . ... .......... ..Thantsgiving, a holiday
December 21 (noon) to 8 a.m. January 2.....Christmas holidays
January 27.................... ............ ................................................. First semester ends
Second, Semester

January 29.
Second semester begins
March 21 (5 p. m.) to 8 a. m. March 26........ .. Easter vacation
June 1
Second semester ends
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ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF
President
President Emeritus

E. S. RTcHARDsoN

J. E. KEENY.. ..

..

DEANS

School of Engineering
Dean of Women
...... School of Education
Gusrer FnoosN
Mrss HELEN Gnenev.................................School of Home Economics
HERBERT L. HUGHES
School of Arts and Sciences
W. L. Mrrcsell ......
Dean of Men
Eoweno C. Bennnrr............

Mrss Canor,nre Cocrnex

D. G. An1,rsrnoxc..............

Director of Extension

.Assistant Dean of Women
Mns. I\{errrr F. BARTLETT .. Supervisor of Women's Dormitory
Mns. Cr,ene S. Bunnrs..Supervisor Dining Room and Kitchen

MRs. GussrE AyREs..

J. W.

....... ................ ..............

EvANS

Mrss Kernr,pBn Gnenervr....

............

Assistant Treasurer

.. Assistant

Librarian
Clerk

MRs. MAUDE GolarE Gnrnr..........................................................Library

............................... .. .... . Secretary of Extension
Mns. HsrrrE Har,e.. .............. .
.........Library Clerk
Krr.rNrru F. HEwrNs.......................... ........ Director of News Bureau
Hannv Howeno
. .. .... .. .. . . Treasurer
Mrss M. Lourss Jornrsror'r......Supervisor, Nurse, Women's Hal1
Mrss Man.ronrn Lrrcn .... . ... .. ...............................Assistant Librarian
S. X. Lnwrs
Assistant Dean of Men
Mrss Menrr, Mev................. ................................... .. ........Assistant Registrar
Hrr.rnv Mevs.. . .... Superintendent of Printing Department
Mns. Ferny C. McBRrDE...... ............... Secretary to the President
............ .... ...... Business Manager
A. McFanr.aND
Mns. W. L. Mrrcnnr,r, .. .
. Supervisor of Men's Dormitory
Mns. RusY B. Praace .. . .
. . ... ... ...... .. . .. Registrar

Mrss Hrr,orsn Gnrrrox..

Mrss Ser,r.rr RosrsoN

......... ... ... ............................Guidance Counselor
E. J. ScHrrnrn.....
.... ...... ....... .Librarian
Mrss Hei,nN Woooem .......... ....... . Assistant Director of Extension
T. AsLEy Wnronr ............ Supt. of Buildings and Grounds
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MISCELLANEOUS EMPLOYEES

Mrss EucENra Bunrr..... ........Secretary of Student Employment
Mrss MAnTflA GARmsoN... ....Secretary to Building Coordinator
W. R. Hn roN.......
.......... Superintendent of LaundrJr
Mrss Josrpnnre HucHEN.. ...... .. .... .................. .Secretary to Registrar
Doucles Jrr'rxrts
. Bookstore Clerk
Jorry Kr.uov
..,',..',,.,..'...,''.'..,,...,'.'.,,','.'Electrician
Hnrnv R. Mavs, Jn...................
...Assistant Printer
Mrss Groncrre Gnrrron
. Registrar's Clerk
Mrss ELEANoR SrrNsoN.......... Stenographer, Extension Division
S. J. WAcEs
.......... . Engineer, Power Plant
T. R. Wnrcnr.......
Construction Manager
J. C. Wvnrcx. ..... ........
Plumber

DEPARTMENT HEADS
AGRICULTURE:
R. L. Reese, B. S., University of Illinois.
ART:
Elizabeth Bethea, B. Design, H. Sophie Newcomb College; M. A., Columbia University.

BIOLOGICAI SCIENCES:
J. R. Fowler, B. S., Louisiana State University; M.
Ph. D., University of Chicago.

S.,

CHEMISTRY:

G. Carroll Hilman, B. S., Loulsiana State University;
M. S., Ph. D., University of lowa.
COMMERCE:
Lawrence W. Dixon, B. A., Bowling Green College of
Commerce; M. Ed., University of Pittsburgh.
EDUCATION:
Gustaf Freden, B. A., Augustana College, Rock Island,
I1l.; M. A., Ph. D., University of lowa.
ENGINEERING:
Edward C. Barrett, Ch. E., Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute; M. A., Columbia University.
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ENGLISH AND FOREIGN LANGUAGES:
Herbert L. Hughes, B. A., Transylvania College; M. A.,
Columbia University; Ph. D., University of Virginia.
HOME ECONOMICS:
Helen Graham, B. S., Columbia University; M. A., George
Peabody College.

JOURNALISM:
Kenneth F. Hewins, B. A., M. A., Indiana University.
LIBRARY SCIENCE:
E. J. Scheerer, B. A., Miami University; B. S. in Library
Science, University of Illinois; M. A., University of Cinchnati; M. S. in Library Science, University of Illinois.
MATHEMATICS:
P. K. Smith, B. S., University of South Carolina; M. S.,
University of Chicago; Ph. D., University of lllinois.
MUSIC:
Laverne Irvine, B. A., University of Pittsburgh; M. A,,
Pennsylvania State College.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION:
L. P. Mclane, B. A., Maryville College; M. A., Howard
College.

PHYSICS:
P. D. Neilson, B. A., M. A., Vanderbilt University.
SOCIAL SCIENCES:
Garnie W. McGinty, B. A., Louisiana State Normal College; M. A., Peabody College.
TEACHER TRAIMNG SCHOOL:
A. E. Phillips, B. S., M. A., George Peabody College.

a
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FACULTY
PROTESSOES

Edward C. Barrett, Chemical Engineering; Ch. E., Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute; M. A., Columbia University.

W. R. Cline, Education; B. A., Louisiana Polytechnic Institute; M. A., Louisiana State University; Ph. D.,
Peabody College.
J. R. Fowler, Biology; B. S., Louisiana State University; M.
S., Ph. D., University of Chicago.

Gustaf Freden, Education; B. A., Augustana College, Rock
Island, IlI.; M. A., Ph. D., University of lowa.
Helen Graham, Home Economics; B. S., Columbia University; M. A., George Peabody College.
G. Carroll Hilman, Chemistry; B. S., Louisiana State University; M. S., Ph. D., University of Iowa.
Herbert L. Hughes, English; B. A., Transylvania College; M.
A., Columbia University; Ph. D., University of
Virginia.
LaVerne lrvine, Music; B. A., University of Pittsburgh; M,
A., Pennsylvania State College.
Reginald A. McFarland, Civil Engineering; B. S., M. S.,
Louisiana State University.
Garnie Wm. McGinty, Social Science; B. A., Louisiana State
Normal College; M. A., Peabody College.
William Leroy Mitchell, Mechanical Engineering; B. S., M. E.,
Alabama Polytechnic Institute.
Pahick D. Neilson, Physics; B. A., M. A., Vanderbilt University.
Harley Joseph Nethken, Electrical Engineering; B. S., Highland Park College; M. S., Iowa State College.
Andy Eugene Phillips, Education; B. S., M. A., George Peabody College.
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P. K. Smith, Mathematics; B. S., University of South Caro
lina; M. S., University of Chicago; Ph. D., Uni-

versity of Illinois.
ASSOCIA?D PROTESSORS
F. Elizabeth Bethea, Art; B. Design, H. Sophie Newcomb
College; M. A., Columbia University.
Lawrence W. Dixon, Commerce; B. A., Bowling Green College of Commerce; M. Ed., University of Pittsburgh.
J. T. Folk, Civil Engineering; B. S,, Clemson College.
Marion Hal'ne Folk, Jr., Biology; B. S., Ciemson CoIIege; M.
S., Louisiana State University.
Amos W. Ford, Economics; B. A., Baylor University; M. A.,
University of Chicago.
Kathleen Graham, Library Science; B. S., Louisiana Polytechnic Institute; M. A., Peabody College.
Lawtence James Fox, Social Science; B. S., University of
Georgia; M. A., Louisiana State University.
Thomas A. Green, Education; B. S., Louisiana Polytechnic Institute; M. A., Louisiana State University.
Madison HaII, English; B. S., M. A., George Peabody College.
Elbert Haskins, Music; B. A., University of Michigan.
Kenneth F. Hewins, Journalism; B. 4., M. A., Indiana University.
James L. Hutcheson, Mathematics; B. A., Dickson College.
Edward S. Jenkins, Chemistry; B. S., Clemson College.
H. C. Lovett, Agriculture; B. S., M. S., Louisiana State University.
John E. McGee, Social Science; B. A., M. A., University of
Tennessee; Ph. D., Columbia University.
L. P. Mclane, Physical Education; B. A., Maryville College;
M. A., Howard College.
George E. Pankey, Social Science; B. A., University of Richmond; M. A., University of North Carolina.
Louis M. Phillips, Commerce; B. A., Louisiana Polytechnic
Institute.
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Raymond Leslie Reese, Agriculture; B. S., University of
nois.
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Illi-

H. E. Rufi, Physics; B. S., Hendrix College; M. $., Lotisiana
State University; Ph. D., Iowa State College.
H. J. Sachs, English; Ph.8., M. A., University of Chicago.
Henry F. Schroeder, Mathematics; B. A., M. S., Louisiana
State University.
E. J. Scheerer, Library Science; B. A., Miami University; B.
S. in Library Science, University of Illinois; M,
A., University of Cincinnati; M. S. in Library
Science, University of Illinois.
Frellsen F. Smith, English; B. A., Louisiana Polytechnic
Institute; M. A., University of Texas,
Robert S. Wynn, Electrical Engineering; B. E., Trrlane University.

ASSIS?ANT PROT'ESSORS
Elton Abernathy, Speech; B. A., Abilene Christian College;
M. A., University of Iowa.
F. O. Adam, Jr., Spanish; B. A., William and Mary Colege;
Maestro en letras, University of Mexico; Ph. D.,
University of Illinois.
Francis L. Afeman, Biology; B. S., Southwestern Louisiana
Institute; M. S., Louisiana State University.
Aubrey W. Bickley, Psychology; B. A., M. A., Emory University.
Ben T. Bogard, Mechanical Engineering; B. S., Louisiana
Polytechnic Institute; M. S., Louisiana State
University.
Alma Burk, English; B. A., Louisiana State Univelsity; M. A.,
University of lowa.
Merle Burk, Home Economics; B. S., Louisiana Pol)'technic
Institute; M. A., University of Iowa.
Lucille Campbel1, Commerce; B. S., University of Mississippi; M. A., Columbia University.
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AIma May Clark, Home Economics; B. S., Texas State College of Arts and Industriesl M. S,, Iowa State
College.

Julia Duke, Physical Education for 'Women; B. S,, Madison
College, Harrisonburg, Va.; M. A., Peabody College.

Gordon Dunn, Art; B. A. in Fine Arts, Bethany College; M.
A., Ohio State University.
F. C. Gentry, Mathematics; B. A., M. A., University of Oklahoma; Ph. D., University of Illinois.
W. C. Honeycutt, Social Sciences (substituting for teacher on
leave) ; B. A., Centenary College,

Anna Selina Idtse, Home Economics; B. S., University of
Minnesota; M. A., Columbia University.
T. 1V. Ray Johnson, Chemistry; B. S., Louisiana Polytechnic
Institute; M. S., Louisiana State University.
Grady E. Jones, Mathematics; B. S., Louisiana Polytechnic
Institute; M. A., Peabody College.
Mary Moffett, Art; B. Design, H. Sophie Newcomb College.
Robert W. Mondy, Social Science; B. A., Iouisiana Polytechnic Institute; M. A., University of Texas.
Christine Moon, Physical Education for Women; B. A., University of Georgia.
Vera Alice Paul, English; B, A., Coe College; M. A., University of Iowa.
Ruth. Richardson, Home Economics; B, A., Louisiana Stste
Normal College; M. S., Louisiana State University.
Roy T. Sessums, Civil Engineering; B. S., Louisiana Polytechnic Institute; M. S., Louisiana State University.
Ernest M. Shirley, Mathematics; B. S., Louisiana State University.
Eugenia H. Smith, French; B. A., University of Texas; M. A.,
Southern Methodist University.
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A. Smith, Music; B. S., Michigan State Normal Col-

Iege; M. M., University of Michigan.
M. Louise Smith, Art; B. S., Peabody College; M. A., Columbia University.
Irene Tolliver, Home Economics; B. S., Iowa State College;
M. S., Kansas State College.
R. L, Vining, Principal oI High School; B. A., Louisiana Poly-

technic Institute; M. A., Louisiana State University.
Mildred F. Walker, English; B. 4., Cornell College (Mt.
Vernon, Iowa) ; M. A. Columbia University.
Leonard B. Watt, Jr., Journalism; B. A., Louisiana State
University.
Scott Weathersby, Biology; B. A., Louisiana College; M. S.,
Louisiana State University.
Eunice Coon Williamson, English; B. A., Louisiana State University; M. A., Tulane University.
INSTRUC?ORS
Katherine Butler, Critique; B. A., Louisiana Polytechnic Institute; M. A., Columbia University.
Flora May Cunningham, Critique; B. S., M. A., George Peabody College.
Ray E. Davis, Physical Education; B. S., Howard College.
George Herbert Duggins, Physical Education; B. P. E., Purdue University.
Winnie D. Smith Evans, Critique; B. A., Louisiana Polytechnic Institute; M. A., George Peabody College.
Virginia Gaines, Music; B. M., Louisiana State University.
Doris Burd Haskell, Music; New England Conservatory of
Music; B. M., Chicago Conservatory of Music.
George B. Hogg, Manual Training and Physical Education;
B. A., Louisiana Polytechnic Institute.
Mary B. Jarrell, Critique; B. S., M. A., Peabody College.
Bessie Joyce, Critique; B. S., Louisiana Polytechnic Institute,
John M. Kavanaugh, English; B. A., Louisiana Polytechnic
Institute; M. A., Louisiana State University.
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Stella Booles Kidd, Music; Cincinnati Conservatory of Music;
New York School of Music; B. S., Keatchie CoIIege; Judson College.
Charlotte Lane, Physical Education for Women; B. S., Texas
State Coliege for Women; M. A., Columbia University.
Marjorie C. Leigh, Assistant Li.brarian; B. S., George Peabody College; B. A., in Library Science, Emory
University; M. A., in Library Science, George
Peabody College.
Eldred Ford Lowe, Printing; B. A., Louisiana Polytechnic
Institute.
Margaret Manor, Physical Education for Women; B. S., Texas State College for Women; M. A., Columbia
University.
Dennis P. Noah, Critique; B. A., Louisiana Polytechnic Institute; M. A., Y. M. C. A. Graduate School, Nash-

ville,

Tennessee.

Gretchen C. Ott, Music; B. A., M. M., Louisiana State University.
Leola Rodgers, Critique; B. S., NL A., George Peabody College.

Anna Greene Smith, Critique; B. A., Cumberland University;
M. A., Peabody College.
Kathleen De Cou Thain, Foreign Languages; B. A., Baylor
University; M. A., University of Texas.
Martha Elizab'eth Trousdale, Critique; B. A., Louisiana Polytechnic Institute.
Callie Mae Tucker, Critique; B. S., M. A., Peabody College.
Cora Ethel Washburn, Critique; B. S., George Peabody College.

J. M. Wells, Physical Education; B. A., Louisiana Polytechnic

Institute.
Victoria Andrews Wells, Critique; B. A., Louisiana Polytechnic Institute.
L. A. Woodman, Engineering; B. S., Louisiana Polytechnic
Institute.
Eddie Wojecki, Physical Education for Men; B. S., Louisiana
Polytechnic Institute.
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COMMITTEES OF THE FACULTY, 1939.40 SESSION

(The Presid,ent is a metnber, ec-ofiicio, of all Cornnittees)
AGRICULTTIRE DEVELOPMENT: n. L. Reese, Chairman; Il. C. Lovett, F. L. Aleman, Miss Helen Graham, Dr. G. C. Hilman, Scott Weathersby.

ASSEMBLY PROGRAMS: L. J. Fox, Chairman; Dr. W. R. Cline,
L. V. E. Irvine.

ATHLETICS: A. W, Ford, Chairman; L. P. Mclaue, II. J. Sachs, H.
Schloede!, L. J. Fox, Roy T. Sessums.

f.

CAI'ATERIA: Miss Helea Graham, Chailman; T. A. WriSht, A. Mcfarland, Miss lrene Tolliver, L. M. Philips, Auditor.
COMMENCEMENT: I{erbelt L. I{ughes, Chairman; E. C. Barrett, Miss

Ilelen Graham, T. A. Green, Miss Merle Burk, Mbs Mary Mofrett,
Miss Lucille Campbell, Miss Sallie Robisou, Miss Eugenia Smith, L. V. E,
Irvirle, E. M. Shirley, L J. Fox, F. L. Ateman.

CATALOG AND COLLEGE PUBLICATIONS: K. F. lIewins, Chairmau; H. J. Sachs, Dr. W. R. Cline, L. W. Dixon, L. B. Watt, Jr.
CITRRICULUM: A. E. Phiuips, Chairman; Madison HaU, Dr. H. E.
Ruf,, tr'. F. Smith, Miss Ruth Richaldson, Dr. F. C. Gentry, E. C. Barrett.
DEAN'S ADVISORY COMMII'IEE: School ot Arts and Sciences: Dr.
H. L Eughes, Chaitman; Dr. P. K. Smith, Dr. J. R, Fov/ler, G. W. Mccinty,
R. L. Reese.

DISCIPLINE: E. S. Jenkins, Chairman; Miss Calolirle Cochran, W. L.
Mitchell, Miss He]en Graham, G. W. Mccinty, S. X. Lewis.

LIBRARY: E. J. Schee.er, Chairman; Dr. custal Freden, Mss IIeleD
Graham, Dr, H. L. Hughes, E. C. Barrett, Dr. P. K. Smith.
LYCET/M AND ENTERTAINMEIfr: Dr. custaf r'reden, Chairman;
L. V. E. Irvine, Miss Vera Alice Paul, A. McFarland.

PEOTOGRAPIIY: tI. J. Nethken, Chairinan; K. F. Hewins, D. c. Armstrong, L. V. E. L:viae, T. A. Green.

RADIO PROGRAMS: D.

c. Armstrong,

Chairman; I{. J. Sachs, Dr.

W. R. Cline, L. V. E. Irvine, Elton Abernathy.

EALLY: M. H. folk, Jr., Chairman; Miss Elizabeth Bethea, L. V. E.
Irvine, L. P. Mclane, E. S. Jenkins, R. A. McFarland, K. F. He.wins, Mrs.
f'airy

C. McBride.

REGISTRATION: Mrs. Ruby B. Pearce, Chairman; Dr. custaf Freden.
Miss SaUie Robison, I{arly Howard, W. L. Mitchell, Dr. H. L. Eughes, E. C.
Barrett, Miss Caroline Cochran. Miss Helen Grahah, Miss Mabel May.
REGIILATIONS AND STANDARDS: Dr.

c.

C. Hilman, Chairman;
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L. M. Philips, Il. F, Sch.oeder, Dr. J. R. tr'owler, J. L. HutchesoE, Dr.
Gust l Freden, W. L. MitcheU, Misa Caroulre CochlsD, Mrs. Ruby B.
Peatce, S. X. Lewis.

STUDENT AWARDS: W. L. MitcheU, Chairman; Harry Howard, Miss
Mabel May, L If. Dixon.

STUDEI{T EMPLOYMEIYI:
School Jobs: J. T. foUq Chairmsn; A. McFerland, Mrs. Fairy C. McBrIde.
l{YA Assistancei J. T. FoUq Cbalrman; E. M. Shirley, Mtss AuDa ldtse.

SrUDEI{r ORGAMZATIONS: G. W. Mccinty, Chailman; Miss Carollue Cochran, lry. L. MitcheU, Dr. F, O. Adali, Jr., T. .\ Greeu, Mks Julta
Duke, Miss Mary Moflett Miss Salie Robisou, R. A. McFarlard, S. )(.
Lewis.

SrI DEl,l'I PLACEMENr: D. G. Almsbong, Chairman; Ml$s Salie
Robison, J. T. Folk, Dr. Guslal Freden, Miss l{den Graham, A. E. PhiDips,
L M. Philips, Dr. H, L. Hughe!, Miss llelen Woodard.
STITDENT PITBLICATIONS: K. F. HePils, Chairman;

R A, McFar-

Henry R. Mays, P. D. Neilson, Dr. G. C. Hiknan, Dr. J. 8. f'owler,
L. B. Watt, Jr.
la.Dd,

SPECIAL PRII{rING JOBS: A. Mcl'arlaud, Chairmao; Dr. G. C.

I{il-

man, Dr. J. R. Fowler, G. E. Pankey.

VISUAL EDUCATION: Mlss Eu8eni. Smit}l, Chairlnan; H. J. Nethken, J. W. Evans, I{. C. Lovett.
WELFARE OI'

c.

DRM-IN STUDENrS: D. G. Armstrolrg, Chatman;

E. Jones, T. A. Itrright, Miss Eelen Woodard.

Y. w. C.
G. L. Ayres.

A.:

Miss Alrna Burk, Chairman; Miss Sellie Bobison, Mrs-
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PREFATORY STATEMEI{T
The Louisiana Polytechnic Institute is organized into
four schools: The School of Arts and Sciences, the School
of Education, the School of Engineering and the School of
Home Economics.
The School of Arts and Sciences offers courses leading to
the Bacheior of Arts and Bachelor of Science degrees, depending upon the major subjects in the junior and senior
years of the curricula pursued. Students who major in the
Department of Agriculture, Commerce, Mathematics, or Science, receive the B. S. degree. A11 students applying for the
baccalaureate degree in the School of Arts and Sciences are
required to compl.ete satisfactorily the prescribed basic academic curriculum for the freshman and sophomore years before they are permitted to elect courses in the junior year
that differentiate one curriculum from the other.
The School of Education is organized into six curricula
Ieading to the Baccalaureate Degree in Education. Each
curriculum offers specific training for its type of teaching
service. The curriculum for elementary grade teachers is
so arranged that upon the completion of the Freshman and
Sophomore and Junior years a student is entitled to the Professional Elementary Certiflcate which makes him eligible to
teach in the elementary grades of the public schools of

Louisi

ana.

The School of Engineering offers instruction leading to
the following baccalaureate degrees: Bachelor of Science in
Civil Engineering and Bachelor of Science in MechanicalElectrical Engineering.
The courses of study leading to these degrees are identical during the freshman and sophomore years. Familiarity
with such fundamental subjects as chemistry, drawing, English, mathematics, physics and practical mechanics is essential to the successful study and practice of any branch of
the engineering profession. Furthermore, after two years of
college work a student is better able to make a definite choice
of the branch of engineering which he is best fitted to follow.
During the junior and senior years, the courses are planned
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to give the special training that is best suited to each branch
of the profession.
The main purpose of the School of Home Economics is
give,
to
along with a standard aeademic curricu-Ium, special
training for homemakers. AIso because of the constant demand for home economics teachers for secondary schools of
Louisiana and other states, the training of teachers has become oI equal importance. The teaching of this subject after
graduation, with the responsibility of its laboratories, serves
as additional training for home making.
Other fields for which training is offered are those of extension work, business positions in the field of home economics, commercial demonstration, dietitians in hospitals and
other institutions, and welfare workers.
Louisiana Polytechnic Institute is a member of the Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools, the Association of American Colleges, and the American Association of CoIIege Registrars. The pre-medical work is recognized by the American Medical Association.

DIVISION OF EXTENSION
The purpose of the General Extension Division is to extend educational services of Louisiana Polytechnic Institute
beyond the campus. With this purpose in view, the following activities are included:
CORXESPONDENCE

STUDY

Correspondence study ofiers to those who cannot attend
classes an opportunity to devote any spare time which they

may have to the systematic and purposeful study of subjects
in which they, for any reason, may be interested.
Full college credit is given for this work. One-fourth of
the required work for a degree may be completed in this manner, provided it does not violate the regulations that thirty of
the last thirty-six hours required for a degree must be done
in residence at Louisiana Polytechnic Institute.
The fee for these correspondence courses is $3.00 per semester hour, payable in advance.
EXTENSION CENTER CLASSES

The General Extension Division organizes classes in any
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subject in any locality where there is sufficient demand for
instruction in that subject, provided necessary facilities may
be arranged for the successful conducting of such a class.
The same regulations as to college credit and amount of
work apply as in the case of correspondence coumes. The
fee is also the same as in corresponderlce courses.
CORNESPONDENCE

WORK BY RESIDENT STUDENTS

No student, while in residence, is permitted to take work
either by correspondenee or in group lecture classes without
permission of the dean of the school in which he is doing his
major work.
A non-resident correspondence student is required, on
entering this Institution, to drop hts corresponilence wotk
for the period of. his residence.
PLACEMENT SERVICE

The General Extension Division conducts a placement
bureau. This service is designed to assist graduates and
former students in securing employment suited to their training and experience. In order to be considered for placement, graduates and former students must secure applieation
blanks from the Bureau of Recommendations, filI them out

completely and carefully, and return them to the bureau.
No fee is charged for this service, but the graduate or former
student is expected to furnlsh all postage.
REGIJLATIONS
Each student, on entering this institution, wilL be furnished vrith a copy of the regulations of the faculty, for the
observance of rvhich he will be held responsible. NO PLEA
OF IGNORANCE OF SUCH REGULATIONS WILL BE
RECEIVED AS EXCUSE.
DETICTENCY IN ENGLISE
A11 freshmen are required to take a test in English when
they enter Tech. Those who show deficiencies in preparation
for the work of the Freshman English course wlII be required to enroll in sections of English 401 which meet flve
times a week instead of three, for additional dri1l to make up
their deficiencies.
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ADMISSION AND ADVANCEMENT
ACADEMIC REQUIREMENTS

Graduates of approved high schools are eligible for admission upon presentation of a high school diploma or certiffcate of graduation.

For unconditional entrance to any of the curricula
the applicant for admission must present as a part of his
high school credit the sp€cific units indicated for admission to his curriculum. All conditions must be removed
by the end of his freshman year.
rOR UNCONDTTIONAI EI

TRANCE

TO TIIE TRESiHMAN CLASS

School oJ Arts and, Sciences: Students who expect to
major or minor in mathematics or in science must present a
high school certificate which includes ONE unit in plane
geometry and at least ONE AND ONE-HALF units in algehra.

School oJ Education: Students who pursue the curriculum which prepares for the teaching of mathematics and
science must present a high school certificate which includes
ONE unit of plane geometry and at least ONE AND ONEr{ALF uni.ts in algebra.
School oJ Engineeting: The certificate of high school
units must include ONE unit in plane geometry and at least
ONE AND ONE-HALF units in algebra.
School oJ Home Economics: No speciflc entrance requirements other than high school diploma.
Appl.icants for admission who have not had the advantage of a secondary education, but who are of mature age
(at least twenty-one years) will be admitted as special students and will be allowed to pursue courses which they feel
prepared to take. No special student may qualify as a candidate for a degree until he has satisfled the entrance requirements of the curriculum in which he is registered.
TRANSFER STUDET{TS

A student transfening from another college must present a transcript of the vrork done there and a certificate
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of honorable dismissal. In the absence of such credentials
the student may register conditionally until such credentials
can be obtained. If not obtained within a reasonable time
the registration will be cancelled.
A student who presents a transcript of credit from another college {ril1 be permitted to register for such courses
as he seems to be prepared to take, He will be given provisional credit and class standing on the basis of the transcript which has been presented. When he has been in
residence one yeat, his final credit and class standing will be
determined by the quality of work he has done in this institution.
REGISTXATION

Students are required to register on days announced
for registration in the college calendar.
The privilege of registering shall be withheld from all
students who have not registered on the sixth working day
beyond the last regular registration day of each semester.
Students who register after the last regular registration
day of any semester are required to pay a fee oI $2.00 lor the
first day and $1.00 for each additional day over which the
delay occurs.
CIIANGING SCHOOLS OB CURRICULA

If

a student wishes to change from one curriculum to
another he must have the consent of his major professor and
the dean of the school in which he is registered.
If a student wishes to change from one sehool to another
he must have the consent of the deans of both schools. He
must secure from the registrar an official petition; his change
will not be completed until this petition has been properly
signed and returned to the registrar's offrce.
ADDINC A}ID DROPPING COURSES

add

After the ffrst registration for a semester a student may
a course only with the approval of the head of the depart-

ment and upon payment of a fee of $1.00. No other course
may be added after the sixth working day of the semester.
Under exceptional circumstances, a student may drop a
course v/ith the consent of the head of the proper department
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and of the registrar. However, no student may be registered
for less than twelve semester hours. In exceptional cases,
with the approval of the registrar and head of department
in which the student is majoring, a last semester senior may
be allowed to carry only the courses required for graduation.
Courses dropped without permission ard repeated unauthorized absences Irom class entai] the withdrawal of the
student from the college. For academic derelictions a student may be requird to drop a course. A student who fails
to make a minimum grade of D in seventy-fi.ve per cent of the
semester hours for the semester shall be dropped from the
i.nstitution.
A student who drops a course after the ffrst six weeks
of any semester shall receive the grade of F in that course.
EKAMINATIONS

Examinations include regular and special examinations.
Regular examinations are held the last five days of each semester. Each examination covers a period of not over three
hours.
Special examinations include postponed examinations,
deficiency examinations, and examinations for advanced
standing.
Each student shall pay a fee of one dollar for each special
examination, but the total fee paid by each student will not
exceed three dollarsPermission to take any of these examinations must be
obtai.ned through the Registrar's office.
All special examinations are held on the first SIX days
of each semester, the examination to begin on the first regular registration day.
A student who has a final examination that has been
postponed must take the postponed examination at the time
scheduled for special examinations immediately following
his registration. A student who fails to take the examination
at the prescribed time will forfeit his right to take the examination and will receive a grade of F in the course.
A candidate for graduation who fails to pass the final
examination in ONE course in his last semester work, may
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be permitted to take a deficiency examination in this course.
In the event that he fails the deficiency examination he must

repeat the course.
A student registering may v/ith the approval of the
Committee on Classiflcation and Registration be permitted
to take examinations in subjects in which he declares himself
to be prepared. Such examinations must be taken during
the ffrst six weeks of residence.
NEQUINEMENTS FOR GNADUATION

The candidate for a degree is required to complete one
of the curricula listed under the School of Arts and Sciences,
the School of Education, or the School of Engineering, leading to the degree of Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science.
Each of these curricula includes two years of Physical Education (a minimum of four semester hours, which must include Physical Education 401, 402, 501, 502), and this work in
Physical Education must be completed by the end of the
sophomore year.
Those who are planning to teach are required to elect
eighteen semester hours in Education (including practice
teaching in the major subject) and to complete the nine semester hours in Hea1th and Physical Education required by
the state. The four semester hours of Physical Education
required of all students, as noted above, may be arranged to
count as four hours of the nine required of teachers.
Every JUNIOR in his second semester; that is, every
student who has earned as much as 78 semester hours on the
curriculum in which he is registered, must report to the
registrar that he expects to become a candidate for a de.
gree the following session. At the beginning of his senior
year he will be given a statement of the work to be completed
before graduation.
In registering students the heads of departments act as
advisers and try to avoid erors; but the student himself is
expected to know that graduation is attained through the
completion of curriculum requirements as set down in the
catalogue. He should know his curiculum and register according to its requirements.
A candidate for the Three-Year Teacher 1haining certi-
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ficate must file his application r#ith the Registrar at least one
semester in advance of the time he expects to complete his

requirements for the certificate.
All requirements of the courses of study as outlined in
the college announcement or its equivalent must be certified
by the registrar before degrees wifl be conferred.
No student shall be recommended for graduation who
has a failure in a required course.
No student will be recommended for graduation who
has a failure in any subject taken during his junior and senior years.
Thirty of the last thirty-six semester hours presented for
the baccalaureate degree must have been earned in residence.
Stud,ents uho intend to take the degree of nlaster of a.rtg
ot rnoster of science in o graillnte school are od,Diseil to ocquire a reoding knouledge o! French masmuch ds rwny
gradlnte schools require this.
CONFERRING OF DEGREES

A degree
sents himself

will not be conferred on a candidate who abfrom the Commencement exercises until the

expiration of one year, unless he is excused from attendance
by the president of the college.
No honorary degrees are conferred.
CAP AND GOWN

The Oxford cap and gown is the official dress for commencement, and candidates for degrees are requird to appear in this dress.
CLASSIFICATION

FnrsnrvraN. A student with fewer than thirty hours of
college work at the beginning of any college year shall be
classified as a freshman.
Sopnouonn. A student who has fewer than sixty and
not fewer than thirty hours of college work to his credit at
the beginning of any college year shall be classed as a sophomore.
JuNroR. A student who has to his credit at the beginning
of any college year fewer than ninety-six and not fewer than
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sixty hours of work shall be classed as a junior, unless he is
allowed to register according to the following paragraph.
SENroR. A Senior is one who lacks that number of semester hours normally required in his respective course
(Engineering, Commerce, etc.) during the first two semesters
previous to graduation, and who has that number of quality
points equivalent to the total number of semester hours he
has completed.
When a student changes from one school or curriculum
to another his class standing \Mill be determined by the application of his credits to the school or curriculum to which
he has changed.
SYSTEM OF GRADINC

The grade marks are divided into two groups as follows:
passing grades are A, B, C, and D, in order from highest to

lowest.

A: The grade of A is given for the highest degree of excellence that it is reasonable to expect of persons of excep
tional ability.
B: The grade of B is given for a superior quality of
work, but not of as high a quality as should be expected of
persons of exceptional ability.
C: The grade of C is given for a quality of work that is
above the requirement for a grade of D and will represent
the average work to be expected from classes in general.
D: The grade of D is given for a quality of work that is
represented as the minimum requirement to receive credit
for the course.
F: The grade of F is given to denote failure and to require that the work must be repeated before credit shall be
given.
QUALTTY POINTS

For each semester hour with a grade of A, three quality
points are earned; for a grade of B, two quality points; and
for a grade of C, one quality point. A grade of D carries no
quality point. For each semester hour failed one quality
point u'ill be deducted from the total earned.
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In the four-year college cou.rses the student to be graduated must have earned ONE quality point for each semester
hour completed.
The quality point plan will not be applied in its entirety
to students coming from other colleges, so far as the college
hours earned in the other colleges are concerned. The head
of the department entered shall determine the number of
semester hours that may be accepted and the conditions under which they will be accepted.
NATING OF STT'DENTS

The rating of ANY student or any GROUP of students
wi.ll be determined by dividing the nurnber of net quauty
points by the number of hou$ of academic wolk for which
the student or group 'vras tegisteted,,
HONORS

By a system of class, departmental, and general honors,
the college gives official recognition of attainments in scholalship.
DEPARTMEI{TAL HONORS

At the end of the senior year special honors in the separate departments of the college are awarded to students
who during the junior and senior years have attained in the
courses (amounting to at least twenty-four hours) of one
of these departments an excellence of B in 12 hours of work,
and A in six other hours; and have maintained in a1l of their
courses of these two years an average rating of at Ieast 1.?
and in no course a grade lower than C.
GENERAL HONORS

At graduation the degree is conferred cum lauile upon
students who have maintained an average rating of 2.2;
tnogna curn lcu.de upon those who have maintained an average oI 2.6; and summa cun-L laude upon those who have
maintained an average rating of 2.9 during their four years
of work.
To be eligible for any honor, a student must not be registered for fewer than 15 hours of work during any semester.
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STUDENT AWARDS

The following awards are made each year:
Omega Kappa fraternity: Most valuable Journalism
student.
L. P. Mclane: Silver cup to the letterman athlete making the highest grades for the year.
Anonymous donor: Gold watch awarded to the member of the graduating class adjudged to have rendered the
most unselfish service to fellow-students and to the college.

NOTE: "For the Year" means two consecutive semesters-first and second semesters.
EXPENSES
NEGISTRATION

The registration fee of $10.00, payable by all students
each semester upon entrance, includes the incidental fee, the
library fee, subscription to the weekly student newspaper,
the entertainment and athletic ticket, and all laboratory fees.
An additional fee of 50 cents for the visual education fund
will be charged. Each student who registers for the first
semester is required to pay a subscription of $4.00 entitling
him to a copy of the college annual, Lagniappe, issued during the second semester. The $4.00 includes the cost of making the student's picture for the anlual
The graduation fee of $10.00, payable by all students at
the beginning of their last semester, includes the diploma
fee, Iife membership in the Alumni association and a fiveyear subscription to The Tech Talk.
None of the above fees are refunded after the registration is complete.
An additional fee of $2.00 will be required for completion
of registration on the day following the close of the registration period at the beginning of each semester, and one dollar
will be added for each additional day of delay. No student
may register after the sixth working day of the semester.
For the laboratory courses in chemistry a breakage fee
of $5.00 is deposited. fhe unused portion of this is refunded
upon completion of the course.
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Registration is not complete until after compliance with
the following requirements:
1. Approval of schedule by the head of the department.
2. Signature of the dean of men or the dean of women
on schedule.

3, Payment to the treasurer of all fees and charges
which are payable in advance. Dormitory students are required to pay at least four weeks' board in advance, and
music students at least four weeks'tuition.
4. Aeceptance by registrar of registration material.
LIVINC

E:KPENSES;

The cost of living in the dormitories is $103.80 for board
and room for each semester, Iaundry $9.00, and an inflrmary
fee of $2.25 per semester.
A deposit of 50 cents for a room key is to be made witll

the matron.
A deposit of $5.00 wiII be required when a room is re.
served or assigned, and will be retained and applied on tJ:e
final payment of board for the entire semester ($112.80, including room deposit) may be made in advance at the time
of registration, or in installments as follows, for the First
Semester, Session

Room

of

$

Reservation..............

On Registration

Oct.

193940:

..... ....... .... ..

9, 1939

Nov. 6, 1939
Dec. 4, 1939.
Jan, 2, 1940 ($25.00less room deposit)
...

TOTAr

-

5.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
12.80
20.00

$112.80

Students are expected to accept the responsibility of
looking after pa)'rnents promptly.
The room deposit of $5.00 will be refunded on request
made not later than two weeks before the opening of the
semester.

Short absences do not lessen the cost of operating the
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boarding department, and no deduction will be made for an
absence of a week or less. For longer absences deduction
will be made for the number of days in excess of seven.
Excess laundry charges will be made according to eonditions on the printed laundry slip.
Dormitory students are advised not to leave money in
their rooms. Deposits may be made at the treasurer's offi.ce.
T'l-re treasurer will not approve the resignation of any
student who is indebted to the college, nor will credit be given for academic work until all indebtedness has been settled.
MUSIC TI'TTION

There is no eharge payable by students who major in
music. Individual instruction in piano, voice or violin, is
offered to those who do not major in music at the rate of
$15.00 for a semester, payable in advance.
SUMMARY OF E:<PENSES

Registration fee, each semester,
(Payable by all students) .. .. . . ............. ....... . . .$10.00
Visual Education fund .............. ... ............. .50
College Annual subscription,
(Including payment for picture, payable in first semester).. ......... ............... .. 4,00
Board in the dormitories, per semester ..... ... 103.80

Laundry

Infirmary fee, in dormitory
..
Dormitory key deposit . .. ......
Music tuition, per semester (for non-Music
Majors) Individual instruction ..

9.00
2.25
.50
15.00

. . ... .. 5.00
Chemistry breakage deposit
Graduation fee (Payable at beginning of last
...... .. 10.00
semester) ..
. 24.00
Out-of-state students, per semester

DISCIPLINE AND CONDUCT
SCHOLASIIC PROBATION

I. SCHOLASTIC PROBATION is a measure of time
during which the student is demanded directly to prove his
ability to profit by collegiate instruction.
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The following system of probation is directed by the
dean of men and the dean of women, under the ultimate
supervision of the president.
A student who fails in three-fourths of his work for the
semester is subject to dismissal from the institution.
Exceptions are made in the case of ltrst semester freshmen in which they are placed on probation instead of
being dismissed.

C.

A student reported as having failed in as many as eight
semester hours in a semester is placed on scholastic pro-

D.

To be released from scholastic probation a student must
earn in the preceding semester an average $ade of "C"

bation.

in all subjects and must not have failed in more than
ffve semester hours. A student (except a first term
freshman) who fails to remove probation in one se-

E.

F.
G.

mester is subject to dismissal from the college. FIRST
TERM FRESHMEN will be allowed tt o tegular sernesters (Summer not included) in which to remove scholastic probation.
A student dismissed from the institution under section
B or F may one semester (summer session not included)
after dismissal, return without being placed on probation; but if his record is such that he again goes on
probation, (or fails in eight hours of work) he will immediately be dismissed for one calendar year. A student
suspended under section E may be re-admitted upon
approval of the president.
Cases of first semester freshmen arising under section
B shall be handled as if arising under C, i. e., the student
will be placed on probation instead oI being dismissed.
That the status of the student who resigns or Ieaves the
institution before the end of a semester and re-enters
within one calendar year, shall be determined by his
record at the time of his leaving the institution. This
partial record shall be regarded as if it were the complete record for the semester and shall be used as a
basis of determining whether or not he should be placed
on probation.
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Itre status of

a transfer student in this institution is to
be determined by his record in the institution from
which he comes.
II. DISCIPLINARY PROBATION is a measure of discipline and is used by the deans in cases of students who disregard regulations. It will be used for a definite period, and
carries with it the following conditions, during the period

of such probation:

A.

Any further violation of college regulation during the
time of probation will cause such students to be suspended for a period to be determined by the faculty

B.

Initiation into any social or honorary organizations is

committee of discipline.
prohibited.

C. All absence privileges are cancelld.
D. Such a student may not run for office.
E. No student on probation may represent the school in any
intercollegiate event other than in athletic contests
which are governed by S. I. A. A. regulations.
"cervrpusro"
"Campused" is a measure used for the sake of discipline,
by the deans. A student who has disregarded regulations
may be confined to the campus for a period of time designated
by his or her dean; and may not be permitted to attend extracurricular functions on the campus, such as ball games or
programs given in the auditorium.
If the nature of the oftense or infraction of rules seems to
demand a heavier punishment, a student may be placed on
"strict campus," which means that there will be no social contact other than that necessary for carrying on class work.
If a student has been corrected during a period of "campus" the period wi.ll be extended.
HAZINC

The unauthorized entrance into the room of other students, or subjecting fellow-students to indignities of any
character is a violation of discipline. Mingling with a crowd
or following a crowd engaged in hazing will be considered to
be participation in hazing. Mingling with a crowd, following
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a crowd, or attempting to gain forcible entrance to any room
or building shall also be considered as a violation of discip.

line.
On entering college, each student is required to subscribe
to the following statement:

.I PLEDGE MY HONOR

TO REFRAIN FROM

ANY AND ALL TORMS OF HAZING AND TO
RESPECT AND OBEY ALL RI'LES AND REGULATIONS OF THE FACULTY."
SOCIAL REGULATIONS

No social function shall be scheduled by any body of
students without permission of the Dean, and with whom arrangements shall be made.
RESIDENCE

IN

TO1I.rN

Women students who expect to board in town will be
required to see the Dean before they are allowed to register.
Only junior and senior women may board in town without
special permission.
Any chanqe of address must be reported at once to the
Registrar and to the Deans.
METHOD O}' MAKING REPORTS

ALL instructors (teachers) are required to make daily
reports of absences in each of their classes. A report is to be
made datlg even though there are no absences. These reports are to be sent to the Office of the President. The President will have the absence slips checked to determine if eaeh
instructor has made a report on that day. The reports covering the absences of men students wiil immediately be sent
to the Dean of Men, and the list of women to the Dean of
Women.
If an instructor lails to make his doilg report, the President will write him at once and request that the report be
made.
CLASS ATTENDANCE

(A)

The attendance at class exercises in each course
of instruction is optional with serziors. To obtain this privi-
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lege, each senior must present to each instructor a certificote
from the regi.strar showing that he is a senior.
FINAI EXAMINATIONS

FON SENIORS

On the occasion of granting optional elass attendance
to seniors, and in the interest of higher standards, it is announced that all seniors must take the final examinations.
No exemptions from final examinations will be granted.
(B) Students of the Freshman, Sophomore, and Junior
classes are allowed that number of "curs" in each course of
instruction which is equivalent to the nwnber of times the
course meets per week.
GENERAL RULE

(1)

Atl students (including Seniors) may be absent

as

indicated above, without penalty, provided, however, that he
meets all the requirements of the izstructor. If an instructor announces a rest or some special exercise for a definite
tinae, the student m&st be present unless he is ill.
2. Absences allowed as noted above may not be hken
immediately preceding or following a recess or vacation, nor
following an excused period on occasion of any trip of a colIege organization. Such absences are to count d,ouble absences ("cuts").
(3) When a student has exceeded his allowance of
"cuxs" in any subject, the deoz will immediately place him on
"cut probation" (means that a student may not incur additional "curs" without additional penalty).
(4) A student orr "cut probation" who absents himself
from any elass (except for illness) will be given some form
of penalty to be determined by the Dean, but a student who
is absent for the second time (second ofiense) will be erpelled. ftom the institution.
ABSENCES

AurEoBrzED absences are those permitted by the college
regulations, such as absence of members of athletic teams, or
of debating teams, or of musical organizations while representing the institution, and those caused by iilness or by
other exceptional circumstances.
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UNAUTSoRTZED absences are those absences from class
which are not caused by illness or exceptional circumstances.
EXCUSES

A student will not be given a slip for an unauthorized absence. A student who has an authorized absence from a class
must procure a slip from the Dean and present it to the instructor within one week from the time he reports back to
class. If he fails to procure and present the slip, the absence
will be recorded as unauthorized.
HONORABLE DISMISSAI

The term "Honorable Dismissal" is used to refer to conduct and character only. An Honorable Dismissal is never to
be given unless the student's standing as to moral conduct
and character is such as to entitle him to continuance in the
college. Furthermore, in every transcript of the student's
record, full mention shall be given as to the cause of withdrawal.
CAMPUS PNTVILEGE

A student who has resigned or who has been suspended
or expelled must leave the campus within twenty-four hours
after severing his relation with the institution.
USE OF THE LIBRARY
LIBRAAY HOI'RIi

The library is opened at 7:30 a. m. and remains open continuously until 8:00 p. m. except on Saturday when it closes

at5p.m.
GENENAL READING ROOM

In this room are placed the more generally

used refer-

ence books and the current periodicals. They are to be used

at the pleasure of the students, but are not to be taken out
or defaced in any way. Those in charge of the library wish
to make all students comfortable, and wiII be glad to serve
them in any way.
BORROWING BOOKS

Books and unbound periodicals in the general collection
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are loaned for one week, with the priviLege of renewal. Books
which are reserved for certain courses, and all books of the
Woodrow Wilson collection, may be taken from the library
at 5:30 p. m. and returned not later than 8: 15 a. m. the following day.
FINES

A fine of fffteen cents for the first hour, and five cents for
each succeeding hour, will be charged for reserved books
which are overdue. A fine of five cents will be charged for
each day a book from the general collection is held over time.
Fines will also be charged for any damage to books or periodicals. Failure on the part of a student to pay his fine will result in having library privileges with&awn from him.
Those students who take books and periodicals from the
library without permission and contrary to all regulations
are not only liable to have their privileges taken from them,
but are subject to dismissal from the institution.
MISCELLANEOUS
STUDENT EMPLOYMENT

Opportunity is given to a limited number of students to
earn board and lodging, but all students are required to pay
the registration, library, laboratory, and inftmary fees. Only
students who are doing satisfactory work will be given employment by Louisiana Polytechnic Institute.
SCHOLARSHIP, LOANS, ETC.

A scholarship, exempting the student from the payment
of registration fees, is granted annually to a graduate of eaeh
state-approved high school of Louisiana, ranking in the highest one-fourth of his class.
The George O. Thatcher Memorial Loan Fund was established in 1925 by a gift of two hundred dollars from Mrs. W.
F. Pearce. The fund is maintained by the Alumni Association
and all Life Membership Fees become a part of the loan
fund. The sum of fifteen hundred dollars of this fund has been
used as loans to students recommended by the President of
the College and the Thatcher Memorial Loan Fund Committee.
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The Pierian Club of Ruston, maintains a Ioan fund for
women students who are recommended by the President of
the College and the Education Committee of the Club. This
loan fund was established in 1910 and has been maintained
without interruption since that time.
Sena Hardy Loan Fund was established in 1932 and is
available to women students of Junior and Senior standlng.
Applications for loans should be made to the Dean of Women.
The Ruston Branch of the American Association of University Women maintains a loan fund which is available to
Senior women.
FACI'LTY ADVISERS

Advice of the deans and the heads of the college departments is available for students in the selection of courses,
in securing assistance in study methods, in preparation for
vocations, in overcoming difnculties of adjusting themselves
to the conditions and requirements of college life and in
encouragement towards making the most of the opportunities
offered by the college.
A'THLETICS AND PHYSICAL TRAINING

All phases of athletics for men are encouraged; football,
baseball, basketball, track, tennis, volleyball, hockey, soccer,
ffeldball, boxing, and wrestling. The college has adequate
facilities for the conduct of these forms of physical training,
a newly constructed football field, baseball diamond, practice
fields, a quarter-mile track with two-hundred-twenty yard
straightaway, and tennis courts, as well as separate pavilions
for men and women in which are conducted physicai training
exercises, basketball, and other sports.
Inter-collegiate contests in the major athletic sports are
participated in by men of the college. The college is a member of the Southern Inter-collegiate Athletic Association.
Over-emphasis, however, is not placed upon representation
upon the college teams, but students are urged to engage in
some form of physical training and are required to pursue
courses in physical training in the freshman and sophomore
years.
Inter-collegiate contests in athletics for women are
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All women students are urged to take part in
some form of athletics and are required to take part in
prescribed courses during their freshman and sophomore
years,
Medical examinations at the beginning of the year determine the type of exercise each student takes. Those
not able to take part in the major sports are required to work
in minor activities, as quoits, croquet, and hiking.
Physical education is required of all freshmen and sopho.
mores.
discouraged.

ELIGIBILITY OT ATHLETT.S

AIi candidates for athletic teams must strictly adhere to
the rules and regulations of the Southern Inter-collegiate
Athletic Association.
coNcEssIoNs

The general regulations of the colJ.ege apply to athletes
as weII as to other students, and no concessions of any nature
wiII be made because of representation on the college teams.
ORCANIZATIONS

The following college organizations under the direction
of members of the faculty ofier students opportr:nities for
social end intellectual development:
The Pan-Hellenic Councii, Student Advisory Committee,
Women Students' Council, Eorensic Club, International Reiations Club, Chaminade Music CIub, Y. M. C. A., Y. W. C. A.,

Women's House Association, Home Economics Club, Art
CIub, "T" Club, Tech Theater Players, House Organization,
K. O. A., B. S. U., House Council, and Newman Club.
The following organizations are described in detail under the Department of Music, a certain amount of credit
being allowed the student for work in each of them: Tech
Band, Band-o'4lee, Tech Choir, Men's Glee Club, Tech Orchestra.

Honor fraternities with chapters on the campus are
these: Delta Alpha Rho, engineering; Kappa Gamma Psi,
music; Sigma Tau Delta, literary, Demeter, agriculture, and
Gamma Epsilon, scholastic.
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Social fraternities and sororities are the following: Theta
Kappa Nu fraternity; Aipha Lambda Tau fraternity; Omega
Kappa fraternity; Sigma Alpha Delta fraternity; Kappa Delta sorority; Theta Upsilon sorority; Theta Sigma Nu sorority.
PUBLICATIONS

The college publications are The Tech ?olk, the weekly
paper; Lagniappe, the college annual; ?ech Reoieur, the literary magazine, and The Culth)ator, agriculture magazine.

VISUAL EDUCATION PROGRAM
After being subjected to scientific experimentation and
critical observation for more than a decade, motion pictures
as aids to classroom teaching are emerging with a deffnite
stamp of approval from most educators. It has been found
that the student learns from five to fifty per cent more when
the use of visual aids has been added to the usual verbal
instruction. Tech has added a sound motion picture machine to its teaching equipment and conducts a program
of visual education in connection with the regular class work.
AMUSEMENT PICTI'NES

Amusement pictures of all kinds and varieties ftom "art"
pictures to Charlie Chaplin and Tim McCoy are showr in the
Wigwam several times a week. These pictures are free to
the students and are planned to furnish recreation during
the heretofore idle period after dinner.
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

The Alumni Association of the Louisiana Polytechnic Institute is chartered under the non-stock corporation laws of
Louisiana. It is a live organization of ex-students whose purpose is to promote the interests and the welfare of their AIma
Mater. Its activities are directed by an Executive Council
composed of the officers, elected annually, and a Board of
four dir:ectors, one of whom is elected each year to serve four
years. The business meeting of the Association is held each
year during commencement week, at which time a reunion
picnic on the campus is enjoyed. From time to time a banquet
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is also held, and some prominent speaker is presented at a
public program as part of the regular exercises,
SUMMER SCHOOL

Louisiana Polytechnic Institute maintains a surnmer
school in which nearly al1 the courses of the regular year are
ofiered by the regular members of the faculty. Students carry
fewer classes in summer; but they meet daily for regular
recitation and lecture classes and give double time to laboratory periods. During the nine weeks students may earn
nine hours. A summer school bulletin is printed each spring
and may be secured by writing the Registrar's office.
RELIGIOUS ORGANIZATIONS
CHI'NCHES;

To establish promptly and to maintain regularly vital re-

Iigious contacts is a matter of first importance to every student. These churches of Ruston, through their pastors, offer
regular programs adapted to the needs of college students:
Methodist Church: Rev. Guy Hicks, Pastor.

tr'irst Baptist Church: Rev. W. E. B. Lockridge, Pastor.
Temple Baptist Church: Rev. A. S. Newnan, Pastor.
Presbyterian Church: Rev. S. E. McFadden, Pastor.
Episcopal Church: Rev. Thomas Clarkson, Rector.
Church of God: Rev. R. E. Sterner, Pastor.
Church of

Christ:

Rev. J. D. Boyd, Pastor.

CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATIONS

There are six religious organizations on the campus.
These organizations engage in a wide range of serviceable
activity which enables students of varied interests and
talents to participate. These activities are planned to give
students an opportunity to express their altruistic impulses
and Christian ideals. The organizations are: the Y. W. C. A.,
Y. M. C. A., Wesley Foundation, B. S. U., Presbyterian
Student Union, the Newman club, organization of Catholic
students, and the Episcopal club.

.O
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LIBRARY
The building for the Louisiana Polytechnic Institute Library was opened to students, faculty, and the general pubIic in December, 192?. The structure is in the Colonial style
of architecture.
At the present time the library contains about 18,000
bound volumes, besides many hundreds of pamphlets, unbound magazines and newspapers. In addition to these, as a
government depository oI public documents, it receives a
large nurnber of omcial documents from the numerous departments of the federal government.
A special library of about four hundred volumes dealing
with the various phases of the social sciences, is given a separate room in the library and is called "The Woodrow Wilson
Memorial Library." These books were donated by some of
the friends of the library.
One of the rooms of the library is occupied by a museum
devoted especially to a history of this section of the state. An
interesting collection has already been acquired and other
articles will be added from time to time.
COURSES OF STUDY
EXPLANATION

Freshman courses are numbered in the 400 series,
Sophomore courses are numbered in the 500 series.
Junior-senior courses are numbered in the 600 series.
When there is a specific junior prerequisite for senior
courses, the said senior courses are numbered in ?00 series.
A "continuation" course is two or three courses that form
a sequence through successive semesters. Such courses grant
only provisional credit until the sequence of the "continuation" course is completed.
A course usually meets three times a week for a semester of 18 weeks, and assumes a preparation of two hours of
work for each hour of meeting. A course carries a credit of
three semester hours. Certain courses in the sciences and in
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other subjects require more or less work than the amount
cited and accordingly carry more or less credit. The credit
for each course is indicat€d with the description of the course,
as follows: three hours credit; two hours credit. The word
"hour" means one semestel hour.
FRESHMAN WEEK

A period of time termed "Freshman Week" is set aside
at the beginning oI the year for the purpose of acquainting
the freshmen with the school and getting them registered
properly.
All freshmen will be expected to attend all meetings
scheduled for them during "Freshman Week."
GUIDANCE

It is the desire of the administration of Louisiana Polytechnic Institute that each student receive individrral treatment. To this end members of the faculty have been appointed as special counselors. These men and women are eager
to meet with aU students and to discuss with them whatever
problems arise that are related to their well-being while in
residence in the college.
Students will find this counseling service particularly
valuable at the time of registration. The advisers will aid in
interpreting the rules and regulations as found in the catalogue and T book, in describing the courses which are being
offered, and in arranging a program of classes in keeping with
each student's needs and opportunities.
Students who come to the college with advanced standing from other schools will ffnd it definitely to their advantage to secure the guidance of an adviser in adapting the
educational offerings of this school to their earlier programs.
Ttrere ate many other phases of the student's life which
have a deffnite bearing on his educational well-being and
which at tirnes constitute problems which may be most
easily solved through the friendly counsel and advice ol
those faculty replesentatives.
Students may expect to derive greatest benefits from
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the educational opportunities afforded by the college when
they intelligently seek and follow the advice which the educational counselors give them.
ORIENTATION 401

A course required of all first semester freshmen. The
purpose of the course is fourfold: First, to provide a time
in which to gather information from the freshman which is
necessary for proper guidance. Second, to acquaint the student with the aims, purposes, organization and regul.ations
of the school. Third, to help the student to evaluate his own
study habits, to recognize his wealoreses and to strengthen
his good habits. Fourth, to lead the student to understand
the bases for human adjustments. One hour.
Educational and Vocational Guidance 601

A study of the problems of personal adjustment of secondary school pupils to their social and economic surroundings and their future vocations. A consideration of tJ:e problems of developing a guidance program, of the techniques of
counseling, and of presenting vocational information. Three
hours.
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SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
HERBERT L. HAGHES, Ph. D., Dean
The School of Arts and Sciences ofiers several curricula,
each requiring four years for completion and leading to the
degree of Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science. It also

offers a Pre-Legal Curriculum and a Pre-Medical Curriculum.
The courses for these two degrees are considerably alike

for the first two years and are mainly of a basic or general
character. During the last two years, or earlier, the student
is requked to specialize, or major, in a ffeld of study and to
choose his minor study subject to the approval of the Head
of the department of his major subject and the Dean of the
School of Arts and Sciences. If he majors in language (English, French, Spanish, etc.), or social science (history, economics, sociology, etc.), or ffne arts (art, music, etc.), he is
awarded the B. A. degree on completion of the curriculum. If
he majors in science (biology, mathematics, etc.), he is
awarded the B. S. degree. If he majors in a specialized subject (such as agriculture, cornmerce, chemistry, etc.), he is
awarded the B. S. degree in the special subject.
The curriculum for the B. A. degree or the general B. S,
degree (usually called the academic, or liberal arts, curriculum) requires approximately 130 semester hours for completion. It requires as a part of the 130 hours a major of
at least eighteen semester hours of junior and senior courses
and a minor of tv/elve hours of junior and senior courses
in a subject related to the major, leaving about
thirty hours of elective courses to be completed during the
last two years.
The curriculum for the B. S. degtee in a special subject
usually requires more work in the special subject than does
the academic curriculum, and permits fewer electives, on
account of the vocational use to be made of the special subject. The total number of hours required in this curriculum

14
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is about the same as that required in other curricula, though
in a few cases it is more.

Most of the curricula ofiered in the Schoo1 of Arts and
Sciences are described each under the department of the
major subject. The Academic Curriculum is outlined below.

REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION, SCHOOL
OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
AI1 students should read the preceding paragraphs under "School of Arts and Sciences" as to the nature of the
curricula offered. Those who have decided upon the department or subject in which they wish to specialize will follow
one of the curricula described under that department.
Students who have not decided as to their major, or
special, subject are advised to follow the Academic Curriculum described below, inasmuch as the work included in it is
of standard, basic character and is an important and valuable
part of almost every college curriculum.

ACADEMIC (OR LIBERAL ARTS) CIIRRICI'LIIM
LEADING TO THE B. A. OR B. S, DEGRTE

This curriculum is designed for those who desire a lib'
eral or general education; or those who desire general preparation for the professions of law, medicine, etc.; or those who
desire a broad, basic edueation in preparation for teaching
or graduate work, later; or those who would prefer to take
work toward a degree while they are making up their minds
as to what vocation or profession they will enter.
Graduates on this curriculum may receive a teacher's
professional certificate if they have elected Psychology 501,
502, Education 605, 606, 608, and also five hours of Health
and Physical Edueation, in addition to the four hours required of all students. Psychology 501 and 502 are to be taken
in the sophomore year and Education 608 in the senior year.

The Academic Curriculum (with majors described) is
also given under the departments of Biologieal Sciences,
English and Foreign Languages, Journalism, Mathematies,
and Social Sciences, since those who major in biology, eco-
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nomics, English, French, history, journalism, mathematics,
sociology, Spanish, and speech follow this curriculum.
FP.XSHMAN YEAR

I

Fleshman Orientation
English 401, 402: Freshman English
History {01, 402: Modein European History

6
6

Forcign Language

Mathematics 405. 406

6
6

..

Biology 401, {02

10

Chernistry 40?, 408
Physical Education
Total semester hours.

I
35

...

to 37

SOPHOMOBE YEA.R

English 501, 502: English and Alherican Literatule ................. 6
History 501, 502i American llistory . .... ..... ..........-...........-.......-.. 6
Foreign Language (Continuation of same one begun in
freshman year)
6
Biology, Chemistry or Physics
... . I to 10
Physical Education
,2
Electites (Psychology recommeDded)
6
Total semester hours

aJutrron

lro

36

sENroR YEAns

Major Subject
Minor Subject
Electives

Tobl semester hours

3{ to

TOTAL semester hours in curriculum

18

27

lo

31

57

t!

61
130

'Belore the studcnt enters upon the work ol these last two years
he must choose a maior study and a mino! study, subiect to the
approval ol the head o! the department in which he takes his
major and of the Dean of the School of Arts and Sciences.
Subjects in which the majo! on the Academic Curriculum may
be taken are: biology, economics, English, FreDch, histoly,

journalism, mathematics, sociology, Spanish, speech. tr'or details
as to the major and minor, see under the department ol the
major subiect and consult the head of the departnent.
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Department of Agriculture
liElfl

8AY!'OND I]. REESE B. S., !ll. S.,' ASSOCIA?E PROIESSOA AND DllPAIiT.
IiIlAD.

Il. C, IO\IE"I!, !I. S., ASSOCIAIE

P8OI'ESSOR.

AGRICIILTURE CIJRRICI'LI'M
FNESEMAN YEAN

Agrlculture lo1, 402: Stock JudSinS; Breed History........
Agriculture {50: Feeding o! Falm Animals

....... 6
3

3
8
0
6

English 401, 402..
Physical Education
Orientation

Total semester

1

hours...

SOPIIOMORE YEAN

Agriculture 501: Testiig Dairy Products....... ....
Agriculture 502: Breeding ol Farm Animals

3

Agticulture 503: Swine P.oduction..

Alriculture 551: CottoD

p".a"*i."

....

..................................... ...

AgrieultureSS2: VegetableGardening
Agriculture 553: Beel Cattle and Sheep Productiou

...'

3
3

...... .. .......

...

Chemistry 40?, 1rc8: Genelal Chemistry

3

8

or

0

English 502: American Literature
Mathematics 407,

6

408

Physical Education
Total semestcr hours

36

JUNIOR YEAR

Agriculture 601: Forage Crops
Agriculture 602: Field Crops

3

fruit Growing
i"r-.r.
oiseases
"r
Diseases ol Plants........

Agriculture 603:

4
3

...

aE"i""it""" gso:

....... ...

-..

Biology 630:
Biology 511: Economic EntomoIo9y... ...............

Physics 503: Physics for Agriculture Studeats

.... .... .. ..'... 3

.....................

.-..........

Chernistry 620: Agricultural Analysis .................
Commerce,$1: Farm Accounting
Ecoaomics 501: Principles ol EcoDolnics......... ...
'Electives to be chosen lrom certaio groups ...................................

3
3

.

........

Total semester hours

Agriculture

Agdcultu!e

I.arm

702.

720:

AEriculture

751:

Ag!icur.ture

7541

Agricultuie

SENIOR YEAR
ManagemeDt

Soils and Fertilizers
Conservation of Natural Resources
A Study of Farm Machiiery
Advanced Dairy Problems

b€ awarded h AugEI,
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4
4
3
3

3
5
....

..

.....

.

3
3
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Sociology 609: Rural Sociology

EcoDomics 629: Farm Marketing
+Electives: to be chosen lrom celtain groups

3
........... ........... ............12

Tot€l semesler hours
35
TOTAL semester hours in curriculum
1{0
'I'he elective subjects must be chosen lrom the lollowin8 gtoups:

IDdustrial History, Humao Geography, Journausm, Speech, and TeacherTraining,

REQUIREMENTS FOR A MINOR IN AGRICI'LTTIRE
(For students in other departments)
Students from other departments desiring to minor in
Agriculture are required to complete at least twelve hours of
advanced courses in Agriculture, in addition to twelve hours
from freshman and sophomore courses.

DESCRIP?ION OT COUBSES

AGRICIILTURE 401: Stock Jud.ging and. Breeil Type.
Three hours. First semester. One lecture and Iour laboratory
hours.

A study of the origin, native homes, adaptability, and
distribution of the more important types of breeds and
domesticated animals, together with livestock judging.
AGRICITLTURE 402: Stock Judging onil Breed, Tgpes.
Three hours. Second semester. A continuation of Agriculture
401.

A study of the origin, native homes, adaptability, and
distribution of the more important types and breeds of
domesticated animals, together with livestock judgtng.
AGRICULTURE 450: The Feed.ing of Form Animals.
Three hours. First semester.
The principles of animal nutrition; the composition and
digestibility of feedstuffs; the selection of feeds; balancing
rations; the economical feeding of animals.

AGRICULTIIRE 452: Farm Dairying.

Illee-

hours.

Second semester. Prerequisite, Agriculture 45d.

Milk production, the secretion and composition of milk;
factors affecting the quantity and quality of milk; care and

{A
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maDagement of the milking herd, raising calves, general
problems met with in farm dairying.

AGRICULTURE 453: Poultry Production. T?rree hours.
Second semester. Prerequisite, A$iculture 450.
The care, feeding, breeding and management of the farm
poultry flock; the use of incubators and brooders; poultry
marketing, selection and judging; general problems involved
in poultry gpo\i/ing.

AGRICITLTURE 507. Elementarg Dairging. T$st
hours. First semester. Prerequisites, Agriculture 45L, 452.
Testing of milk and cream by the Babcock test. Use of
the lactometer; methods of cream raising and separation.
Methods of producing and handling clean milk; the milk
house, dairy utensils.
AGRICULTURE 502: Animol Breeding. Three hours.
Second semester. Prerequisites, Biology 401402.
The principles underlying the breeding and selection of
farm animals. The application of these principles to practical
breeding. A consideration of the methods used by successful
breeders of the past and present.
AGRICIILTURE 503: Suine Production. Three hours.
Second semester. Prerequisites, Agriculture 401, 402, 450.
The feeding, breeding, care and management of market
and breeding classes of swine. General problems of swine
production.

AGRICULTURE 551: Cotton Prod"uction. Two hours.

First semester. Prerequisite, consent of instructor.
History and development of cotton growing; types and
varieties of cotton for various types of soils; cultural practices, soils, fertilizers.

AGRICULTURE 552: Vegetoble Grouing. Three hours.
Second semester. Prerequisite, consent of instructor.
Pianning, planting, and equipping the farm garden. Fertilizing, spraying, marketing. Use of hotbeds and cold-frames.
Practical experience in growing a small garden. Two hours
lecture, two hours laboratory per week.

5to-f&.,4L4il4a.hr.l
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AGRICIILTIIRE 553:. Beef Cattle and Sheep Production. Three hours. First semester. Prerequisites, Agriculture
407,450.

A study of the general problems involved in the production of beef cattle and sheep on the farm.
AGRICULTURE 607: Forage and Pasture Crops. Tfuee
hours. Second semester. Prerequisite, consent of instruE6i
The growth, distribution, culture and uses of forage and
pasture crops with especial attention to those adapted to the
South. Three hours lecture per week.

AGRICIJLTURE 602: Southern Field Crops. !9g5_
hours. First semester. Prerequisite, consent of instructor.
A study of the characteristics, adaptation, cultural requirements, harvesting, and storage of ffeld crops in the
U. S., primarily the South. Three hours lecture and two
hours laboratory per week.
AGRICULTURE 603: Fruit Growing. Three hours. Second semester. Prerequisite, consent of instructor.
Problems of location, soils, planting, cultivating, and
harvesting; protection against diseases and insects; general
problems involved in orcharding. Two hours lecture and
two hours laboratory per week.
AGRICIILTURE 650: Di"seoses of Farm Animnls. Abree
hours, First semester. Prerequisite, consent of instructor.
/liven in alternate years.
A discussion of the common infectious and non-inlectious
niseases of farm animals; diagnosis, prevention, treatment.
AGRICULTURE 720: Soils and Fertilizers. Five hours.
First semester. Prerequisites, Chemestry 401, 402, or 407,
408, junior standing and consent of instructor.
Three hours lecture and four hours laboratory.
A study of the various types of soils; soil moisture, soil
air; soil structure and its modiffcation; organic matter; acid
soils; soil IiJe. The nature and sources of plant food; crop
requirements, maintenance and increase of fertility; efiect
of green manures and commercial fertilizers.
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AGRICULTURE 702: Form Management. QIge hours.
Second semester. Prerequisites, senior standing and consent
of instructor. Given in alternate years.

A study of the methods of farmilg adapted to southern
conditions; selecting the farm; the organization and development of the farming system, farm records.
AGRICULTURE 752: [arm Machinery. Itrree hours.
First semester. Prerequisites, consent of instructor. Given in
alternate years or on sufficient demand.
The construction, adjustment, operation and repair of
various types of farm machinery, for seeding, tillage and
harvesting. Displays and handling of modern farm machinery. Two hours lecture and two hours laboratory per week.
AGRICULTURE 751:. Farm Drainage and Tefianng.
Tbree hours. Second semester. Prerequisites, junior standing
and consent of instructor. Given in alternate years.
Elementary surveying with special application to farm
drainage and terracing.
This course is designed to acquaint the student with the
principies of soil and water conservation through a study
of water control under a wide variety of soil conditions.
AGRICTILTURE 754: Ad,uanced, Doirgrirug. pggg hours.
Second semester. Prerequisite, senior standing, consent of
instructor. Given in alternate years.
A study of some of the more advanced problems of dairy
production. Lectures, assigned readings, reports.
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Art
PROFTSSOB aDd DEPARTMIMI

ASSISTAN'T PROFESSOR.

MARY W. MOi.FErf, B. DESIGN, ASSISTAN"T PROFESSOE.

M, LOUISE SMTIH, M. A,, ASStSTATff

PROFESSOR.

REQUIREMENTS FOR A MINOR IN ART
(For students in other departments)
Students from other departments who desire a minor

in Art are required to take twelve semester hours of advanced courses irr Art, including Art 610,611, 666 and 66?,
and in addition to

Art

401, 477,421,450,551, 510, 520, 550, and

564.

Any student in the college may elect any course or
eligible. The election of such courses
must be with the approval of the head of the department
in which he is registered, the head of the Department of Art,
courses for which he is

and the dean of the school in which the student is registered.

Art 402 and Art 501 are open to students in the Department of Education only.
Art

475 and

Art

675 are open

to students in the Depart-

ment of Home Economics only.

Credit for Art 564 will not be given to students who expect to receive credit lor Art 401 and 402 or Art 401 and Art
475.

ART CURRICULI'M
LEADING TO THE DEGREE OT BACHELOR OF ARTS IN ART

Graduates on this curriculum may receive a teacher's
professional certificate if they have eleeted Psychology 501,
502, Education 506,507, or Education 605,606,608, and five
hours of Health and Physical Education in addition to the
four hours required of all students. Psychology 501 and 502
are to be taken in the sophomore year and Education 608 in
the senior year.
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T.RESHMAN }'EAR

Freshman Orientation ..
English 401,402: Composition and Rhetoric
History 401, 402: Modern European History

Foreign Language
Art 401: Art Structure

l:

Art

4l

Art

450,

1

6
6
6

ElemeDtary Design

Art 421: Elementary Painting

1

451: Elementary Dra

4

Physical Education

Total semester hours

30

SOPHOMORE }'EAR

English 501,
Biology

6
6

502

Foreign Language
401 and 620;

or Chemistry {07,

Art 510: Design . ..
Alt 520: 1{ater Color Painting
Art 550: Advanced Drawing
Art 56{, 565: Art Appreciation
Art 5?0: Oil Painting

408

...

Physical Education
Total semester hours

2
2
4
2
31

JUNIOR YEAR

Minor Subject
Art 540: Craft Survey

6

Art 630,631: Composition ..
Art 650, 651: Life Drawing
Art 670, 671: OiI Painting

4

4

Electives

Total semester hours

34

SENIOR YEAR

Minor Subject
Art 610, 611: Advanced Design
Art 730, 731: Composition

Art 666, 667: Art History
Electives .. .
.

Total semester hours
TOTAL semester hours in curriculum

6

4
6
16

34

DESCRIPTION OF COU,RSES
ART 401: Art Structure. Two hours. First semester.
An elementary course designed as a foundation for all
art study. Theory and practice in the elements of art as a
basis for appreciation of the fine arts and crafts of the past
and present. Lectures illustrated with slides, prints, and
objects; field trips; laboratory.
ART 402 : Art Structute tor Students ut Eilucatian, Ta,p
hours. Second semester. Prerequisite, Art 401.

d

r
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A continuation of the study of the theory and practice
in the elements and principles of art structure. Problems
in drawing, painting, design, lettering, poster composition;
experiments v/ith valious media. Brief introduction to recent developments in teaching art activity in elementary
grades. Lectures, discussions, reports, laboratory.
ART 411: Elernentary Design. Two hours. Second
semester. Prerequisite, Art 401.
A continuation of the study of the theory and practice
in the elements and principles of art structure. Formal
problems in design and color. Pictorial composition, lettering and posters. Lectures, discussions, reports, laboratory.
ART 421: Elernentary Water Color Painting. O"g
hour. Second semester. Prerequisite, Art 401.
Technique of painting in water color accompanying pictorial composition and drawing in concurrent courses.
ART 450: Elen'Lentary Drauing. Two hours. First
semester.

A study of the principles underlying all creative and
representative drawing with the application of those principles to sketching from still-life, landscape, and figure.
Problems involving the use of one, t'wo, and three point
perspective. Freedom and ease in drawing combined with
an observance of the principles of art structure.
ART 451: Elementary Dratning. fug hours. Second
semester. Prerequisite, Art 540.
A continuation of Art 450 with more advaneed problems in sketching from still-life and ffgure. Problems in both
mechanical and freehand drawing oI plans and elevations.
Perspective projections with emphasis upon the elements of
good design in architecture and interior decoration. Exp€rimentation with a variety of media and drawing techniques.

ART 475: Art Structure tor Students in Home EconomSecond semester. Prerequisite, fut 401.
A continuation of the study of the theory and practice
in the elemenk and principles of art structure. Problems

i"". T-9 hours.

(
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supplementary to the work in Home Economics, applying
fundamentals of art structure to costume design, problems
of home and community life. Experiments with various
media. Lectures, discussions, field trips, laboratory.
ART 501: Art in the Actioi,ty Program. Two hours. Second semester. Prerequisite, Art 402.
A continuation of Art 402. A study of the materials
and approaches to be used in activity programs. Practice in
working out units of study in elementary and high schools.
Lectures, observations, laboratory.
ART 510: Design. Two hours. Second semester. Prerequisite, Art 402, Art 411, and Art 475.
Problems in design involving the application of abstract,
geometric, and conventionalized motifs used singly and in
repetition. Emphasis of fine line, dark and light, and color.
Experimentation with a variety of media and techniques.
Research problems in historic ornament. Lectures, reports,
laboratory.
ART 520: Woter Color Painting. Two hours. Second
semester. Prerequisite, Art 421.
The painting of still-life, landscape, flowers, and ffgures
with emphasis on pictolial composition as it is affected by a
creative use of line, notan, color and volume.
ART 540: CraJt Suroeg. Three hours. Eirst semester.
Prerequisites, Art 475,501, or 510.
Brief survey of the elementary processes in leather,
clay and metal working. Problems in these materials. Lectures, research, laboratory,
ART 550: Adtsonced Drouitlg. Two hours. First semester. Prerequisite, Art 451.
More advanced problems in drawing. Similar in aim
and content to Art 451.
ART 564: Art Apprecietian Two hours. First semester. (See note above).
A study of the principles governing the use of line, dark
and light, and color as a basis for critieal appraisal- The application of these principles to the fine arts and to the crafts.
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library and illustrated by prints.
ART 564C: Art and Cotnmerce. Three hours. First

Notes prepared in the
semester.

A study of the principles governing the use of line, dark
and light, and color as a basis for critical appraisal. The
application of these principles to the tine arts and crafts.
Special emphasis on art service for trade and commerce,
display and advertising.
ART 565: Picture Stud.g. Two hours. Second semester.
An introduction to the appreciation of the modern
schools of painting with especial emphasis on those of France,
England and the United States. Notes prepared in the
library and iliustrated by prints.
ART 5?0: Oil Painting. Two hours. Second semester.
A similar course in aim and* ethod to Art 520.
ART 610 and 611: Aduonced, Design. For each, two
hours. First and second semesters. Prerequisite, Art 510.
The application of the principles of art structure to the
crafts, book decoration, graphic illustration, and advertising.
The study of printing processes and methods of reproduction.
ART 630 and 631: Composition. For each, one hour.
First and second semesters. Prerequisite, Art 510 and 520.
The development of creative expression through the
execution of subjects chosen and completed independently.
Weekly exhibition and criticism of work.
ART 640 and.641:. Metal Working. For each, two hours.
First and second semesters. Prerequisites, Art 402, Art 475,
or Art 511. (Not ofiered in 1938-1939).
The execution of jewelry in silver and gold and of bowls,
book-ends, flat ware and the like, in copper, brass, pewter,
and silver, using original designs.
ART 650 and 651: Lite Drauing. For each, two hours.
Prerequisite, Art 550.
Practice in drawing from the head and figure, using
costumed models. Modeling of the head and figure in clay.
ART 660: Teachlng Fine Arts. Three hours. Prerequisites, Art 510 and Art 550 or 402. (Not offered in 1938-1939).
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The planning of a course of art and the methods of presentation oI such a course irr the elementary and high
schools. Practice in many of the techniques to be used.
ART 666 and 667: HistorgoJ Art For each, three hours.
First and second semesters.
A brief survey of the painting, sculpture, architecture
and minor arts of ancient, medieval and modern periods.
Notes prepared in the library and illustrated by prints.
ART 6?0 and 671: Oil Painting. For each, two hours.
First and second semesters. (Not offered in 1938-1939).
More advanced problems in painting with specific reIation to the various poir:ts of view and the technical means
of accomplishing them. Unlimited choice of subject matter.
ART 675: Art in Home Economics Teaching. One hour.
Second semester. Prerequisite, Art 475.
Use of art structure in teaching high school Home Economics. Emphasis of the teacher's problem in the related
arts.

ART 728: Aduanced Water Color Pol?ting. Two hours.

First semester. Prerequisite, Art

520.

Advanced practice in painting with aims similar to those

in Art

670.

ART ?30 and ?13: Cornpoxtlon. For each, one hour. First
and second semesters.
A continuation of Art 630.
ART 740: Stuilia Problems. Two hours. First and
second semesters.
An elective course in advanced practice in any medium.
(This may be elected after a conference and with the ap-

proval of the Art Staft).
ART 750 and 751: Figtne Composition. Fot each, tw-o
hours. Prerequisite, Art 651.
Advanced practice in drawing and painting the head and
figure singly and in groups, with emphasis upon the principles of arrangement. A variety of media is used including
oil painting for portrait studies.
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Department of Biological Sciences
Ph. D., PBO'ESSOB ATID DEPAEIMTITI I'EAD.
J. &
L, E, 'OVI,ER.
tol.t<. Ji., M, s,, AssocraTE PRollEsso8.
a. L. ArEl&rN. M. S,. ASSTSIAII:I PROTESSOR.
S. !!. WEATEEBSBY, M. S,, ASSISTAMT PEOI'ESSOR.

REQIIIREMENTS FOR A MAJOR IN BIOLOGY
Students intending to major in Biology are required to
follow the above curriculum for their freshman and sophomore years. During the second semester of their sophomore
year (and later as may be necessary) they are required to
consult the Head of the Department for directions as to their
major and minor courses of study during their junior and
senior years.

Majors: A minimum of thirty semester hours (18 of
which must be advanced courses) is required for a major
in Biology. Courses which have been taken during the

freshman and sophomore years shall count in fulffllment
of this requirement. Biology 401 and 402 are required and
enough additional courses are to be chosen from the following list to complete the requirements: Biology 403, 501, 502,
510, 511, 520, 521, 610, 611, 620, 625, 630, 650, 660.

Mizor: Students majoring in Biology are also required
a mtror (of at least twelve hours of advanced
in
courses)
a related field and schedule the courses necesto

choose

sary to satisfy the requirements of the department in which
the minor is chosen.
REQUIREMENTS EOR A MINOR ]N BIOLOGY
(For students in other departments)
Students electing Biology as a minor are required to folIow the same requirements as for the major; except a minimum of tv/enty-two hours is required instead of thirty,
twelve of which must be in advanced courses.
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CIIRRICI'LUM FOR BIOLOGY MAJORS
LEADING TO TI{E DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Graduates on this curriculum may receive a teaeher's
professional certificate if they have elected Psychology 501,
502, Education 605, 606, 608, and also flve hours of llealth
and Physical Education in addition to the four hours required of all students. Psychology 501 and 502 are to be
taken in the sophomore year and Education 608 in the senior
year,

.

FRESiHMAN YEAR

Fresbman orienLuon
hglish 4Ol, 402: Freshman Compositiod
Ilistory aol, {O2: Modertr Europea[ History....

Foreign LanguaEe......

1

6
6

.....

.

Mathematrcs {05, ,106: Algebra, Trigonometry

Biology:
ot

Genelal

6
10

...

Chemistry
Physical Education
Total semester hours

8

35

..-

or 3?

SOPHOMORE YEAR

EnSlish 501,502: English and American Litelature ..........
H.istory 501, 502: American Hidory
ForeigD Language (French advised). . ... ..

Biology

...

Total semester-

l0

I

Chemistry or Physics
Physical Education
Electives

6
6

6

hours

3{ or 36

JUNIOR AND SENIOR YEANS

Biology-auficient hours to satisty Maror.

l[inor Subject--sufacient horrrs to satisfy Miaor.
Electives-sufricient hours to bring totat to........ .. ... .. ....... ....
TOTAL semester hours in curriculum

.

.................

...

60

132

DESCRIPTION OT COURSES

BIOLOGY 401: General Bblogg. Five hours. First
semestet.

An introductory course designed to acquaint the student
with the fundamental facts and principles of animal biology
as obtained from a series of representative forms of the animal kingdom. Three hours lecture and four hours laboratory per week.
BIOLOGY 402: General Biologg. $y9 horus. Second
semester.
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An introductory course designed to acquaint the student

with the facts and principles of plant biology. The subject
matter of this course is dealt with similarly, and an effort is
made to correlate it with that of animal biology. Three
hours lecture, and four hours loboratory per week. Biology
401, 402 constitute the flrst year of general Bioiogy.
BIOLOGY 403:. BacterioloSg. Eg!-r hours. Second semester. Prerequisite, Biology 401 or 402.
The purpose of this course is to present the phases of bac-

teriology that rvill be of most importance to the teacher of
home economics and have an important relation to home
life. Two hours lecture and four hours laboratory per week.
(Thls course is open to other than Home Economics students
with permission of the instructor) .
BIOLOGY 501: lnDertebrate ZoologA. Five hours.
First semester. Prerequisite, Biology 401.
The student is introduced into a somewhat extensive
study of representative types of invertebrates, their structures, ecology, life histories and economic importance.
Three hours lecture and four hours laboratory per week.
BIOLOGY 502: Vetebrate Zoology. Five hours. Second
semester. Prerequisite, Biology 401.
This course is designed to acquaint the- student with the
representative forms of vertebrates, their comparative structure, life histories, ecology, and economic importance. Three
hours lecture and four hours laboratory per week.
BIOLOGY 510: General Entomologg. Four hours.
First semester. Prerequisite, Biology 401.
T'he student is introduced into a somewhat extensive survey of the Phylum Arthropoda in which special emphasis is
placed upon the great Class Insecta. Their classification, life
histories, habits and relationship with other animals are considered. Two hours lecture and four hours laboratory per
week.

BIOLOGY 577l. Econornic Entomology. Fo,ur hours.
Second semester. Prerequisite, Biology 401.

This course is designed to give the student detailed in-

t
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formation about those groups of Arthropods which are of
particular interest to the home, garden, farm, forest. Their
structures, life histories, habik, economic importance and
methods of eontrol are considered. Two hours lecture and
four hours laboratory per week.
BIOLOGY 520: Plant AnotonA ond Phgsiologg. Forsr
hours. Eirst semester. Prerequisite, Biology 402.
A study of plant tissues, plant structures, their functions,
and the life processes of plants. Two hours lecture and four
hours laboratory per week.
BIOLOGY 521: Aih)anced, Botang and, Taronomg. Four
hours. Second semester. Prerequisite, Biology 402.
The principles of classiJication and nomenclature and
their application to selected plant groups. Also, a study of
the relations of plants to each other and to their environment.
Two hours lecture and four hours laboratory per week.

BIOLOGY 610: Ge?etics and Eugenics. Three hours.
First semester. Prerequisites, Biology 401, 402.
This course deals with the fundamental ]aws oI inheritance, their application to plant and animal breeding, and to
man. Three hours lecture per week.

BIOLOGY 617:. General Ernbrgology. Four hours.
Second semester. Prerequisite, Biology 401.
This course includes a study of the structure, maturation

and fertilization of tle germ cells, and early development
of the invertebrate and vertebrate animals. Two hours lecture and four hours laboratory per week.
BIOLOGY 620: Perconal anil Cornrnunity Hygiene and,
Sanltati.on. Ttlree hours. First and second semesters. Prerequisite, Biology 401.
This course combines former Biology 600, (Persond
Hygiene and Health), with former Biology 607, (Communitg
Hggtcne and Sanitation). A study is made of personal hygiene and healthful living with just enough emphasis upon
structure of organs and organ systems to make clear their
hygiene and its importance in preventing and controlling our
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most common diseases. This is followed by discussions on
construction and sanitary operation of institutions and plaDts
dealing with education, food and water supply, and disposal
of wastes. Three hours lecture per week.
BIOLOGY 625: Human Anatomg anil Phgiologg. T*r:ee
hours. First and second semesters. Prerequisite, Biology 40i.
A study is made of the structures and functions of the
principal organs and organ systems of the human body.
Emphasis will be placed upon the proper functioning of these
in healthful living. This course is designed primarily for
Physical Education, Education, and general Arts and Sciences students who desire more information concerning the
human body in relation to health.

BIOLOGY 630: Plont Pathologg-Diseases of Plants.
Three hours. Prerequisites, Biology 401, 402.
A general study of plant diseases, with special consideration given to the more important diseases of the cultivated
plants. Two hours lecture and two hours laboratory per week.
BIOLOGY 650: Histological Technique and Laboratotg
Methods. Three hours. First semester. Prerequisite, Biology
407, 402.

This course is designed to teach the student methods of
making laboratory preparations, staining, embedding, sectioning and mounting materials for prepared slides. Also how
to make blood counts, and the use of special microscopial and
drawing equipment. One hour lecture and four fours laboratory per week.
BIOLOGY 660l Ornithologg. Two hours. Second semester. Prerequisites, Biology 401, 402.
This is a general course in bird study including identification, life histories, migrations, and relation of birds to
crops, lnsects, other animals, and man. Two hours lecture
(or equivalent in fleld work) per week.
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Department of Chemistry
G. CAE.ROL& tiIlIiM.AN, Ph. D., PBOEESS'OR
MEIiTI

O' CEAILSiE'Y

A.IYD

DEPAEI-

IPAD.

EDg9A.RD S. JENIqNS, B. S., ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF CEEIIIISTRY.
1^/. RAY JOIINSON, M. S,, ASSISTAI9T PROFESSOR.

T.

CURRICULA
CIIEMISTRY CIJXRICI]LIIM
LEADINC TO THE DECREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

This curriculum is planned to give a broad and fundamental training in the major divisions of chemistry and their
applications. The aim of the curriculum is to give the student thorough instruction by means of lectures, recitations,
and laboratory practice, in the principles of inorganic, analytical, organic, physical and industrial chemistry. The modern conception of an education in chemistry includes a study
ot physics and a thorough knowledge of mathematics. Students who complete this curriculum will be prepared for
industrial positions in chemical plants and for graduate work
in the science.
PRE-MEDICAL CI'RRICULUM

This curriculum is arranged to meet the needs of students
intending to study medicine. It satisfies the requirements
for admission to the majority of class A medical colleges
which do not require a degree for admission. College graduation before beginning the study of medicine is desirable,
and students finding it possible to do so are urged to take
the four-year curriculum in chemistry. A modification of
this curiculum will be made to meet the needs of those students who plan to study dentistry.

CHEMISTRY CURRICULIIM
FRXSHMAN YEAR
rINST SEMESiTER
En8lish {01 ...
Chemistry 401

..

Mathematics 401
Mathematics 402

Engineering 451 ........ Freshnan OrieDtation,l0l

Pht'sical Education.
Total semester hours

3
4
3

I
1

L1
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SECOND SEMT.STER

EDAlish 402 ..

Chemistry

3
1

402

Mathematics 501 .

5

.

Edgincering 452
Engineering 402
Physical Education

3

I

Total semester hours

18

SOPHOMORE YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER

French

401

Chemistry
Cbemistry

3
515

3
3
3

605
Mathematics 600
Physics 501

4

I

Physical fducation

Total semester hours

\7

SECOND SEMESTIR

Frcnch

402

Chemtutry
Chemistry

3
3

516
606

Mathematics 601
Physics 502
Physical Education
Total semester hours

3

4
1

t7

JUNIOR YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER
Chemistry 609: Technical Analysis
Chemistry 601: Organic Chemistry
Cbcmistry 611: Inioductory ffryiicai C hemistry

French

,
5

4

501

Speech 510 . ...... .. ...
Total semester hours

3

17

STCOND SEMESTER

Chemistry
Chemistry
Chemistry

602:
610:
612:

Organic Chcmistry
Technical Analysis
Intloductoly Physical Chern$try

Cheoistry 616: Iodustrial Stoichiometry
English 603: Technical English
french 503: Scientific French
Total semester hours

5
2

3
3
19

SENIOR YEAR
rIRST SEMDSTER
Chemistry 701: OrSa]tic Preparatiois
Chemistry ?02: Qualitative Organic Analysis
Chemistry 711: Advaaccd Physical Chcmilky
Chemistry ?15: History ol Chemistry
Economics 501 oi Political Sciedce 501..

6

I

Chemistry 716: Chemistry Seminar
Total seEester hours

.

.

.......

.

I
3

-
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SECOND SEMESITER

Chemistry 703: Quantitative Organic Analysis

Chernistry ?12: Advanced Physical Chemistry
Chemistry 713: Chemical Thermodynamics

Chemistry 717: Chemistry Semrnar
Economics 502 or Political Science 502

Elec$ve

..

2
3
1

3

...

Total semester hours
18
143
TOTAL semeste! hours in four-year curriculurn
. Electives may be chosen from engineering, physics, chemistry,
mathematics o! psychology. II a student plans to teach, he should attend
Summer School and take the requiled courses in education.

PRE-MEDICAL CURRICI'LUM
RECOMMENDED SEQI'ENCE FOR TIIE TI{REE.YEAR COI.,RSE

Students who complete the three-year pre-medical curriculum and in addition two years of work in an accredited
medical school may receive the B. S. degree upon recommendation of the Dean of the medical school and the Dean of
the School of Arts and Sciences of Tech.
FRESHMAN !'EAR

rINST
Chemistry

SEMESiTER

401

EDgUsh 401

'French

I
3

401

Mathehatics 401
Biology 401
Freshman orientatioo

5

I
I

401

Physical Education
Total semester hours

20

SECOND SEMESTER

Chemistry 402
Enslish 402

llench

4
3

402

Mathcmatics 402
Biology 402 ..
Physical Education

3
5

I

Total semester hours

19

SOPHOMORE YEAR

rIRST SEMESTER
Chemistry
Chemistry

French

3

515
605

3

501
501

Physies
Speech 510
Physical Education
Total semester hours

3
4

I

SECOND SEMISITER

Cheraistry
Chemistry

French

503

516
606

3
3

t7
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Physics 502

6s

4

English 603
Physical Education

I

Total semester hours

17

JUNIOR T'EAR
FINST SEMESiIER

Chemistry 601.
Chemistry 611
Biology 625

Psychology 501

5
4
...

Economics 501 or Political Science 501

3

Total semester hours

18

SECOND SEMESTER

Chemistry 602
Chemistry 612
Biology 502
P.ycbology 502

4
5

Economics 502 or Political Science 502

Total semester bouls

...............

....

.......

Students who take only TWO yeals ot pre:medical work

20

will take the

cours* outlined tor the flrst two yeers, except that Chemistry
wiD bc taken in the place ol Chem.istry 005 aDd 606.

801 and

602

. Students who present two units ot high school French register for
advaEced course.

REQUIREMENTS FOR A MINOR IN CHEMISTRY
(Eor students in other departments)
Students from other departments who elect a Minor in
Chemistry should complete Chemistry 401, 402 or Chemistry
407,408, Chemistry 515,516. In addition, they should elect
either Chemistry 601, 602, or Chemistry 605, 606.
DESCRIP?ION OF COURSES
CHEMISTRY 407,402:- General Chemxtrg. For each,
four hours. First and second semesters.
A course in the fundamental principles of chemistry. The
principles of the science are illustrated by lectures, demonstrations and recitations, involving general principles, laws
of chemical combination, and a description of the el.ements
and their more important compounds. Three hours of lectures and one three-hour laboratory period each week.
CHEMISTRY 407,408: General Chemistrg. For each,
four hours. First and second semestels. Not open to Chemistry Majors, Pre-Medical students, and students of Engineering.

-1
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The course is planned specifically for the considerable
group of students u.ho will take no other course in physical
science, and for those who are not interested in the traditional type of elementary chemistry course rvhich is required of
students majoring in chemistry. It is designed primarily
for those students whose major interest lies elsewhere, Three
hours of lectures and one three-hour laboratory period each
week.

t

CHEMISTRY 515, 576: Ad,uanced, lnorganic Chemi,strg.
For each, three hours. First and second semesters. Prerequisites, Chi istry 4Ol, 402.
The course deals more thoroughly with the theories and
principles of chemistry than is possible in an introductory
course. Special attention is paid to modern advances in
chemical theory. The discussion is non-mathematical, and the
course is intended as a foundation for the later course in Physical Chemistry. Three lectures each week.
CHEMISTRY 520: Organi,c Chemisrrg. Four hours.

First semester. Prerequisite, Chemistry 40?, 408. Registration for this course is confined to students of Home Economics.

The fundamental theories and principles of that division
of chemistry which has to do with the compounds of carbon.
The principles of the science are illustrated by the preparation and study of typical representatives of the saturated
series. Three hours of lectures and one three-hour ]aboratory period each week.
CHEMISTRY 601, Q02: Organic Chemxtry. For each,
five hours. First and second semesters. Prerequisites, Chem-

istry

401, 402.

The fundamental theories and principles of that division
of chemistry which has to do with the compounds of carbon.
The principles of the science are illustrated by the preparation and study of typical representatives of the fatty and
aromatic series. Three hours of lecture and two three-hour
laboratory periods each week.
CHEMISTRY 605: Qltolitdtbe Arulgsis. Three hours.
First semester. Prerequisites, Chemistry 407, 402.
A course devoted to the study of systematic qualitative
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analysis. In the lectures and recitation work, special attention is given to the theoretical foundation of analytical chemistry. Numerous problems are required. One hour of lecture and two three-hour Iaboratory periods each week.

CHEMISTRY 606: QuantitatiDe Analgsis. Three hours.
Second semester. Prerequisites, Chemistry 407, 402.
A course devoted to the study of elemenhry quantitative

analysis. It consists of a carefully selected series of quantitative determinations, designed to give the student as wide
a range as possible oI typical methods of quantitative manipulations, both gravimetric and volumetric. The theory will
be illustrated by solving various types of problems. One hour
of lecture and two three-hour laboratory periods each week.
NOTE: AII students who register for Chemistry 605, 606
will also register for Chemistry 515, 516 as a companion
course.

CHEMISTRY 609, 610: Technical Analgsis. For each,
Prerequisites,
Chemistry 605,606. (Not offered in 1939-40)
The analysis of water, foods, feeds, alloys, rocks, and cements. The materials analyzed vary from year to year. Two
three-hours laboratory periods each week.

two hours. First and second semesters.

CHEMISTRY 611, 612: lntroductorg Physical Chemisr
Fot each, four hours. First and second semesters. Prerequisites, Chemistry 515, 516, and 606. (Not offered in

trg.

193940)

The fundamental principles of Physical Chemistry are
taught. In the laboratory physical chemical measurements
are made and experiments of a physical chemical nature pe!formed. Written leports, assigned readings, and numerous
problems will be required. Two lectures, one discussion
period, and one three-hour period each week.

CHEMISTRY 615: lnd"ustrial Chernistrg. Three hours.
or parallel, Chemistry 601,
602. (Not ofiered in 1939-40)
A study of the more important industrial chemical processes, from the point of view not only of the chemical reSecond semester. Prerequisite
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actions, but of the conditions and equipment necessary to
carry on these reactions. Three lecture or discussion periods
each week.

CHEMISTRY 616: lnd.ustrial Stoichiometrg. Two hours.
or parallel, Chemistry 601,

Second semester. Prerequisite
602. (Not offered in 193940).

A problems course illustrating the application of the
fundamental principles of chemistry and physics to the analysis and solution of industrial problems. Two lecture
oeriods each week.
CHEMISTRY 620: Agricultural Anolgsis. Three hours.
First semester. Prerequisite, Chemistry 40?, 408. Registration for this course is confined to students of Agriculture.
The underlying theories involved in agricultural chemistry; the principles and practice of quantitative analysis of
materials related to agriculture. The theory will be illustrated by solving various types of problems. One hour of lecture and two three-hour laboratory periods each week.
CHEMISTRY 701: Organic Preparatinns. Two hours.
First semester. Prerequisites, Chemistry 601, 602. (Not offered in 1939-40).
Training in the methods for carrying out important
organic reactions for the preparation of pure compounds,
using larger amounts and greater reflnements than in Chemistry 601, 602. Two three-hour laboratory periods each week.
CHEMISTRY 702l. Qunlitatiue Organic Anolgsis. One
hour. First semester. Prerequisite or parallel, Chemistry
?01. (Not offered in 1939-40).
A iaboratory study of the class reactions of carbon compounds and practice in the methods of identifying unknown
substances. One three-hour laboratory period each week.
CHEMISTRY 703: Quantitdti--e Organic Analgsis. Two
hours. Second semester. Prerequisite or parallel, Chemlstry ?01. (Not offered in 1939-40).
The determination of carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, sulfur, phosphorus, and the halogens in organic substances,
embodying standard methods of ultimate analysis by the
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use of the combustion and bomb furnaces. Two three,hour
laboratory periods each week.
CHEMISTRY 707, 108:. Aduanceil Qu,anti,tatioe Analgsis. For each, two hours. First and second semesters. Prerequisites, Chemistry 605, 606.
A course devoted to the study of the theories and principles of quantitative analysis. The laboratory work will include a study of characteristic procedures, illustrating gravimetric and volumetric analysis. Assigned readings, reports,
and numerous problems will be required. T$o three-hour
laboratory periods each week.

CHEMISTRY 7ll, 772: Ad.oanceiJ Physical ChenistrA.
For each, three hours. First and second semesters. Prerequisites, Chemistry 611, 612. (Not offered in 193940).
Conferences and recitations dealing with the general
principles of chemistry from an exact, quantitative standpoint, and including studies on the elements of thermodynamics; the pressure-volume relations of gases; on vaporpressure, boiling point, freezing point, and osmotic pressure

of solutions, on molecular and ionic theories, on electrical
transference and conduction; on chemical and phase equilibria; on thelmochemistry, and the elements of thermodynamic chemistry and of electrochemistry. A large number
of problems are assigned to be solved by the student. Three
hours of conference and recitation each week.
CHEMISTRY 713: Chemical Thermodgnnmics. Three
hours. Second semester. Prerequisite or parallel, Chemistry 771,772. (Not ofiered in 1939-40).
The applications of the three laws of thermodynamics
to chemistry; the internal energy, the heat content, the entropy and the free energy of chemical substances; standard
free energy and equilibrium constants. Three hours of conference and recitation each week.
CHEMISTRY 775: History of Chemistrg. Two hours.
First semester. Prerequisites, Chemistry 601, 602, 611, 612.
(Not offered in 1939-40).
This course is intended to cover the historical develop-
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ment of the science. An attempt is made to give the student
some knowledge of the individuality of the men whose work
has resulted in the growth and development of modern
Chemistry. Consideration will be given to the relation of
Chemistry to other sciences during the course of its development. Two hours of Iectures and recitation each week.
CHEMISTRY 716,'177: Chemistrg Semtnar, Eor each,
one hour. First and second semesters. Prerequisite, junior
standing in Chemistry or Chemical Engineering. (Not offered in 1939-40) .
Assigned reading and reports on original articles in cur-

rent chemical literature of French as well as English and
American journals. One hour each week.
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CURRICULA TOR COMMERCE MAJORS
LEADING TO TIIE DEGREE OF BACI{ELOR OF SCIENCE

IN

COMMERCE

The Department of Commerce offers curricula in Accountancy, General Business, and Secretarial Science. All
students follow the same course of study through the freshman year. At the beginning of the sophomore year, the
student must select the curriculum in which he is most interested. A transfer, however, may be made from one curriculum to another at the beginning of the junior year without losing credit.
Those who wish to quaiify for teaching commerce in
state high schools may do so by electing Commerce 706,
Psychology 501 and 502, Education 605 and 606, and also ffve
hours of Health and Physical Education, in addition to the
four hours required of all students. Four to six hours of
practice teaching in commerce must be taken in at least
two subjects of major interest.
REQUIREMENTS FOR A MINOR IN COMMERCE
Students from other departments may minor in Commerce by taking twelve semester hours above the sophomore
year. No course numbered below 600 will be allowed to
count on the minor.

ACCOUNTING CI'RRICI]LIIM
FRESHMAN

YEAR

SEMESTER IIOURS

Biology 401, 620; or Chemisry 407, 408

8
4

Commerce 501, 502

English 401, 402
History 401,402; or 501,502; or Political Science 501,502....
Mathematics 405, 406

Olieqtation
Physical Education

6
.

6
6

I
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SEMESTEN HOI]RS
6
6

English 501, 502

I

Economics 501, 502

Specch 510
Physical Education

3

E]ect from Foreign rlnguage, Scieace, Socral Scienc!,
Psychology, or Geogrsphy....

Total semester hours

. ......

I

... ......................

JUNIOR YEAR
Commelce 650, 651
Commerce 620 .
Commerce 625
Mathematics of Business 605, 606.
Economics 610,612: or 614,629
Electives
Total semester houis

SEMESTER HOURS

SENIOR YEAR
Commerce 605

SEMESTER HOIJRS

6
3
6
6

I

Comlnerce 6!5, 646

3
o

CoInmeace 700, ?01

6

Commelce 703, ?04
Dlectives

11

6

32
Total semester hours ... .......... .. . ...
180
TOTAL semestcr hours in curriculum
At least one-h-aE the junior and senior electives must be in Com-

merce or related subiect!.

GENERAL BUSINESS CI'RRICULI'M

TRESIIMANYEAR

Biology 401, 620; or Chemistry 407,

SEMESTTB IIOUNS
408

EngUsh {01, {02
Ilistory {01,402; or 501,502; or Political ScieDce
Mathematics {05, 406 .
Orientation
Physical Education
Total semester houls
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Colnmerce 401. 402
English 501, 502
Economics 501,502..

8
4
6
501,502..............

I

1

SEMESTER HOI'RS
6
6
6

3
Speech 510
Physical Education .... ..
Elect from Foreign Language. ScieDce, Social Scienc
I
Psychology, or
Total semester houts......... ...
SEMESTER IIOURS
JUNIOR YEAR
6
3

Conrmerce 650, 651..

Commelce 620
Commerce 625
Commetce Gto . ................
Mathematics o! Business 606,
Economics 610, 612

606....-.-*..-...-.

3
6
6
6
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SEMESTER HOI'RS

SENIOR YEAR
Commerce 605...........

3

Commerce 645, 646
Economics 614, 629

6

Electives
Total semester hours
TOTAL semester hours in cur!icu1um..............

6
7

..

130

At least one-haf the junior and senior electii'es must be in

merce or related subjects.

Com-

SECRETA.RIAL SCIENCE CIIRRICULUM
FRESHMAN

YEAR

SEMESTER HOURS
8

Commerce 501, 502.

F-.llsh
Histoly

.
. ....
..
405,406 ..

401, r!02...
401,

Mathematics

4

I

...

{02; or 501,502: or pofitlcai 3cieuce 56il;i;r............ 6
6

Orientation
Physical Education

1

2

Total semester hours
SOPHOMORE I'EAR

SEMESTER HOI'RS

Commerce {01, 402.
Comhe.ce 503, 504....
Commerce 601, 602

6

4
6
6
2

.

English 501, 502. .
Physical Education

Elect lrom Foreign Langu3ge, Science, Social Science,
Psychology, or Geography
Tota] semester hours

JI'NIOR YEAR

3ti

SEMESTER HOIJRS

Commerce 603, 604

6

Commerce 620, or 625

eomnlerce

I

3

652

Commerce 650 or

Ecouomics 501,

3
6
3
8

651..

502.....-..-:...............

Speech 510
Electives

Commerce 645, 646
Economics 614, or 629.................-........

Total semester

6
..............................

3

hours..................-.....-..-...-...-...................

...
TOTAL semester hours iD cu$iculum
At least oDe-haE the iunior aud senior electives must be
merce or relatd subjects.

in

32
130

Com-

DESCRIP?ION OT COURSES
COMMERCE 401: Elements o! Accountlng, Three semester hours. First semester. Prerequisite, Mathematics
405,406.
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Uses of accounting; interpretation of ff.nancial statements; sole ownership and partnership.
COMMERCE 402: Elements of Accounting. T'lxree semester hours. Second semester. Prerequisite, Commerce 401.
Continuation of Commerce 401; partnership and corporations.
COMMERCE 501: Elernentary Tgpewriting. Tfp semester hours. First and second semesters.
fhis course is planned for beginners and includes constant practice in touch typewliting for mastery of the keyboard, operating the typewriter parts, and writing connected
matter. Students presenting entrance credit in Typewriting
will receive no credit for this course. They should register
for Commerce 502.
COMMERCE 502: lnterrnedute Typeuriting. Two semester hours. First and second semesters. Prerequisite,
Commerce 501 or the equivalent.
Ihis course is planned to develop greater skill in operating the typewriter and will include the development of
accuracy and speed in writing connected matter. Practice is
given in the typewriting of different types of business letters.
COMMERCE 503: Ad"uonced, TypeTDri,ti,ng. Two semester hours. First semester. Prerequisite, Commerce 501, 502.
This course is planned to develop greater technical skill.
Practice is given in the typewriting of various types of business documents.

COMMERCE 504: Ad,aonced, Tgpeuriting. Two semester hours. Second semester.
A continuation of Commerce 503.
COMMERCE 601: Secretorial Sci€7rce. Three semester
hours. First semester. Prerequisites, Commerce 501, 502.
A course for beginners in Gregg Shorthand. Practice
is given in reading and writing shorthand. Students presenting entrance credit in shorthand wi.ll receive no credit for this
course. They should register for Commerce 602.
COMMERCE 602: Secretarial Sciezce. Thlce semester
hours. Second semester. Prerequisite, Commerce 601.
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A continuation of Commerce 601 with emphasis on the
development of speed in reading and dictation.
COMMERCE 603: Secretarial Science. Four semester
hours. Prerequisite, Commerce 504, 602.
This course is planned to develop a high degree of speed
in taking dictation and in transcription.
COMMERCE 604: Secretarinl Science. Four semester
hours. Prerequisite, Commerce 603.
A continuation of Commerce 603.
COMIVIERCE 605: Bzsiaess English. fhlee semester
hours. Second semester. Prerequisites, English 401, 402.
Commerce 501, 502.
A study of the principles and rules of standard English
as applied to business communication. Practice in analyzing
and composing all types of practical business letters, such as
letters of application, adjustment, inquiry, collection, and
sales letters. Being able to typewrite is an essential require,
ment for the course.
COMMERCE 607:. Secretarinl Practice. Two semester
hours. Second semester. Prerequisite, Commerce 604.
This course is planned to give practice ir: the duties of a
secretary.
COMMERCE 620: Business Adtsertisizg. Three semester
hours. Second semester. Prerequisite, Commerce 401,402,
and Economics 501, 502.

A study of the principles of advertising, thus enabling
the student to appraise their eftectiveness as marketing tools.
Attention given to the economic aspects of advertising with
teference to cost, types of media, research, and organization.
COMMERCE 625: Salesmanship. Prerequisite 401, 402,
and Economics 501, 502. Three hours. First semester.
The following are considered: The salesman, merchandise, the customer, and human nature in general. Emphasis placed on personality development. The tactful manner for selling services, ideas, or merchandise is explained
and stress laid on the importance of proper approach, convincing argument, overcoming barriers, and closing the sale.
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COMMERCE

630: lnsurance. Three
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semester hours.

Second semester. Prerequisite, Commerce 401,402, and Eco-

nomics 501, 502.
A study of the prineiples and the social values underlying
all types of insurance, such as life, flre, casulty, and marine.

COMMERCE 645, 646: Business .Loto. Three semester
hours each. First and second semesters. Prere*quisite, Commerce 401, 402, and Economics 501, 502.
A course designed to familiarize students with the legal
aspects of business transactions. Subjects considered are:
Contracts, Sales, Agency, Property, Negotiable Instruments,
Suretyship, Bailments, Carriers, Insurance, Partnership,
Corporation, Torts, and Business Crimes.
COMMERCE 650: Cost Accounting. Three semester
hours. Fbst semester. Prerequisite, Commerce 402.
A study of cost systems; bookkeeping and accounting
peculiar to manufacturing enterprises; making cost statements; and solving cost problems.
COMMERCE 657: Intermeditte Accountlng. Three semester hours. Second semester. Prerequisite, Commerce
402.

A more detailed study of sole ownership; partnership
and corporations; problems; and ffnancial statements.

COMMERCE 652: Secretorial Accounting. Three semester hours. Prerequisite, Commerce 401, 402,
A study of accounting principles as applied to small
shops, lawyers, doctors, hospitals, clubs, personal accounts,
and homes. Also bookkeeping practice and solution of problems concerning these principles.

COMMERCE 700: Ad,aanced Accounti.ng. Three semester hours. First semester. Prerequisite, Commerce 650,
651.

A study of higher accountancy; problems met in practical accountingl solution of numerous problems outside of
class.

COMI\IERCE

?01: Adoonced Accounting, Three

se-
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mester hours. Second semester. Prerequisite, Commerce
?00.

A continuation of Commerce 700.
COMMERCE 703: AuiLi.ting. Three semester hours.
Second semester. Prerequisite, Commerce 650, 651.
Auditing proeedure; balance sheet and detailed audits;
special investigation; working papers and reports.

COMMERCE 704:. lncome Tor. Tlqgg semester hours.
Second semester. Prerequisite, Commerce 650, 651.
A study of Federal and State income laws; relations to
business management, and to accounting principles and practices; solution of problems; practice in making income tax
statements.
COMMERCE 706:. Methods ond, Materuls in Teaching
Commerce Subjects. Three semester hours. Second semester.
This course is required of all students who desire to qualify for teaching commercial subjects in high schools. Prerequisite, senior standing in Commerce and a grade average
of "C."
COMMERCE 707: Obseroation and Practice Teaching
in Bookkeeping. Two semester hours. Offered each semester. Prerequisite, senior standing in Commerce, a grade
average of "C," and two years of study in Accounting.
COMMERCE 708: Obsertsation and, Practbe Teaching
in Shorthand. Two semester hours. Offered each semester.
Prerequisite, senior standing in Commerce, a grade aver-

in shorthand.
COMMERCE 709: Obseroation onil Practice Teoching
in Tgpeuriting. Two, semester hours. Ofiered each semester.
Prerequisite, senior standing in Commerce, an average grade
of "C," and two years of study in Typewriting.

age of "C," and two years of study
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Department of English and Foreign Languages
EERBEST I.f,I/AND IIUGE S, PIt. D.. PEOI'ES5IOE Or ENGIISIS AiID EIAI'
OF 'IEE DEFARA1IIE!!1[.
MADISON I'ALL, M. A.. ASSOCIAT! PROFESSOR Or. ENGLI,S}I
H. J. SACI{S, M. A,, ASSOCTATE PEOAESSOII OI, ENOI.ISTi
I'BEI.LSEN r.. SMITII, M. A., ASSOCIATE PRO'ESSOR OT ENGIJSitt.
ELTON AIIE&NAAIIY, M, A,, ASSISTANIf PNO'ISSOR OF SPEECTI.
ARANCIS O. ADAM, JR., Ph. D., ASSISTANT PROfE.SSOE OE SPA}IISIE.
ALMA BUEI', M. A,, ASSISTANII PROFESSOR O!' ENGLISII.
IIERA ALICE PAvIi, M. A., ASSISTAIYI PTTOFESSOR Ot. SPEECII.
EITGENIA II. SMTIII, M. A., ASSIglAtrr PBOEESSOB OF TRENCII.
M&DBED F. WALI<EA, M. A., ASSISfTANT PROIiIESSOR OE ENGL!SIi.
EUNICE COON WIL'IAIISON, !!. A., ASSISTAII! PROruSSOB Ol, UNGIJIIE.
JOIIN M. KAVANAUGII' M. A., INSTEU TOE tN ENCLISII.
I.ATIILEEN DE COU IIIAIN, M. A,, INSIRUCfOB IN ENENCE AND SPANISiE.

REQUIREMENTS FOR A MAJOR IN THE DEPARTMENT
Each student who majors in the department is required
to follow one of the curricula given below. Not later than
the end of his sophomore year he must, with the approval
of the head of the department, choose his major and minor
study and thd rest of his program of work for his junior and
senior years. A major consists of 18 hours in junior or senior
courses-those numbered 600 or above. A minor consists
of 12 hours of junior or senior courses in a subject related to
the major. Inasmuch as the head of the department is the
student's adviser, he should be consulted freely.

REQUIREMENTS FOR A MINOR IN THE DEPARTMENT
(For students in other departments)

Minor in Engli.sh: Twelve semester hours of junior or
senior courses in English-those numbered 600 or above.
Prospective teachers are advised to include 618 and 632.
Minor in French: Twelve semester hours of junior or
senior courses in French (those numbered 600 or above).
Minor in Spanish: Twelve semester hours of junior and
senior courses in Spanish-those numbered 600 or above.
Minot in Speech: Twelve semester hours in junior and
senior courses in Speech (those numbered 600 or above) in
addition to Speech 510, 511.
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CURRICULUM FOR ENGLISH MAJORS
LEADING TO TI'E DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS

Graduates on this curricul.um may receive a teacher's
professional certificate if they have elected Psychology 501,
502, Education 605, 606, 608, and also flve hours of Health
any Physicai Education in addition to the four hours required of all students. Psychology 501 and 502 are to be
taken in the sophomore year and Education 608 in the senior
year.
FRESHMAN YEAR
English 401,

{02: lleshman

CompositioD....

6
6
6
6

History 401,402: Modern European History

Foreign Language
Mathematics 405, {06 . .

..

-

I

Freshhan Orientation

Total semester hours

35

to 37

34

to 36

SOPHOMORf, YEAR

English 501,502: English and American Literature. .. ............... 0

History.......
or Physics

Eistory 501, 502: American

..

...... .

.0

Foreign Language (f'he same one taken in the lreshman year) 0

Biology, Chemistly,
Physical Education

... ........ 8 to l0

Electives (Prospective teachers should elect Psychology)
Total semester hours

* JuNroR AND sENroR

....

YEARs

Major: English 618, 622 aDd 12 hours more oi junior or sen..............................
ior English coujcses.......
..

Minor: (A

6

18

subject related to English, chosen with the
t2
approval oI the head ol the departtnent)
Electives: (Enough to make a total ol 130 hours tor
.. 2? to 33
the curriculum).
57 to 61
Total semester hours .... .....
ToTAL semeste! hours in curriculum
130
should
consult
the
head
ot
the
deparhoent
belore
the
end
'Students
ol the sophomore year as to his program oI studies for the junior and
.

senior years.

CURRICI'LUM FOR FRENCH MAJORS
LEADING TO TIIE DEGREE OT BACHELOR OF ARTS

Students who enter Tech with high school credits in
French wiil, if they continue the language, register as follows:
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a.

Students with one year of high school French will
register in French 401.
b. Students with two years of high school Erench will
register in French 501. Such students cannot receive credit in French 401, 402.
c. Students with three years of high school French will
register in French 502. Such students cannot receive credit in French 401,402 or 501.
All students in French are advised to complete a year's
sequence without any time interval between courses, or to
take two years of required work in the language without any
unnecessary interval between courses.
Graduates on the curriculum for French majors may
receive a teacher's professional certiffcate if they have elected Psychology 501, 502, Education 605,60ti,608, and also
fve hours of Health and Physical Education in addition to
the four hours required of all students. Psychology 501 and
502 are to be taken in the sophomore year and Education 608
in the senior year.
TRE.SHMAN YEAR

English 401, 402: Freshman Composition
Ilistory 401, 402: Modern European History... . . ......
tr'rench 401, 402 (Unless French was studied iD high school.
See note above).........

..... ..

..
.

Total semester hours

6
6
6

......-.....

Mathematics 405, 406
BioIoSy 401,402, or Chemistry 407,408

Physical Education
f'reshman Orientation

6
......

. 8 to 10
................ 2
..... ..,.... I

..

35

to 37

34

to 36

SOPHOMORE YEAR

English s01, 502: English and American

Literature

6

History 501, 502i American History
6
french 501, 502: Intermediate french (Provided 401, {02
taken in flrst year)
8tol0
Biology, Chemistry, or Physics
2
Physical Education
Electives (Prospective teachels should elect Psychology)
rsee note abotc)
Total semester hours

* JUNron AND sENroR YEARS
?00 .. .... .... .
...
600,601,602,620,821,
Dario.i French
Mi[or: (A subject related to French, chosen with the approval oI the head ol the deDartment
History 609

..

6

18

12
3
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56{

2

Music 630 ...................
Electivesr (Enoug h to make a total of
culliculum)
Total semester hours

130 hours

lor the
20

to

24

to 61

5?

TOTAL semester hours in curriculum

130

year the student should consult
'Betore the end ot the sophomore
program
and
studies tor the

the head of the department as to his
seDior years,

of

iunio!

CURRICULUM FOR SPANISH MAJORS
LEADING TO THE DEGREE OI' BACHELOR OT ARTS

Students who enter Tech with high school credits in
Spanish will, if they continue that language, register as foilows:
a. Students with one year of high school Spanish will
register in Spanish 401.
b. Students with two years of high school Spanish will
registe! in Spanish 501. Such students cannot receive credit for Spanish 407, 402.
c. Students with three years of high school Spanish will
register in Spanish 502. Such students cannot receive credit for Spanish 401,402,501.

AII students in Spanish are advised to complete a year's
sequence without any time interval between courses, or to
take two years of work in one language without any unnecessary interval between courses.
Graduates on the curriculum for Spanish majors may
receive a teacher's professional certificate if they have elected Psychology 501,502, Education 605,606,608, and also
five hours of Heaith and Physical Education, in addition to
the four hours required of all students. Psychology 501 and
502 are to be taken in the sophomore year and Education 608
in the senior year.
TRESIIMAN YEAR
Eoglish 401, 402: Freshman Composition ..
History 401, 402: Modern European History
Spanish {01, 402 (Unless Spanish was studied in high school
See note above)

Mathematics 405, {06
Biology 401, 402, or Chemistry 40?, 408

Physical Education

Freshman Orientation
Total semeste! hours

6
6

,,,,,,,'.,,,,..,,,,,.

.6

. .... 8 to

6

10

35

to 37
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SOPHOMORE YEAR

Eaglish 501, 502: EDglish and American Literature.......... .......... 6

History 50I,502: American History
.6
Spanish 501, 502 (Provided a0l, 402 taken in 6rst year)........ I
Biology, Chemistry, or Physics.

Physical

Education

.....

.

.

..

to

10

........................................................

2

.. ........

.

..8

Electives (Prospective teachers should elect Psychology)
(See note above)

Total semester hours ..................
+ JuNroR AND sENroR yEAxs

Maior: Spanish 601,602, 610, 611,61{, 615
Minori (A subiect related to Spanish, chosen with the
proval oI the head of the department)

(Note:

to 36

20
5?

to 24
to 61

18

ap12

3

II

Eaglish 618 is taken as part o, a minor,
substitute aDot}ter coutse lor the three hours).

Music

34

630

Total semester hours

TOTAL semester hours in curriculum
130
sophomore year the student should consult
' Belole the end of the
tite head ol the depattment as to his plogram ol studies fo! the juuior and
senior yeals,

CURRICI]LUM FOR SPEECH MAJORS
Graduates on this curriculum may receive a teacher's
professional certificate if they have elected Psychology 501,
502, Education 605, 606, 608, and also five hours of Health
and Physical Education in addition to the four hours required of all students. Psychology 501 and 502 are to be
taken in the sophomore year and Education 608 in the senior
year.
FRESHMAN YEAN
Freshtnan Orientqtion ......... ..-.... ......-......-... ....
English 401, 402: FreshmaD Cornposition......................
History 4O1, {02: Modern European llistory.....

1

6
6

Foleign Language

G

tr[at]remaucr 405, ,l{)6
Biology 401,402, or Chemistry 407,408,..
Physical Education

.

6
. ...1

....

.. .................8

to l0

SOPHOMORE YEAR

Encush 501, 502: English and American Literature..................... 6

History 501, 502: American

l{istory....-............ .......

.............. .........................

6

Foreign Language
6
Physical Education. .. .
Biology, Chemistry, or Physics . ... ..... ............... ... ......................8 to 10
Electives (Prospective teachels should elect Psychology)

Total semester hours.... ... .......

6
34

to 36
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JrrNroB AND sENroR YEAns

Maior Subiect: (Any JuDior or senio! qreech course, iD addition to 510,511)
Minor: (A subject related to speech chosen with the approval of the head ot the department)

12

27 Lo 29

Electiwes

Total semester hours

18

57 to 61

.....

130
TOTAL semester hours in cur:riculum
consult the
'Before the end o! the sophomore year students should
head ol department as to their program ot studies for the junior and senior

years,

DESCR/PTION OF COURSES

I.
A11 students are

ENGLISH

given a test in English when they enter

Tech. Those who make the highest grades are placed in
Division A, where they are given more advanced work than
is given to the others. Those who show marked deficiencies
in grammar, spelling, punctuation, etc., are placed in Division C, which meets five times a week, instead of three, for
additional drill to make up their deficiencies. The rest are

placedinDi\risionB.Thecreditisthesame,however,forall
divisions of the course-three hours each semester.
ENGLISH 407, 402: Freshman English-Reading, Writing, Speaking, Use o! the Librarry. Three hours each. English
401 is prerequisite to 402. Both 401 and 402 given every semester. Required of aII students.
Ttre main objective of the course is to train the student
to speak and write correctly and effectively and to use books
with efficiency and pleasure. Ttre subject matter and requirements of the course are chiefly the following: Study
of the forms of discourse; use of the library; writing of paragraphs, themes, letters; making of outlines; precis writing;
making oral and written reports; word study; reading; review of punctuation, spelling, grammar; individual conferences with the instructor. Students are elassiffed into A, B,
and C divisions so that instruction may be better adapted to
their particular needs.
ENGLISH 501, 502: Sophomore English-Englxh anil
Amertcan Literdture. Three hours each. Both 501 and 502

t-
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given every semester. English 402 prerequisite to 501, and 501
is prerequisite to 502.
This course is for the general student, and only such
material is included as will serve his needs and interests.
English 501 is a study of only the greatest English writers, beginning with Shakespeare and ending with an extended survey of contemporary English literature. English 502 is likewise a study of only the major American writers, beginning
with Irving and ending with an extended survey of contemporary American literature. By such a course of study it is intended to furnish the student with such literary backgrounds
as are necessary to make him a discriminating and intelligent
reader and to create in him, if possible, a taste for the best
literature, whether of the present or past.

ENGLISH 603: Technicol English. Three hours. Both
semesters. Prerequisite, English 502.
A course primarily for engineering students. A study of
reports, letters, and other kinds of technical writing, and
practice in writing these.
ENGLISH 605: Chaucer. Three hours. Prerequisite,
English 502. (Not offered in 1939-40).
Selections from the Canterbury Tales; attention to the
language of Chaucer as a representative of Middle English;
his life and times.
English 606: Ad,uanced" Composition Erposition.
Three hours. Second semester. Prerequisite,- English 502.
(Not offered in 1939-40).
The course is a study of the technique of the essay and
other expository types; writing of investigative themes and
reports.
ENGLISH 608: Aduanced" Composition
- Narration.
Three hours. Second semester. Prerequisite, English 502.
The technique of narrative types, Particularly the short
story;literary appreciation of the short story.
ENGLISH 609: Pa iamentarg Lor,u. One hour. Second semester. English 402 prerequisite.
Theory and practice in parliamentary usage. Forming
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and conducting organizations, presiding, making motions,
transacting business, etc. Constant drilL and practice illustrating the rules and principles studied.
ENGLISH 670: The English Noxel, Three hours. First
semester. Prerequisite, English 502.
Chief English novels and novelists from the beginning to
the present.
ENGLISH 677: The English Essag, Three hours. herequisite, English 502.
The historical development of the essay in English and
American literature. Analysis of thought and mood in the
essay as an interpretation of life.
ENGLISH 612: FoLk Literd.ture. T\ree hours. Prerequisite, English 502.
A study of folk drama, folk songs, popular ballads,
myths, iegends, sagas, folk tales, and other folk backgrounds
of literature.
ENGLISH 6\4: English Poetrg of the Nineteenth, Centzry. Three hours. FAst semester. Prerequisite, English
502.

A study of Romanticism and other nineteenth century
literary developments, and of nineteenth century English
thought; Wordsworth, Byron, Shelley, Keats, Tennyson,
Browning, Arnold, Swinburne, Rossetti, and Meredith.
ENGLISH 618: Shalcespeore. Three hours. First se.
mester. Prerequisite, English 502. Required of all English
majors.
A study of selected plays, including comedy, history, and
tragedy. Brief attention to pre-Shakespearean drama and to
contemporary Elizabethan drama; the life and times of
Shakespeare. Attention to speaking Shakespeare's lines.
ENGLISH 619: Contetnporarg Drama- Three hours.
Second semester. Prerequisite, English 502.
The chief charaeteristics of contemporary drama-Continental, English and American. Opportunity is afforded
for writing plays. Attention to the technique of the motion
picture.
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ENGLISH 621: Comparati.De Literdtute, Three hours.
First semester. Prerequisite, English 502.
A study of selected classics of foreign literature in translation, particularly those masterpieces which have influenced
English literature.
ENGLISH 622: The English Langrnge. Three hours.
Second semester. Prerequisite, English 502. Required of
English majors.
A review of some of the older forms of the English
language; consideration of slang; language fashions; review
of grammar; characteristics of contemporary English.
ENGLISH 623: Backgrounds o! English and, Am,ericon
Literature, Three hours. English 402, prerequisite. (Not
given in 193940) .
A study of dress, manners, customs, houses, homes, ways
of life, such as to enable the student to read literature with
fuller understanding and appreciation.
ENGLISH 624: Biography. Three hours, First semester. Prerequisite, English 502. (Not offered in 193940).
English and American biography and autobiography
since 1700, with attention to some of the great biographies
of other nations.
ENGLISH 62$: Contemporary English anil Amefiean
Poetrg. T'hree hours. Second semester. Prerequisite, English 502.
A briel survey of English and American poetry of the
twentieth century.
ENGLISH 627: The Arnerican Nooel. Three hours.
Second semester. Prerequisite, English 502,
The chief American novelists from the beginning to the
present.

ENGLISH 632:. Adoonced English Grammar. Three
hours. First semester. Prerequisite, English 502. Required
of English majors who intend to teach English.
An intensive study of English grammar and of the fundamentals of the teaching of English i:: the high sehools.
t
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ENGLISH 701: The Arnerico* Minil. Three hours. Prerequisite, English 502. Second semester.
A study of American lile and thought as they are revealed in American literature from the beginning to the
present. Selected poets and prose writers (including the
orators but excluding the novelists) who have been most influential both as artists and thinkers are studied. Some
attention to foreign opinion of early American literature.
An advanced course intended for seniors.
ENGLISH 703: LiterotA Crititi,sm onil Aesthetics. Three
hours. Prerequisite, English 502. (Not given in 193940).
A study of some of the chief literary critics and theories
of literature; the philosophy of beauty; the nature of comedy

and tragedy; practice in writing critical papers on literary
topics; book reviews, etc.
ENGLISH 705: Philologg. Two hours, Prerequisite,
English 502. (Not given in 1939-40).
An intensive study of words; the enrichment of vocabuIary; methods looking toward mastery of language; use of
the thesaurus and similar aids. The course is intended
especially for those interested in public speaking and in writing.

rr.

FRENCII
FRENCH 401, 402: Elementarg frezch. Six hours.
First and second semesters.
For beginners. Reading, grammar, pronunciation.
FRENCH 501: Intenned,iate French. Three hours. First
and second semesters. Prerequisite, French 402, or two
years of high school French.
A reading course, designed to teach students to read
with ease French of moderate difiiculty.
FRENCH 502: lntenneditte French continued. Three
hours. Second semester. Prerequisite, French 501. Required of all majors and minors in tr'rench.
A grammar course for those who pian to have French as
a major or minor. Note that this course is a prerequisite for
French 601.
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FRENCH 503: The Reading oJ Scientific French. Tbree
hours. Second semester. Prerequisite, French 501. For
science majors and pre-med.ical stud,ents onlA.

All reading material wiil be of a scientific nature from
French science journals and texts, with emphasis on a
vocabulary which will aid in scientific research.
FRENCH 505: lntermed,kLte FT ench. Three hours.
Second semester. Prerequisite, French 501.
A reading course designed primarily for those students
who do not plan to complete more than two years of French.
FRENCH 600: Conoersalion. Three houri. First semester. Prerequisite, Freneh 601, French 620, or enrollment
in one of these courses. Required of all French majors.
Conversation upon everyday topics. the aim ol the
course is to convert- the passive vocabulary of the reading
courses into an active one.
FRENCH 601: Ad.uanced, French Grammar.Three hours.
First semester. Prerequisite, French 502, or four years of
high school French.
FRENCH 602:. The French Short Story. Three hours.
Second semester. Prerequisite, French 501, 502 or 505, or four
years of high school French.
FRENCH 620,627: Stntsey of French Literattne. Sk
hours. 620 first semester; 621 second semester. Prerequisite,
Erench 501, 502. (Not offered in 1939-40).
A reading course intended primarily to familiarize the
student with the masterpieces of the French novel and
drama.
FRENCH 700:, Mod,ern French Drams. Three hours.
Second semester. Prerequisite, French 620, 621.

III.

SPANISII

SPANISH 407,402: Elen'Lentory Spozish. Six hours.
First and second semesters. 401 given both semesters; 402
given both semesters, Prerequisite, freshman standing.
No credit for 401 unless 402 is taken.
Reading and grammar; pronunciation.
SPANISH 501, 502: lntermed"bte Spanish. Six hours.
First and second semesters. Prerequisite, Spanish 402, two
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years of high school Spanish, or equivalent. 501 prerequisite

to

502.

Reading; oral comprehension. By the end of the course
the student is expected to be able to read simple Spanish
v/ithout the aid of a dictionary or vocabulary.
SPANISH 601, 602: Conoersotlon and CorrLpositian.
Six hours. Required for major in Spanish.
Conversation upon everyday topics; themes. In this
course effort is made to convert the passive vocabulary of
Spanish 502 into an active vocabulary.
SPANISH 610,67L: Tuentieth Century Spanish Literoture. Six hours. Prerequisite, Spanish 502, four years of
Spanish in high school, or equivalent. Eirst and second semestem. (This course is to alternate with Spanish 614, 615.
Not given in 1939-40).
A study of representative literary types in Spain in the
present century with reading of best examples in each field.
The novel: Baroja, Perez de Ayala, Unamuno, Blasco
Ibanez, Ricardo Leon, Azorin.
The drama: Benavente, Linares Rivas, Hernandez
Cata, Alvarez Quintero, Martinez Sierra, Azorin.

The essay: Azorin, Unamuno.
SPANISH 614, 615:. Nineteenth Centurg Spanish LiteraSix hours. Prerequisite, Spanish 502, four years of
Spanish in high school, or equivalent. (This course is to alternate with Spanish 610, 611. Given in 1939-40),
A study of representative literary types in Spain in the
last century with reading of tle best examples in each field.
The novel: Valera, Alarcon, Perez Galdos, Palacio Valdes, Pardo Bazan.
The drama: Zorilla, Garcia Gutierrez, Hartzenbusch,
el duque de Rivas, Echegaray, Breton.

trre.

616:

Comtnercinl Spanish. Three hours.
equivalent. First semester.
Correspondence, commercial forms.
SPANISH 700-701: lntroduction to the Golden Age.
Lectures and readings. Drama, novel, Iyric poetry. (Given
only in summer school) .

SPANISH

Prerequisite, Spanish 502 or
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SPEECII

SPEECH5l0: Principles of Speech. Three hours. Both
semesters and summer session.
Elementary speech training as suited to the needs of the
individual student. The aim of the course is to develop in
each student the ability to communicate ideas effectively
through the media of body and voice.
SPEECH 517:. Pnnciples of Speech. A continuation of
510. Three hours. Second semester. Required of majors
and minors. Prerequisite, Speech 510.
Purpose: To strengthen the speech patterns built up in
the previous course. Abundant opportunity given for students
to participate in group discussions, to give talks before the
group, and to read orally. It is strongly advised that 511
follow 510 as closely as possibie.
SPEECH 612: Public Speaking. Three hours. First
semester. Prerequisite, Speech 510; advised Speech 511.
Designed to give more advanced experience in speech
composition and delivery for varied situations.
SPEECH 613: Public Speaknl,g, Three hours. Second
semester. Continuation of 612. Types of speech, such as oratory, radio, after-dinner, are studied and practiced. Prerequisite,5l0; advised 511 and 612.
SPEECH 615: The Oral lnterpretdtian of Litero,ture.
Ihree hours. First semester. Prerequisite, Speech 510.
The purpose is two-fold: To teach students to get from
the printed page the meaning that lies upon it, and to give
that meaning sincerely and convincingly to the audience.
The material used for interpretation will be taken from
contemporary writers.
SPEECH 616: Oral Interpretation of Literature. Tlrree
hours. Prerequisite, Speech 510, 615.
A continuation of Speech 615. The material used for interpretation will be mainly from English and American
classics.

SPEECH 620: lntepretati,on of Chi,ld,ren's Literature.
T@ee hours. Second semester. Prerequisite, Speech 510.
Arranged for grade teachers. Study of technique and
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practice in story telling, in oral reading of both prose and
poetry, and in group reading.
SPEECH 700: Acting. Three hours. tr'irst semester.
Prerequisite, Speech 510; advised, Speech 615 and 616.
Purpose: to develop techniques for the interpretation of
drama through the medium of the actor. Students will both
play and direct,
SPEECH 70L: Stagecrdlt. Three hours. Second semester. No prerequisitel advised, Speech 700 and Art 564.
Designed to develop techniques for the interpretation of
drama through the media of scenery, costume, and light.
SPEECH 770: Speech Correction. I'hree hours. Second semester. Prerequisite, Speech 510.
Especially for speech majors and elementary teachers.
Study of the nature and treatment of various types of speech
defects. Students registered in the course will be given some
clinical experience.
SPEECH 720: Creatioe Dromati.cs. Four hours. (Offered only in the summer session). Prerequi.site, Speech
510; advised, Speech 620.
Planned for the elementary teacher. Consists of two
hours of laboratory. Purpose: to help teachers to direct
children in their dramatic expression, both in plays they
make themselves and in plays that are not original
SPEECH 750: Pubiic Discussi,on onil Debate. Two
hours. First semester. Prereouisite, Speech 510. Credit will
be given only if this is followed by Speech 751.
Training in the principles of debate and public discussion. Opportunities will be given for participation in the
extra-curricular program of the forensic squad.
SPEECH 75 1 : Publlc Discussian and Debote. Two hours.
Second semester. Continuation of Speech 750.
Wider experiences in varied types of discussion and
debating will be offered.
SPEECH 755: Make-up. O:re hour. No prerequisite.
Study and application of principles of make-up for the
stage and for the street.
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Department of Journalism
IGNNEIE T. IIEWINS, !tr. A., ASSOCIATE PROFESSOE, DTPA8TlllEIil:I E A:D.
l,loNA.RD B. ,wA!f, Ja., B. A., ASSTSTAI{! PROfES|SOR.
ELDIIED I.ORD LOW-E, B. A., INSTRUCTOE OI' PRII\TIING.

REQUIREMENTS FOR A MAJOR IN JOI]RNALISM
Eighteen semester hours of advanced journalism courses,
numbered in the 600 series, are required for a major in
journalism. For a minor, the student must complete twelve
hours of advanced courses in a subject related to journalism.
Junior and senior courses in such fields as English and social
science are recommended as a minor with a journalism major,
although other subjects may be selected upon approval of
the Dean of the School of Arts and Sciences and the depart-

ment head.
Profi,ciency in spelling and grammar is essentia.l to successlul newspaper utork. Students ueak in those subjects
are discourageil from enrolli,ng i,n Journalistn as a major.

REQUIREMENTS FOR A MINOR IN JOURNALISM
(For students in other departments)
Twelve hours of advanced journalism courses, numbered
in the 600 series, may constitute a minor in journalism.

PRINTING COURSES
Eight semester hours of printing (Printing 510, 511 and
520) are ofiered. The courses embrace both laboratory work
and lectures.
The opportunity for obtaining instruction in printing
and other phases of the mechanics of publishing is available
to the journalism students through a modern and well-equipped printing plant maintained by the college. Two linotype
machines, a wide variety of foundry cast type, preses and
other up-to-date equipment are at the disposal of the students who desire practical knowledge of the printing industry. Practical experience in newspaper work is afforded the
journalism students through their work as staff members
of the college newspaper, The Tech Talk.
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The printing courses are designed to provide the students
with knowledge of the fundamentals of printing and to acquaint them with the "back office" of newspaper plants.

ENGRAVING PLANT
The college maintains a photo-engraving plant, by means
of which students may learn the fundamentals of the process
of producing printing plates.

CURRICULUM FOR JOURNALISM MAJORS
LEADING TO T}IE DEGREE OT' BACHELOR Or' ARTS

Graduates on this curriculum may receive a teacher's
professional certificate if they have elected Psychology 501,
502, Education 605, 606, 608, and also five hours of Health
and Physical Education, in addition to the four hours required of all students. Psyehology 501 and 502 are to be
taken in the sophomore year and Education 608 in the senior
year.
FRESHMAN YEAR

I

Freshman Orientation
English {01, 402: Freshman Composition
History 401, 402: Modern European History..

Foreign Language. ...
Mathematics ,101, {02; or {05, aO6
Biology 401, 402, or Chemistry 40?,

Physical Education

6

6
6

6

{08

8 to l0
2

Total semester hours

35 to 37
SOPHOMORE YEAN

EnSlish 501, 502: EDglish and Americalr

History

501,

502: American History

Literatu.e ..

....

6
6

6
Foreign Irnguage (The one begun the ffrst year) ...... ....
2
Physical Education
6to10
Biology, Physics or Chemistry
Elecuves (Prospective teachers elect Psychology 501,502) ..... 6

Total semester hours

*JuNroR AND sENroR

32 to 36

YEARS

t8
Maior: (Journalism in 600 series)
Minor: Subject lelated to Journalism, chosen wi th approval

of the head oJ the department,

Electives

..

...

,

,,,.,

...

, ,.,,.,,.,,.12

20 to

35

Total semester hours
59 to 65
TOTAL semester hours in curriculum
132
. Students must consult the head o, the department betore the end
oI the sophomore year as to their program of studies for t,Ile ju[ior and
senior years.
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DESCRIP?ION Or' COURSES
I.

JOURNAIISM

JOURNALISM 501: Neus Writing. Three hours. First
semester. Prerequisite, English 402.
Beginning course in news writing. Theoretical study
of newspaper style and mechanical terms, supplemented by
work on the college newspaper. In addition to beneff.ting
journalism students, this course is planned as an aid to education students preparing to supervise publications in connection with their teaching duties and to agriculture students
seeking some training in the writing of articles for weekly
newspapers or trade journals.
JOURNALISM 670: Copg Editizg. Three hours. Second semester. Prerequisite, Journalism 501.
Course dealing with methods of editing copy and the
writing of headlines. Theory supplemented by work on the
college newspaper.
JOURNALISM 620: Feature Writing. Three hours.
First semester. Prerequisite, Journalism 501.
Practical instruction in gathering material for "human
interest" and feature articles of various types and the writing
of these types of manuscripts for magazines as weII as newspapers. Consideration also given to the marketing of manuscripts.
JOTIRNALISM 630: Ed,itori.ol Wnting. Three hours.
Second semester. Prerequisite, Journalism 501.
Course in the study of fundamentals and practice in editorial writing, A survey is made of editorial pages of several
of the leading state and national nev/spapers.
JOURNALISM 640: The Country Weekly. Three hours.
Second semester. Prerequisite, Journalism 501.
Course designed to benefft agriculture and home economics students as well as journalism students, Consideration is given to the preparation of copy for weeklies as differentiated from the dailies.
JOIIRNALISM 650: Practbal Neuspaper Worlc. Two

I
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hours. First semester. Open only to journalism majors or
minors. Prerequisites, Journalism 501, 610, 620, 630 and 640.
Advanced course in newspaper practice, involving work
on the college newspaper. Writing of articles for publication
in the college newspaper upon assignment or consultation
with the facuJty supervisor of the paper.
JOIIRNALISM 657: Proctical Newspoper Work. Two
hours. Second semester. Prerequisite, Journalism 650.
Continuation of Journalism 650, wit}t the same provisions
and requirements applying.

JOURNALISM 660: Aihsertisr,ng. Two hours. First
and second semesters. No prerequisite,
Fundamental study of advertising copywriting, appeals
and layouts. Special emphasis is placed on retail advertisip
in new,spapers. Direct-by-mait and outdoor advertising
capsidered briefly.
II.

't

I

i

PRItffING

PRINTING il}: The practice prtnth.g.
ol
T:hr* hours.
First semester. One hour of l
ro*
hours
of laboratorv work
"'a
required * p*;;o;;tr;a,sm 501 is recommended but not

;;;"k ";##if"tYl
"

",,:,:lffi

'[""T'j,Xi,T]T"H'liTf,

:Iff

illil,ll"-",I

Pnnciptes-anit praetice
.";i,ilIffi"1'"L..^3ffi:'^
o1 ..--"
-'!und semester'

!!'ay *a p"""ri""
consideraiion
comectuse.f

Prerequisite' 510"
of printing jobs, u/ith

&"; ;;;;;"""ngment,
-i"il:;;;,;;;xll"r"lll?il1*onyandthe

. PRINIING 520: Machine of,!h" Printing Plant. Two
nours. offered in summer
ori, tterequisite' Printing 510'
Method
p"""ti""oi'-y'
.
inotype operation tor the
grnner.
"r,a
be-

A
l)
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Department of Mathematics
P, K, SMITll, Ph. D.. PROI"ESSOR AND DEPARTa'TIirI EEAD.
JAIIIIS L. IIUTCIIESON, B. A., ASSOCIATE PRO!"ESSOR.

E. F.

SCTIIIOEDER, M. A.. ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR.
F. C. GEI|'IRY, Ptr. D., ASSISTAIE PROTESSoR.
G, E. JONES, M. A.. ASSTSTAN"T PEOr,ETiSOE.
ERN49[ M. SIITRLTY, B. S., ASSISTA!{T PROI'ESSOR,

The courses in the department are arranged to fit in with
the general courses and also to give students majoring in
mathematics a thorough preparation for teaching or graduate work.
For registration in Mathematics 401, 402, or 410 the stu$ent shall have had one unit in plane geometry and one and
fre-half units in high sehool algebra. No one will be allowed
, t register in Mathematics 501 or 605 who has less than one

,,/

qlYrit

/
./

-

/

in plane

geometry.

Engineering students or those taking Chemistry or
Mathematics as a major, having hail less than one and onetake
half units in high school algebra, will be required to
Mathematics 400.

IN MATHEMATICS
REQUIREMENTS FOR A MAJOR
required to con'
Students majoring in Mathematics.are
of Mathematics' during the
sult the Head of the uepartment

"#'""u

;l-'L:*;:T*1".fi::":X;:1T5; ll,l,,x;

""'*""'
rection as to their malor
their junior and senior

Mathematics 410' 501'
I#I*r:*,
soz,'oii,"iiir,io'aa'1,;* jlrf ti'#""'i'"1ffi'i;':"'%i!:
be
Prescribed courses

:

lH'i..;il pi"uiou'rv
'Mathematics
iilff3",1i":T::::.
403'

done so

will

take

""q"ii"Jt"
Ma:ttrdmaticsmaiorswhodesireaprofessionalteaching

to elect Mathematics 580'
"""ti;;;;;;; "JviseiFOR A MINOR.IN MATHEMATICS
REQUIREMENTS
""* - -- (Fo' students from other departments)
wh9 wisl' to minor in
Students from other departments m"tt'"tatics 410' 501'
t"xe
Mathematics "'" '"oooJi'il
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660, and in addition six semester hours earned in courses
numerically above Mathematics 501.

CURRICULUM FOR MATHEMATICS MAJORS
LEADING TO THE DEGR.EE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Graduates on this curriculum may receive a teacher's
professional certificate if they have elected Psychology 501,
502, Education 605, 606, 608, and also five hours of Health and
Physical Education in addition to the four hours required
of aI1 students. Psychology 501 and 502 are to be taken in the
sophomore year and Education 608 in the senior year.
T.RESHMAN YEAR

Freshman Orientation
English 401, 1()2: trYeshman Composition..
History 401,402: Modera European History ..

1

...

6

... ..

6

Foreigh Language
Mathematics 410: Algebra and Trigonometry
Biology 401, 402, or Chemistry 40?,

.....
Physical Education ..
Total semester hours

6
6

8tol0

,108

2

35

SOPHOMONE !'EAA

English 501,502: Engush and Americao Literature ..
Social Science

...... ..

Foreign Language

Physics. Chemistry or Biology
Mathematics 501, 502: Analytical Geo&etry .. ..

Physical Education

Total semester hours
JUNIOR AND SENIOR YEARS
Major Subiect
Minor Subiect (Related to Mathematics) ..

Electives

6
6
10

I

2

r

i:lti

18
2S

.....

Total semester hours
TOTAL semester hours in curliculum

60
130

DESCRIP?ION OT' COURSES

MATHEMATICS 400: Introd,uctory Algebra. No
credit. First and second semesters.
Algebraic operations, factoring, Iinear and systems of
linear equations, exponents, radicals, and quadratic equations.

MATHEMATICS 407: College Algebra. Three hours.
First and second semesters. Prerequisite, one unit of plane
geometry and one and one-half units in high school algebra.
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Exponents, radicals, graph of a function, quadratics, systems of equations involving quadratics, variation, and progressions.

MATHEMATICS 402: Trigonornetrl. Tbcee-hours.
First and second semesters. Prerequisite, one unit of plane
geometry and one and one-half units of high school. algebra.
Solution of right triangles, reduction formulas, functions
of several angles and of multiple angles, logarithms, obiique
triangles, trigonometdc equations, and inverse functions.
MATHEMATICS 403: Solid Geometrg, Three hours.
Second semester. Prerequisite, plane geometry, Mathematics 401, or 405, or 410.
Lines and planes, polyhedrons, cylinders and cones, and
the sphere.

MATHEMATICS 405: General Mathetnotics. Three
hours. First and second semesters.
Basic principles of arithmetic reviewed, operations with
polynomials, the Iormula, Iinear equations, exponents and
radicals, and logarithms.
This course is designed for students in the Department
of Commerce, students in the School of Arts and Sciences,
and for students in the School of Education offering only one
year of mathematics for graduation.
MATHEMATICS 406: General Mathem,otics conti.nued.
Three hours. Second semester. Prerequisite, Mathematics

40i.Quadratic equations, binomial theorem, progressions,
theory of investment, trigonometry of the right traingle. and
solid geometry.
MATHEMATICS 407: Mathematics of Agriculture.
Three hours. First semester.
Drawing and graphic solutions, indirect measurement,
trigonometry and introductory surveying, review of elementary algebra, logarithms. and progressions.
MATHEMATICS 408: Mathematics of Agri.culture,
I!4ee hours. Second semester. Prerequisite, Mathematics
507.
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Compound interest, annuities and depreciation, averages
and mixtures, simple machines, composition and resolution
of forces.
MATHEMATICS 410: Algebra and, Trigonometry. Six
hours. First and second semesters. Prerequisite, one unit
in plane geometry and one and one-haif units in high school
algebra.
Algebraic operations, fundamental trigonometric identities, factoring, exponents and radicals, logarithms, right
triangles, linear equations;'quadratic equations, simultaneous quadratic equations, and oblique triangies.
This course is designed for Engineering and Science
students, and for Mathematics majors.

)l

MATHEMATICS 502: Soltd Arnlytic Geometrg. Tbree
ll'0.r','-L
hours. Second semester. Prerequisite, Mathematics 501.
Cartesian co-ordinates in space, the plane and the
straight line in space, quadric surfaces, and transformation r-n
of co- ordinates.
MATHEMATICS 580: Elementarg Analysts. Thrqe
hours. Prerequisite, twelve semester hours in mathematics,
or suticient teaching experience.
In this new course a critical examination of the elementary processes of arithmetic, algebra, and geometry will be
considered. Certain techniques will be taken up with reference to the presentation of subject matter. The course is
designed for mathematics majors, or minors, or for experienced teachers.

MATHEMATICS 600: Calculus I. three hours. First
and second semesters. Prerequisite, Mathematics 501.
Variables, functions and limits, difierentiation of algebraic forms, various applications of the derivative, subcessive
differentiation and applications, difierentiation of transcendental functions and applications, difierentials, and curvature.
MATHEMATICS 601:. Calculus II. Three hours. First
and second semesters. Prerequisite, MathGllics 600.
Integration of elementary forms, the definite integral,
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calculation of areas, fundamental theorem of integral calcu-

Ius and applications, integration by various devices, centroids, fluid pressure, and work.
MATHEMATICS 602: Calculus III. Tirgge hours. First
semester. Prerequisites, Mathematics 502 and 601.
NIean value theorem and applications, expansion of functions, partial differentiation and applications, multiple integra1s, moments of inertia and volumes, and areas by multiple
integrals.
MATHEMATICS 605: Mathematics oJ Bzsizess. Slse
hours. First semester. Prerequisite, six semester hours
below course 501 and one unit in plane geometry. In case
the student has had less than one and one-half units in high
school algebra, he will be required to take Mathematics
400 or 660.
Simple interest, compound interest, present value and
compound discount, equation of payments, the different annuities, amortization and sinking funds, depreciation, and
valuation of bonds.
MATHEMATICS 606: Mathernati,cs of Business and,
Bzsizess Stotisrics. Tlse hours. Second semester. Prerequisite, Mathematics 605.
(a) Business Mathematics continued: Building and
loan association, probability and mortality tables, life annuities and life insurance. (b) Business Statistics: Sampling
tabulation, graphic representation, averages, dispersion and
skewness, correlation, index numbers, seasonal fluctuations
and cyclic application, characteristic curves, curve fitting,
normal probability curve, and the probability error.
MATHEMATICS 660: Aduanced College Algebra. Thtehours. Seeond semester. Prerequisite, Mathematics 401, or
410.

Complex numbers, theory

of

equations, permutations

and combinations, probability, partial fractions, and determinants,
MATHEMATICS 707: College Geometrg. Three hours.

First semester. Prerequisite, Mathematics 501, or sufiicient
teaching experience.
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Geometric construction with elements given and indirect, similar and homothetic flgures, medians, bisectors, altitudes, and the nine-point circle.

MATHEMATICS 706: Differenttol Eqzotions. Three
hours. First semester. Prerequisite, Mathematics 601.
Definitions of ordinary and partial difierential equations;
of degree and order; of various types of solutions. Equations
of the first order and first degree, equations of the first order
and higher degree, singular solutions, applications from geometry and physics, linear equations with constant coefficients and with variable coefficients, exact equations, and integration in series.

ileV;L^*
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Department of Music
K\IERNE E. EYIN!, M, 4., PIIOI,ESSOR AND DEPAEIMEIfI BIAD.
ET,BERT

IIAS(INS, B. 4., ASSOCIATE

PROFESSOR.

JAMES A. SMTIH, M. M., ASSISTANT PEO'ESSOB.
DORIS BI'RD HASKEN. B. M., INSTRUCfOE.
STII.iLA BOOIIS I<IDD. B. S., INSABUSIOA.

REQUIREMENTS FOR A MA"IOR IN MUSIC
Students who major in Music are required to follow one
of the curricula given below.
REQUIREMENTS FOR A MINOR IN MUSIC
(For students in other departments)
Students from other departments who desire to minor

in Music may elect twenty-four hours in Musical Theory,
or they may supplement twelve hours in Applied Music
with twelve hours in the Theory of Music under the guidance of the Head of the Department.

CURRICULUM FOR MUSIC MAJORS
LEADING TO

TII!

DEGREE OF BACIIELOR OF AN,TS IN MUSIC
FRESIIMAN YEAR

trteshman Orientation
Euglish 401, 402
ForeiSn Language
Biology 401, or 402, or 620,625
Applied Music

1

6
6

.4 to

Physical Education
Total semester hours ..

....

.

.. ....

..........

....

. .

.. ..

.

..

.

.

..

.

I

6
6

33 to 35

...:.

SOPHOMORE YEAR

Psychology 501, 502.. . .....
tr'oreign Language. ............
Harmolly 501, 502 (Old Number 510, 511)

6

.

History 401,

402

I
6

4la

Applied Music
Speech 510
Physical Education 501, 502.
Total semeste! hours

6
6
3

33 to 35

JUNIOR I'EAR
English and American Literature 501,

502

Education 501, 606
Histoly and Appreciation of Music 620, 621
Applied Music.
Music Methods 760
Public School Methods 660
Advanced Harmony 601, 602 (Old Number 610, 611)
Total semester hours. .. ....

.4 to

6
6
6
6
3
2

6

33 to 35
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SENIOR YEAR

Counterpoint 701, ?02
6
lnstrumentation 710. 7ll
4
Appued Music ... .....
.. ........... ........4 to I
Music 60?i Ptactice Teaching of Public School Music................ ..... 6
Music Education Semioar
Total semeste! hours .... . .. ........
22 jh 24
TOTAL semester hours for cuniculum
121 to 120
Studclrts toaio.ils tr! tfuaic are requted to Sive a graduauon recital
i! tbe senior year.

CURRICULUM FOR BACHELOR OF MUSIC DEGREE
(INSTRTIMENTAL)

Ihis curriculum prepares for graduate $/ork in school
music only. Students who desire to pursue studies leading
to the M. A. Degree in graduate school should take the B. A.
curriculum.
.
English .fl)l,

FRqSI{MAN YEAR
402

Physical Educalioo
Speech 510

Theory

6

.

401

-402

410,

Major: Applied Music
Minor: Applied Music

History or Language

6
6
4
6

450,
'152,

Total semeste! hours
SOPHOMOR.E YEAR

History 401, {02, or Language 401, 402
History and Appreciation of Music 620, 621
I{almony 501,502 (Old Number 510,511)
Major: Applied Music 550,551
Xiaor: Applied Music 552, 553
Psychology 501, 502
Physical Education 501, 502 ... .. ......
Tota.l semester houls . ... .

...

6
6
6
6

4

.. . ....

-'.
. ...

.

6
2
....

JI'NION YEAE
Advanced Harmony 601, 602 (OId Numbe. 610, 6U)
Education 501- 502
Major: Applied Music 650, 651.

Mino!: Applied Music 652, 653...

Pracuce Teaching and Methods (Music 506 or 608)
Methods ?60 (Music)
Methods 660 (llusic)

6
6
4
6
2

Physical Education

3

Total semester hou$

36

SENIOR YEAR

Electives
Music Education Seminar

Instrxnentation

710, 711

.

.

Cooducting ?20.... ................... ......
Maio!: Applied l{usic 750, ?51

6
2
.1

6
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Minor: Applied Music

752,753

Practice Teaching-First Semester (607 o! 609)

Biology

620

1939-40

4
6
3

Total semester hours

TOTAL semester hours in curriculum

138

CURRICULUM FOR BACHELOR OF MUSIC DEGREE

(vocAl)
This curriculum prepares for the B. M. degree only. Students who wish to take the M. A. degree later, in graduate
school, should take the B. A. curiculum.
FRESHMAN T-EAR
6

Physical Education 401-402
Speech 510

Theory 410,411

Major: Applied Music
Minor: Applied Music
Ilistoly or Language

6
6

450, 451
454, 455

6

Total semester hours

History

Ilistary

31

SOPHOMORE YEAR
401, 402, or Language 401, 402
and Appreciation oI Music 620, 621

Harmony 501,502 (Old Number 510,511)
Major: Applied Music 550,551

Minor: Applied Music 554,

6
6

6
6

555

Psychology 501, 502

Total semester hours ...
Advanced llarmouy 601, 602
Education

3{

...

JI'NION YEAR
(Old Nurnbe 610, 611)

Major: Applied lusic 650, 651
Minor: Applied Music 554, 55i

6
6
6

Practice Teaching and Methods (Music 506 or 608)

6

Pbysical Education

3
2
3

Methods 760 (Music)
Methods 660 (Music)

Total semestet hours

34

SENIOR YEA.N

Electives
Music Education Seminar
Practice Teaching-first Semeste! (60? or 609

Instrumentation 710, ?11..
Conducting 720.
Major: Applied Music 750, 751
Minor: Applied Music 754, ?55.
Biology 620

Total semester hours

. ....

..

6
2
6

4
.

3

3l

130
TOTAL semester hours in culriculum
NOTE: For those who do not intend to teach in the public schools,
substitutions can be made for some courses listed under tJ:e Vocal anil
Instrumental Bachelor ol Music Degrees. Coosult the DLector of Music,
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CURRICIILUM EOR TEACHERS AND SUPERVISORS
OF SCHOOL MUSIC
This curriculum is designed to meet State certification
for Band, Orchestra, and Choral work. The degree to be
granted will be determined later. The Music department faculty strongly recommends that students who pursue this curriculum take two summers of additional. academic electives in
order to enhance their general culture. To graduate from
this curriculum the candidate must convince the faculty
of superior personal qualifications as well as versatility in
music. More is required than merely meeting the credit
requirements for graduation.
FRESHMAN

English 401,
Speech 510

:EA3

402

..

6

...

Theory (Including Sight Singing aod dictation) 410,411

I{armony

501

Piano 454.

455

Voice 452.

...

.. 6

453

4

Major llrstrument 452a, 453a .. ...
Minor Instrument 454, 455
Ensemble-Band, Orchestra and Chorus
Orientation
Physical Education 401, 402

Physical Education

621

4
1 BOC, 2

BOC

2

. ....

1

....

1

..

Total semester hours ......

......

36

.

SOPHOMORI YEAR

Psychology 501,

rfarmoni-soz,

6

502................................................

00r......

........................................................................-

6
6

4

Piano 554,

555

Majo! Instrument 552a, 553a
Minor InstrurneDt 554, 555.

4
2

.

Ensemble3BOC,4BOC

Physical Education 501, 502
Total semester hours

34

JUNIOR YEAR
Education 501, 605 or 606

Elementary Methods
Eigh scho;l Methods

Earmony

?60

(hstrumenGi r"a

?10

..

-

..

...

3

2

652

Maior Instrument 452b, {53b

Minor Instrument

v"""ii

3
2
2

602

Instrumentation

Voice

660

4

654..

1

Dosemble 5 BOC, 6 BOC....

Physical Education
Academic Electives......

Total seErester

1

hours........

.

........ ..........
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SENION YEAR

Practice Teaching

Keyboard Harmony 520, 521

Voice

4

653

Piano 654, 655
Maior Instrument 552b, 553b
Minor Instrument 655
Music Education Seminar

1

2

EnsembleTBOC,SBoC

2

Academic Electives

Total semester hours

I

138
ToTAL hours in curriculum
NOTE: I'he ensemble requiletnedts lor this course will be six
hours a week in choral, orchestlal, and band work, two hours in eactL
Students who qualify tor smallea ensernbles in addition to the above
requirement will be rated higher in recommendations for positions,

othe! thilrgs being equal.
lhe ffnal semeste! has the least requirements

in oldea that the
sfudent may have adequate time to prepale for participation in a recital.
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES

I.

THEOBY AND METHODS

MUSIC 401: School Music. Two hours. First semester.
Rote songs. Beginning work in Music Hour Series.
Sight singing, study of rhythm and music fundamentals. To
some degree the work will approximate the work as given
in the beginning stages of regular class room work.
MUSIC 402: School Music. Two hours. Second semester. Continuation of 401.
MUSIC 410: Theory and Practtce. Three hours. First
semester.

A study of notation, rhythm, maj or and minor scales
and intervals. Sight-singing, ear training, rhythmic and
melodic dictation. Prerequisite, a high school course in Funddnaentals of Mustr or its equivalent.
MUSIC 411: Theorg and. Practi,ce, Three hours. Second semester. Continuation of 410, with iime advanced
content added.
MUSIC 501: Harmong. Three hours. Ftst semester.
A study of triads and inversions, the dominant seventh
chord and inversions. Harmonization of given melodies and
basses and original themes. Keyboard harmony.
MUSIC 502: Harmong. T'hree hours. Second semester.
A study of the dominant ninth, leading tone seventh, and

6r(tsu{*\)hd{,\
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diminished seventh chords and their inversions. Secondary
seventh chords, and their inversions. Study oI Modulation.
Keyboard harmony.
MUSIC 503: School Musit. Two hours. First semester.
Further acquaintance with most used songs of our common heritage. Continuation of the work to meet the twelve
hour standard for elementary classroom teachers.
MUSIC 504: School Music. Two hours. Second semester. Continuation of 503.
MUSIC 510: Theorg and, Practice. Three hours. Continuation of Music 411.
MUSIC 511: Theory and, Proctine. Qgge hours. Continuation of Music 510.
MUSIC 520, 521: Keyboard, Harm,ony. Two hours.
A speeial course in keyboard harmony supplementing the
work of the harmony course; harmonizing of given melodies
and basses at the piano.
MUSIC 560: School Musrc. Two or three hours. Summer session.
A course designed particularly to meet the needs of tJ:e
class-room teacher.
MUSIC 601: Ad,oanced Hannong. Three hours. First
semester,

A study of altered chords, enharmonic changes, irregu-

lar resolutions of the dominant seventh, modulation
tinued. Keyboardharmony.
MUSIC 602: Aduanced Harmong. Three hours.

conSec-

ond semester.
A study of non-harmonic tones, melodic ffguration; accompaniments; the figured chorale and form, including simple song forms, the sonata, variation, rondo forms and the
suite. Original exercises and keyboard harmony
MUSIC 605: School Music. Two hours. Either semester.

Organized observation

of music teaching in training

school and elsewhere. Study of the principles and problems

of integration. Normally, this will be the fifth semester of
the tweive hour progqam for elementary teachers.

t
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MUSIC 620, 627: Historg and, Apprecintion of Mu.sir.

I@e

hours each semester.
A study of musical development with numerous recorded examples.
MUSIC 630: Music Apprecution. Two hours. (To be
offered alternately with Art 564). For n6i-music majors.
A cultural course in appreciation of music. The object of
this course is the attainment of appreciative listening through
a general survey of outstanding musical compositions. Music
630 is open to all students excepting Music Majors. The sixth
semester work for those students who wish to meet the
twelve hour standard of the State Department of Education.
MUSIC 640,641: Form and, Analysis. Two hours. T\po
semesters.

!I

A study of form from the simplest song forms through
the sonata and symphony. Analysis of standard works with
special emphasis on the sonata and rondo forms.
MUSIC 660: Musi.c Method.s. Two hours.
A course emphasizing procedures-,
materials, and problems up to the high school level.
MUSIC 701: Counterpoi,nt. thlee hours. First semester.
Simple counterpoint; five species in two, three and four
voices.
MUSIC ?02: Counterpoint. Three hours. Second semester.
A study of combined species in three, four and more
voices. Elementary work in Canon and Fugue.
MUSIC 710, 7L7: lnstnunentation. !y9 hours each
semester.
A study of the individual characteristics, range, and
capabilities of the instruments of the orchestra and band.
Some aranging and scoring for varied groups. Some performance of arrangements under the student's conducting.
MUSIC 720: Conducting. Two hours.
Technique of the baton, score reading, principles of interpretation, and problems which face the conductor of
school ensembles. The work will be adapted to the indivi-
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dual's needs with respect to vocal or instrumental emphasis.
Practice in various campus organizations.
MUSIC 760: Problems, Materials, ond, Administration.
Three hours.
A course which anticipates many of the practical problems which will confront the secondary teacher and supervisor of music; e. g. program building, contests, festivals,
requisitions, markings, materials, scheduling, rehearsing,
technical review of the instruments, etc.
II.

APPLIED MUSIC

l.

PTANoToRTE

A. PIANO MAJOR

PIANO 450, 451: Freshman Piono. Six hours.
To enter the tour-year degree course in piano, the student should be grounded in the correct touch and reliable
technique. He should play all major and minor scales correctly in moderately rapid tempo, also broken chords in
octave position in all keys. Op. 299 and some of Heller's Op.
45, 46, 47. He should study Hanon's technic and at least
twelve of Bach's two-part Inventions, memorizing Nos. 1,
8, and 14. The compositions for this year's work should correspond in difiiculty to:
Haydn, Sonata No. 11, G Major No. 20.
Mozart, Sonata C Major No. 3, F Major No. 13.
Beethoven, Sonata Op. 49, No. 1.
Beethoven, Sonata Op. 10, No. 1.
Schubert, Impromptu Op. 142, No. 2.
PIANO 550, 551: Sophomore Ptano. Six hours.
During this year, the student should acquire a technic
sufiicient to pla)'scales in sixths and tenths and dominant
and diminished seventh arpeggi in rapid tempo. He should
study selections from Czerny's Opus 740 and Cramer's 84
Studies. He should also study Bach's Three-Part Inventions
Nos.2,3,4, and 7. He should develop some octave technique
and should study compositions of the following grades of

difiiculty:
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Beethoven, Sonatas or Movements from Sonatas such as
Op. 2, No. 1; Op. 14, No. 1; Op. 13.
Mendelssohn, Songs Without Words, as

"Hunting Song,"
"Spring Song."
Schubert, Impromptu B flat.
Chopin, Polonaise C sharp Minor, Valse E Minor, Nocturne Op. 9, No. 2.
Also compositions by Haydn and Mozart and some by
standard modern composers of eorresponding difficulty. At
the end of this year, the student should demonstrate his ability to read at sight accompaniments and compositions of
medium difiiculty,
PIANO 650,651: Junior Piano. Six hours.
Scales in double thirds and dominant and diminished
seventh arpeggi in rapid tempo. Bach's three-part Inventions Nos. 8, 10, 14, 15 and several of Czerny's Op. 740. He
should study Chopin Etudes, Bach's Prelude and Fugue in
C Minor. Also selected studies from Clementis, Gradus Ad
Parnassum. Compositions such as:
Beethoven, Sonatas Op. 31, No. 1, Op. 31, No. 2, Op,27,
No. 2.
Brahm's, Rhapsodie B. Minor-Sonata F. minor.

Liszt-"Liebestraum"
Schumann-Nocturne F Major, Nove$tte F Major and
compositions by modern American and-Jbreign composers
such as MacDowell, Debussy, Grieg, Rgbinstein and others.
PIANO 750, 751: Seniar Piano. Six hours.
At the end of this year, the student must have acquired
the principles of tone produetion and velocity and their application to scales, arpeggi, chords, octaves and double notes.
He must have a repertoire including compositions by the
principal classic, romantic and modern composers, such as
Beethoven-Later sonatas Op. 53, 57 and a concerto.
Liszt-Hungarian Rhapsodies Nos. 6 and 12.
Schumann-Sonata G Minor, a concerto.
Chopin
Polonaises, Scherzi, Barcarolles, Ballads,

-

Etudes, Preludes.
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Bach-Preludes and Fugues-Well Tempered Clavichord.

Students must have had considerable experience in enAt end of the
fou.rth year must give creditable graduation recital including a concerto or a movement from a concerto to be played
from memory.
semble and should be capable sight readers.

B.

PrANo MrNoR (rouR yEARs)

PIANO 452, 453. Two hours per semester.
At the end of the first year, the student should be able
to play all major scales and common chord arpeggi. He
should be able to play anything in John Williams' Eirst-year
at the Piano and a limited number of Czerny-Liebling Stud-

ies. Book I.
PIANO 552, 553. Two hours per semester.
At the end of the second year, the student shou-ld have
learned all major and minor seales and dominant seventh
arpeggi. He should be able to play a number of studies in
Czerny-Liebling, Book II, and some of Heller Op. 45 and 4?.
He should be able to play compositions such as Beethoven's
"Minuet in G," MacDoweil's "To a Wild Rose," Beethoven's
"Contra Dance." Sonatas by Mozart and Haydn.

PIANO 652, 653. Two hours per semester.
At the end of the third year he should be able to play
Bach's Two-Part Inventions Nos. 1, 8, 14 from memory and
should have begun Czerny Op. 740. He should have studied
compositions of such difficulty as Chopin's "Minute Waltz,"
"Valse in E Minor," and Mendelssohn's "Song Without
Words."

PIANO 752,753. Two hours per semester.
During the fourth year the student should acquire a
technic sufficient to play scales in sixths and tenths and
dominant and diminished seventh arpeggi in rapid tempo.
He shou-Id study selections from Czerny Op. 740 and several
of Bach's Three-Part Inventions. He should be able to play
at sight simple accompaniments and hymn tunes.
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For Voice and Instrumental Majors and others desiring
to obtain a minor in Piano.
Students not in the Music Department must also include
Music 410, 411 with these courses.

2.

vIoI,rN

Entrance requirements to the violin course leading to
the Orchestra Instructor's Certificate.
The student should be able to play all major and minor
scales in two octaves and the foliowing scales in three octaves: G, A, and A-flat Majors, and g and a Minors. He
should have studied all seven positions in finger technique.
Suggested accomplishments in studies:

Sitt:

Studies Op. 32, Book I and III.
Studies Op. 37.
Mazas: Special studies Op. 36, Book I.
Sevcik: School of Violin Technic Op. I.
Suggested accomplishment in solos:
Sietz: Concerto No. I.
Leonard: Six Solos Op.41.
Massanet: Elegy.
Bohm: Danse Hongroise.
Godard: Berceuse from "Jocelyn."
All students majoring in violin are required to play in
the Tech Little Symphony Orchestra regardless of the nature
of the degree sought.
It is expected that aII students intending to major in
violin should have had at least a year or previous study,
covering scales, studies and pieces using the first, third and
fifth positions.
Those who are deficient in entrance requirements may
register for violin without credit and secure the necessary
entrance level, the amount of non-credit study depending
upon the progress made.

Dont:

VIOLIN 450: Freshman Violiz. Three hours. First
semester.

Scales. Selected studies from Mazas Op. 36, Book I;
Violin Technics by Sevcik: Selections from the Kreutzer
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Studies. Solos by Leonard, De Beriot, Sitt, Bohm. One
sonata by Corelli Op.5, Volume IL One concerto by Seitz,
Viotti or De Beriot.
VIOLIN 451: Freshmon Violiz. Three hours. Second
semester.
Scales in three octaves. Completion of the Mazas Studies. Selections from the Kreutzer Studies. Solos by Godard,
Drdla, Saint-Saens, Borowski. One sonata by Corelli. One
concerto by Viotti, Kreutzer or DeBeriot.
VIOLIN 550: Sophornore Vialrn, Three hours. First

semester.
Selections from the Kreutzer Studies and the Sitt Studies Op. 80, Book I. Solos by Bach, Beethoven, Ries, Wieniawski, Kreisler. One sonata by Corelli, Nardini, or Handel. One

concerto by Bach, Kreutzer, or De Beriot.

VIOLIN 551: Sophomore Violin. Three hours. Second
semester.
Selected studies by Kreutzer and Sitt. Solos by Bach,
Brahms, De Beriot, Kreisler and others. One concerto by
Bach, Mozart, or Rode.

VIOLIN 650: Junior Violin. Three hours. First semester.
Completion of the Kreutzer Studies. Selections from
Fiorilio Caprices. Solos by elassic and modern composers.
Selections from the Bach Sonatas for violin alone. One concerto by Bach, Mozart or Godard.

VIOLIN 651: Juniar Vi,olin. Three hours. Second

se-

mester.

Selections from the Fiorillo Caprices. Selections from
the Bach Sonatas for violin alone. Solos selected. One concerto by Mozart, Wieniawski, or the Mendelssohn in E minor.

VIOLIN 750:

Seni,or

Violia.

Three

hours. First

semes-

ter.
Completion of the Fiorillo Caprices. Selections from the
Rode Studies. Selections from the Bach Sonatas. One concerto: Mendelssohn, Wieniawski or Bruch. Selected solos
by Vieuxtemps, Wieniawski, Sarasate, Kreisler and others.
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VIOLIN 751l.

Seni,or

Vinlin.

T:htee
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hours. Second

se-

mester.
The work of this term

will be spent in building up a !epertoire in preparation for the graduating reeital. Selections must include as the "piece de resistance" a sonata by
Handel or Bach, or of a concerto by Bach, Mendelssohn,
Bruch, LaIo, Wieniav/ski, or Mozart.

3.

vorc8

It is recommended that voice majors show some knowledge of piano before entering voice work.
VOICE 450: treshman Voice. Three hours. First semester.

Elementary instruction in breathing, tone placing, vowel

formation. Texts: Concone (Fifty Lessons in Voice) be.
gun.

YOICE 451: Freshman Voice. Three hours. Second se.
mester.

Continuation of Voice 450.
VOICE 550: Sophornme Voice. Three hours. First semester-

Exercises for agility and
and minor scales and arpeggi.

for sustaining tone. Major

VOICE 551: Sophomore Voice. Three hours. Second
semester.

Study of classic vocal embellishments, the recitative.
The voice student must be able to sing at least one of the
less exacting arias from opera and oratorio as well as several standard songs from memory.
VOICE 650: Junior Yoi,ce. Three hours. First semester.
Study of selections from the Anthology of Italian Songs,
Volumes I and II, as well as some English, French and
German songs and arias.
VOICE 651: Juniar Voice. Three hours. Second semester.

Continuation of Voice

650.
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VOICE 750: Seninr Voice. Three hours. First semester.
Continuation of Yoice 651,
VOICE 751: Senlor Voice. Ttrree hours. Second semester,

Intensive study of opera, oratorio and the best English,
French, Italian and German song literature. The student
must have a repertoire of at least four operatic arias, four
oratorio arias, twenty classic eDd twenty standard modern
songs. A graduation recital must be prepared and presented
satisfactorily before credit may be received in this course.
4. rmss, wooownro AND PERcussroN
rIRST YEAR

MUSIC 450. Ttumpet, Baritone, Trombone, Clarinet,
Alto Horn, Tuba, Percussion, or Saxophone.
MUSIC 451: A Continuation of Music 450. Three hours.
Given both semesters.
SDCOND YEA.N

MUSIC 550. A Continuation of Music
Given both semesters.
MUSIC 551. A Continuation of Music
Given both semesters.

451.

Three hours.

550. Three hours.

THIND YEA.R

MUSIC 650: A Continuation of Music 551, studying only
the Trumpet, Trombone, Baritone, or Clarinet. Ihree hours.

Given both semesters.
MUSIC 651: A Continuation of Music 650. Three hours.
Given both semesters.
FOI'NTII YEAB

MUSIC 750: A Continuation of Music 651. Three hours.
Given both semesters.
MUSIC 751. A Continuation of Music 750. Three hours.
Given both semesters,
NOIE: Coulses 452, 453, 552,553, 652, 65:1, 752, 753 in piano, voice
or instrumeDts carly 2 credits per semester,
Courses {5{, 455, 55{, 555, 65{, 655, ?5{, 75'5 in piano, voice or
instruments carry one credit per s,eme'ster.
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ExsEr,rBLEs'

TECII BAND

Membership is open to any student who can quali{y
upon application to and consultation with the director. Registration for this organization is held the week-end previous to

the opening of the ffrst semester. Rehearsals: tv/o per day
during registration and three times per week (Monday,
'Wednesday, trtiday at 3 p. m.) during the school year. A
series of concerts is given each season in addition to other
performances. Og hour credit per semester.
BAND-o'-cLEE

A choral organizati.on for women students, the purpose
of which is to acquaint its members with good musical compositions. This organization joins the Men's Glee Club and
the Louisiana Tech Orchestra in the production of an opera
once each season. Admission by tryout; two one-hour rehearsals per week. One hour credit per semester.
TRESHMAN GLEE CLUB

A choral organization for women students, of the Freshman Class, the purpose of which is to acquaint its members
with good musical compositions. Admission by tryout; two
one hour rehearsals per week. One hour credit per semester.
TECH C}IOIR

An A Cappella organization composed of selected men's
and women's voices. A study is made of both sacred and
secular selections. One hour of rehearsal per week. Onehalf hour credit per semester.
lvrnr'S clEr

clur

A choral organization for men students, the purpose of
which is to acquaint its members with good music. Admission by tryout. Two one-hour rehearsals weekly. Oqe_
hour credit per semester.
TECH ORCHESTRA

The Orchestra of Louisiana Polytechnic Institute is or-

I
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ganized to train students in orchestral performance, and to
acquaint them with orchestra literature of the different
periods in music. Those eligibie for membership are stringed,
woodwind, brass, and percussion players. Two rehearsals
weekly. One hour credit per semester.
No student will receive more than two and one-half
hours credit per semester for ensemble work.

lor music majors
with individuals. No work is more important tor prospective music teachels. Majors must have tNs work apNOTE: Ensemble requirements aDd cledits

a.re a separate set-up varyiDg

proved by the department head each semester.
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Department of Physical Education
I,. P. MC'-A!II, !II. 4., ASSOCIATE

P&OT'ESSOR AND

M. A., ASSISTAN'I PROIESSOR.
JI'LIA DUIG, M. A., ASSISTAX'! PROFESSOR.

DEABTMIIirI

EIIA:D

CIIRIIIITNE MOON,

RAY E. DAVIS, B. S., INS!RUCTOB.
IIERBABI DUGGINS, A. P. 8., INSiTRUqIOR.
C}IA:RIOITE LANE, M. A.. INSIRUCTOR.
MARGAEET llrANOR, M. A.. INSTRI,CTQR.

GEOAGD

J. M. WEI.I,S, !t. 4., INSTRUCIOE.
EDDIE WOJTCT<I, B. S.. INSTRI,CIOB.

All stud,ents ore required to complete tuo Aears' lurork in
Phgncal Education in add,ition to the othe? requixements tot
the d"egree, this usork to be completed bg the end of the
sophomore gear.

First year students are required to have a physical examination before permanent assignment is made to any class.
Other students who have been restricted in their activity
are also required to have an examination before assignments,
as are those who transfer from other institutions and who
may wish to register for activity courses.
Those who expect to teach are required to complete a
minimum of nine semester hours. The following courses will
satisfy the requirement for men: Physical Education 401402, 501-502, 510, 605, 621, and Biology 620. For women: Physical Education 401-402, 501-502, 510, 605, 621, 640 or 650, and
Biology 620. Upon the advice of the college physical examiner, the student may be required to substitute Physical
Education 405-406 (men), or 410411 (women), for Physieal
Education 401-402, 501-502.

MAJOR IN PIIYSICAL EDUCATION
Those who desire to major in Physical Education are
required to complete either the curriculum for men or that
for women given below.
MINOR IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION
(For students in other departments)
Students who take a minor in Physical Edueation are
required to complete eighten hours, fourteen of which must
be above the freshman and sophomore years, and in addition Biology 401-402 and 620.
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CI'RRICI'LI'M FOR MEN WHO MAJOR IN PIIYSICAL EDUCATION
LEADING TO TIIE B. S. DEGREE
FRESHMAN YEAR

I'IRST SEMESTER

English

Mathematics 405

Biology

SECOND SEMESTER

English

401
...

40.t

402

3

Mathematics

5

402

Biology

406..............

.............-..............

3

5

PtrJrsical Education 401..... ..-.. . . .. . 1 Physical Education,102 ......................... 1
Physical Education 403.................--............. 1 Physical Educauon,O4..........-.-............ 1
Orientation 1........ ......................--..................... 1 Electives
4

Electives

Total semeste! houls

2

....................

16

Total semester hours

1?

....................

SOPHOMORE YEAR

Chemistry

English

4

407
501

3
501............................-.....-............. 3

PsycholoSy
Physical Education 501
Physical Education 503

Chesd6+.f

4

Psychology 502............ ......-..-.......-....

3

English

fr8.....-............
S02 ....... ............

Physical Education 502 ........-............. 1
.....................
Physical Education 606........................ 3
Electives
5 Physical Educatlou 510 ...................... 3
Physical EducatioD 504....................... 1
Total semester hours
l7
Total sehester hours
..,
.. 18
1
1

.

. .. . ..

.

... ...,

..

JUNIOR YEAR

Biology

Biology

620
Education 605

Physical fducatioo 603
Physical Education 605
Physical Education 8r0...
Journalism 501......

Total semester hours

3
3
2
...........

....

..........-...... 1?

625

3

Education 606

3

Physical Education 604 .................-... 3
Physical Education 812......................
Fhysieelf {hicaSio!'f, ,'......................... 2
Physical Education 620....................... 3
Electives ...

Total semester hours

.........-..-.........

18

SENIOR YEAR
Education

608................ ............... .. ^.

-Ptil|'icll-Edu..tie.-Uo4
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical

6

.

C-lrcf

....

Education 623...............................
Education 112...........................
Educatioo 621.. . ....................
Educauon ?05 . ...

Speech

Physical
2 Physical
2 Physical
1
Physical
Physical
2 Physical

510

Educatioo 660 ..................... 3
Education 614.........................
Educatioo 714 ................... 2

Fducation ?02......................... 3
Educatioo 608 ..........
Electives
Educatiou 616 .......................
Total semester houts........... .... ... 1g Total semester hours .................. . 1?
Tf,TAL number of hours in curriculum
138
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CI'TRICULUM TOR WOMEN WHO MAJOR IN PITYSICAL EDUCATION

LEADINC TO THE B. S. DEGREE
TRESHMAN YEAR
English

FIRST SEMESTER

SECOND SEMESTER

3

401
Biology a01

Physical EducatioD

Orientetion

Electives

5
t101..

1.............. . ...

1
............. 1

..... ....

6

.....

Total semester hours......................... 16

English

402 .
402

Biology

5

I

Physical EducaUon

{02.....................
421 ....... . -..-.. ..-------

Physical Education
I
EIectives ....................................-.........................-. 6

Total semester hours..............-........16

SOPHOMORE YEAR

English
Biology

English

501

Psychology

501

3

Biology

620.-.

Sociology 501.-................
Speech 510..
Physical Education

Al.t App.eciatioD

502

Psychology 502.
625

Political Science

3
501

564........... .

.

1
..............

Total semester hours.........................

2

18

Total sernester

3

503

Physical Education
Physical Education
Electives ...............

502..........................

1

510.........................
1

hours........................-17

JUNIOR YEAR

Education 606......... .....-.............................. 3
Education 605
Physical Education 620...........................
Physical Education 605 .. .. . .. .. ...
Physical Education 604.....................-. 3
Physical Education 603
4
Chemistry 40?.... . .......................................... 4 Chemistry {08.
Physical Education 631............... ....,_.-Physical Education 6,()..........................._..
.

Electives

1

Total semester hours........

........

1?

Total semester houls...................,.......17

SENIOR YEAR
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical
E.lectrves

Education

712............................

Fducatiotr 610.

Educatiou

....................-.....

?04...-.................... .....

Education ?05......

2
3
3

.................-...

Educatron621...... .....

1

Education 608............... ................................ 6
Physical Educatioo 660...-.r-...............- 3
Physica.l Education
Physical Educatioa

Electives

702..............-.....-.,-

3

7 LL..................--..-

2

..................... ..................................-........

3

6

Total s€mester hours..........................17 Tolal semeste!
TOTAL semester hours iD curriculum..........

bours...........................1?

..............-...................-........................
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SCHEDULE OF ACTIVITIES
In order that students may know the season during
which activities are offered, a schedule is given below. These
activities are all a part of the regular Physical Education
courses. For further details about them, see the descrip
tion of Physical Education courses.
The activities are offered for a six-weeks period. Ttre
numerals following the title indicate the term during which
the activity is scheduled.
ACTIVITY

TERM OFFERED
1

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

BadmintoD
Baseball (soft)

1

Baseball (regulation) . ----,
Easketball (regulation).................
Boxing
Casting and Anglin9.......................

Caooeiug Techtique.

9.
10.

................

Croquet
Dancing

b. Modern
c. CIog, Tap, Character.... .....
d, Folk and Nationa1......................

Field Hockey...........
Football (American) -. ----.
GoU and Cage

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Practice..............

Hand Ball

Horseshoe Pitching

....

2

1

Swimming-DiviDg

.........................

4
4

5
5
5
5

6
6

4

5

6

3
3

4
4

6
6

I

3

4
4

5
5
5
5

6

3

4

5
5

6
6

5

6
6

5

6

5

6

5
5
5
5
5

6
6
0
6
6

I
I
1

Pong

.......-.

shumeboard

Roller Skating.

5
5

6
6

0
6

1

I
I

2

..............

I

1

3
3

4
4

3

1

2

1
1
1

3
3

4
4
4

3

I

Paddle Tennis.

Ping

3
3

1

Tumbling

6

3

I

1
1

E}a11.......-.

Squash

28. Wres ing
29.

1

6
6

4
4
4

3
3

1

1

24. Touch f'ootball........
lYack and Fie1d Events..

30.

5
5

1

1

Tennis

26-

5

.............

. ..

4
4

1
1

Iests............................
............
BaI]............. ..

Individual

Soccer

.. ..........

6

3
3

1

Hiking and Camping

6
6

5

Gymnastics

20. Speed
21.

2

I

a. Social

11.

1

5

i

2
2
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DESCRIPTION Or. COURSES

I.

COURSESTORMEN

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 401402:' Generol Ggmnnsiurn anil Sports Actioities. One hour. Each semester. Required of all first-year men.
Fundamental drills and at least thirty activity courses
are included in the course.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 403404: Elernentory Instnlction tn All Minor Sports. One hour each semester.
Required of all majors in Physical Education.
PHYSICAL EDUCAfiON 40540€: Correctipe Phgsicol Edlnd.tian. One hour each semester. This course is for
those who are not able to take Pirysical Education 401-402
and 501-502. Emphasis wiII be placed on the correction of
kyphosis, lordosis, scoliosis, etc.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 407-408: Tumbling, Pgra:
mi,ils, ond Apparatus. One hour each semester.
The technique and--practice of progressive elementary
exercise in tumbling and with heavy apparatus; elementarJ,
training in floor and parallel bar pyramids.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 501-502: Secozd Year Athletic and" Recreati,on Cowses. One hour each semester. Prerequisites, Physical Education 4ii1-402.
Advanced work in activities begun in freshman year.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 503-504: Elementarg lnstruction in AII Major Sports. One hour each semester.
Prerequisites, Physical Education 403-{04. Required of aII
majors in Physical Education.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 507-508: Moterwls ond Methods lor Teaching Minor Sports. Two hours each semester.
_ PHYSICAL EDUCATION 603-604: Organimtion anil
Adrninlstrutian of Intramtnal Sports. T je hours each
semester. Prelequisite: Physical Education 503-504.
T'his course covers the organization and administration
of high school and college intramural programs. The student is required to assist in the organization and administration of the intramural program at Tech.

r,

o9

t

)

f
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION 606: Principles and. Pracin Football Coaching. Three hours. Second semester.
The fundamentals of individual team offense and defense; training and practice; scouting and strategy; offi.citi.ces

ating.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 608: Pnrrctples and, Practices in Baseball Coaching,

\o hours. Second semester.
Fundamentals: (1) throwing, batting and fielding;
(2) position play; (3) oftensive and defensive team strategy;
(4) training and practice; (5) ofticiating.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 612: Principles and Practices in Basketball Coaching. Two hours. Second semester.
Fundamentals of team offeile and defense. Training

and practice; scouting and strategy; ofticiating.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 614: Pfincrples and Practices
in Track and Fielil. Tyvo hours. Second semester.
Fundamental movements involved in the difierent
events; (1) Staffing for the different events; (2) training
and practice; (3) ofticiating.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 616: Principles and Proctines in Bortng. Two hours. Second semester.
Fundamentals of offense and defense; officiating.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 623: Athletu Mana.genlent.
Two hours. First semester. Open to Physical Education
majors only.

II.

COUESES FOR WOMEN

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 401402: Generol Gymrundnd Sports Actiuiti,es. One hour each semcster. A continuous course.
Fundamental sports, skills, basic rhythms, games of low
organization, relays, and marching tactics. The student is
expected to master the fundamentals of movement as reIated to a variety of skills and to have definite knowledge
of rules for games and sports that are taught.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 403-404: Fundamentalrin
Phgsical Ed,ucatian. One hour each semester. For majors
una
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only. A continuous course. Takes the place of Physical
Education 401-402.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 410-411: Restricted Actioities. One hour each semester. A continuous course. tr'or
those girls not able to take Physical Education 401-402.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 421: Recreatiornl Sports.
hour. Second semester.
Instruction in darts, table tennis, shufileboard, paddle
tenlis, horseshoes, tenniquoits, and other games.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 501-502: Tearn Sports. One
hour each semester. A continuous course.
Field ball, speed ball, and soccer in the faU semester;
basketball, baseball, track and field in the spring semester.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 503-504: Team Sports. One
hour eaeh semester. A continuous course.
One

Same as above but open only to majors in Physical Edu-

cation.

I

l.'

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 530:. Fund.amentals of Modern Dance, O5.re hour. First semester. Prerequisites, Physical Educatiof,401402 or 403-404.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 531: Adtsanced Mod.ern
Donce and Composition. Oqe hor:r. Second semester. Prerequisite, Physical Education 530.
PHYSICAI EDUCATION 532: Dance Composrtion.
Ope hour each semester. Prerequisite, Physical Education
532. May be repeated for credit.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 540: Folk Dancing. One
hour each semester. Prerequisites, Physical Education 401402.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 550: Tun*hng and, Pgranuids. Oge hour. Second semester. Prerequisites, Physical
Education 401-402.
PHYSICAI EDUCATION 570: Archery anilGolf. On9
hour. First semester. Prerequisites, Physical Education
407-402.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 577: Tenni.s anil Bailnlintofl.
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hour.
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Second semester. Prerequisites, Physical Edu-

cation 401-402.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 603-604:. Technique i.n Team
Sports. Three hours each semeste!. Prerequisite, Physical Education 503-504. A continuous course.
Study of team sports from viewpoint of coach and ref-

IiI.

COU-RSES FOR BOTH MEN

AND WOMEN

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 510: lntroductian to Phgsical Education. Three hours. Second semester. Prerequisite, sophomore standing. Required of all Physical Education majors.
This course covers the requirement for a comprehensive
general course in Physical Education. The course is of
especial value in work designed to accomplish a professional
orientation of Physical Education for students. The course
should be taken during the semester immediately preceding
the work in directed teaching.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 560: Tap Dancing. One
hour each semester. Prerequisites, Physical Education 401402.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 605: Health Eilucotion. T'$to
hours. First semester. Prerequisites, four semester hours
of Physical Education and Biology 62,0.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 610i Historg and. Principles
oJ Phgsical Ed"ucotian. Three hours. First semester. Prerequisite, junior standing.
A course designed especially for Health and Physical
Education majors.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 615: Analgsis ol Rhgthrtu.
Two, hours. Eirst semester.
Includes analysis of steps and methods of teaching these.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 520: The Organizati,on and.
Administroti,on o! Health and. Phgsical Education. Abree

hburs. First

semester.

Acourse for students who major in Health and PhysiCal
Edueation. This course also deals with the principles that
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underlie efficient organization and administration of the program of Physical Education in high schools and colleges.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 627: Pirst .Aid. One hour
each semester,
Lectures, discussions, and practical demonstrations of
Red Cross methods in first aid.
PHYSICAI EDUCATION 631: Festioals and Pageant4t. Tw-g hours. First semester.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 640: Methods and Materials
in Phgsical Education tor Elementary Schools. Two hours.
First semester.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 650: Method.s and" Materials
in Physical Education tor High Schools. Two hours. Second
semester.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 660: The Theory of Plag and
Recreation. Three hours. Second semester. Prerequisite,
junior standing.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 702: Normal Health Diagnosis. Three hours. Second semester. Prerequisite, senior
standing.A study of the technique and procedure in health and
medical examinations and health inspection. The relation
of the Physical Education Department to the Health Department, the health examination, and follow-up service. The
characteristics and symptoms of functional and shuctural
disorders and communicable diseases.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 704: Organization and, Administrati,on of Recreationd"l ActiDtty Prograrns. Three hours.

First

semester.

Problems, methods and procedures in the organization
and administration of recreational and vocational activities
in community centers, playgrounds, clubs, churches, and
industry.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 705: (Formerly 505) Ath-

letic Training and Satetg Educatinn. Two hours. First
semester. Open to Physical Education majors only.
A course for men and women in the prevention and
care of injuries in the gymnasium and on the athletic ffeld.
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will be concerned with the functions of the school
in training children in safety practices as outlined by the
state department of education.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 712: Stzdies in the Organizatian and Manogement of Phgsiral Eihrcation Courses in
High School. Two hours. First semester.
A survey of curriculum problems. Principles of curriculum construction, Review of recent movements. In
dividual investigation and reports on topics of special inThe course

terest.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 774: Directed" Teaching in
Phgsical Educotinn. Two hours. Second semester. Prerequi-

site, senior standing.
This course is compulsory for those students majoring
in Physical Education. Opportunity is given to teach classes
and to assist in the organization and leadership of Physical
Activities in the freshman class. Certain periods will be set
aside for discussion purposes.

12A
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Department of Physics
PA!BICK D. NIILSON, M. A.,

II.

PROFESSOR AND DEPARTMEI

T IIIAD.

E- RI'TA, Pb. D., ASSOCIATE PEOEESSOR,

REQUIREMENTS FOR A MINOR IN PHYSICS
(For students in other departments)
Students from other departments who elect a Minor in
Physics should complete Physics 501, 502, and in addition
twelve semester hours in advanced courses.

DESCRIP?ION OT COUESES
PHYSICS 501: General Phgsics. Four hours. Eirst
semester.
For engineers, pre-medical students, and all others with
special interest in the subject.
Subjects: Mechanics, Heot, and, Sound,.
Prerequisites, Mathematics 4Ul and 402. Three hours of
lecture and one three-hour laboratory period each week.

PHYSICS 502l. A continuation of Ph3rsics 50I. Four
hours. Second semester.
Subjects: Electricity, Magnetttn, and Light.
Prerequisites, Mathematics 401 and 402, or Physics 501.
Three hours of lecture, and one three-hour laboratory period
each week.

PHYSICS 503: A Short Course for Students
ture. Three hours. First and second semesters.

of Agricul-

Subjects: Heat Energg and, Electncal Energy. Prerequisites, Mathematics 401, 402. Three hours of lecture and
demonstration each week.
PHYSICS 505: An Eletnentary Surueg of Generol Physics. Three hours. First semester.
For non-technical students. Three hours of ]ecture and
demonstration each week.
PHYSICS 506: A contiruntion oJ Phgsics 505 Three
hours. Second semester,

)P l,cn,at 5ol (a*.)
v

:I
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For non-technical students. Three hours of lecture and
demonstration each week.
PHYSICS 612: Rad.ia. Four hours. First semester.
This course is ofiered to those students whose interest
in the subject makes them wish to gain a thorough knowledge of, and familiarity with, the fundamental principles underlying radio. Prerequisite, Physics 502 or Engineering 401.
Three hours of lecture and one three-hour laboratory period
each week.

PHYSICS 673: Ind,ustrial Electronic ?ubes. Four hours.
Second semester.

Subjects: Vacuum Tubes. Their application to the control of power. Thgratons, or Griilglous ?zbes. Their function in control of power. Contsersion of A. C. to D. C. and
D. C. to A. C. Photo-electric cells. Their application.
Prerequisite, preferably Physics 612, but Physics 502 or
Engineering 401 will be accepted. Three hours of lecture and
one three-hour laboratory period each week.

PHYSICS 630: Mod.ern Phgsics. Four hours. First
semester.

A second course in college physics designed to give the
student a comprehensive knowledge of the modern developments of the subject. The course deals with a wide variety
of important up-to-date subjects including the photoelectric eftect, quantum theory, television, nuclear physics, cosmic rays, geophysics, and relativity. Prerequisites, Physics
502 and Mathematics 601. Three hours oI lecture and one
three-hour laboratory period each week.
PHYSICS 631: Mod.ern Phgsics continued. Four hours.
Second semester.
Three hours of lecture and one three-hour laboratory
period each week. Prerequisite, Physics 630.
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Department of Social Sciences
cAR!,ll W. McGllVrY. M. 4,.

PROTESSOR AND

DIPARTMIIf! IIEAD.

AMOS W. rORD, !a. A,, ASSOCTATE PBOatSSOR.
LAgRlt{cE J. FOX, M. I.., ASSOCL{IE PEOTISSOR.
JoEN E. MCCEE. Ph. D.. ASSOCIATE PROTESSOR.
G, E, PANXEY, M. A,, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR.
W. C, HONEYCUTT, B. A,, ASSISTAITT PROFESSOR.
ROBERT VI. MONDY. M. A., ASSISTAiTT PBOFESSOR,

REQUIREMENTS FOR A MAJOR IN SOCIAL SCIENCES

Students iDtending to major in Social Science are re.
quired to consult the Head of the Department of Social Sciences during the second semester of their sophomore year in
eollege (and from time to time later, as may be necessary),
for dtection as to their major and minor courses of study
during their junior and senior years.
RECOMMENDATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

Students expecting to do graduate work should choose
French as their foreign language. Students who expect to
go into the business world will probably choose Spanish.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR A MINOR iN THE
DEPARTIIENT OF SOCIAL SCIENCES
(FoR sruDENTs rN orHER nerenrnaeNrs)

HISTORY: 401,402, and 501, 502, plus twelve hours of
advanced History taken during the junior and senior years
constitute a minor in History.
ECONOMICS: Twelve hours in addition to History 401,
402, 501, 502, chosen from the following constitute a minor:
Economics 501, 502, 608, 610,612,614,629 and Commerce 645,
646.

SOCIOLOGY: Twelve hours

in

addition to History

40L, 402, 501, 502 chosen from the following constitute a
minor: Sociology 501, 502, 608, 610, 612.

CURRICIILIJM FOR ECONOMICS MAJORS
Graduates on this curriculum may receive a teacher's
professional certificate if they have elected Psychoiogy 501,
502, Education 605, 606, 608, and also five hours of Health and
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Physical Education in addition to the four hours required
of all students. Psychology 501 and 502 are to be taken in the
sophomore year and Education 608 in the senior year.
TRESFIMAN YEAR

Freshman Orientation
Eoglish 401,402: Freshman Composition
History {01,402: Modern European History

1

.

Foreign

6
6

Lang:uage

6

Mathematics 401,402; or 405, 406
Biology 401, 402, or Cbemistry 40?,
Physical Education
Total semester hours.

6

10

8

408

35 to 37

SOPHOMORE YEAR

English 501,502: English and American

gistory

501,

502: A&erican }listory

Foreign Language
Biology, Chemistry,
Physical Education

o!

Physics

.

Literature

6
6
6

.....

10

.

2
6

Electives
Total semester hours

36

JUNIOR AND SENIOR YEARS

Major Subject (Cho6en from Economics 501,502,608,610,
612, 614,616, 629, Commerce 645,

646)

Minor Subject (Chosen in consultation with the Head oi
the Department of Social Science)

....

Electives

la
12

29

Total semester hours
TOTAL semcster hours in curriculum

128

or

130

CURRICULUM FOR HISTORY MAJORS
Graduates on this curriculum may receive a teacher's
professional certificate iI they have elected Psychology 501,
502, Education 605, 606, 608, and also ffve hours of Health and
Physical Education in addition to the four hours required
of all students. Psychology 501 and 502 are to be taken in the
sophomore year and Education 608 in the senior year.
}.RESHMAN 13AR

Freshman Orientation

English 401, !O2: Freshman Composition..
History 401, t102: Modern European History.....
Foreign Latlguagc
Mathehatics 101, {02; or {05, 406
Biology 401, 402, or Chemistry 407, 408
Physical Educatio!

Total semester hours

1

6

6
6
6
10

35 to 37
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SOPHOMORE YEAR

English 501, 502: English and American
History 501. 502: American History

Literature ...........

Foleign Language

6

6

Biology, Chemistry, or Physics
Phy8tcal EducatioE
Electives
Total semester hours

10

36

'.rulrron exo sEMoR YEARs
Major Subjects (Chosen trom Hislory 607, 609, 610, 6ll,

18
630,631,640,641,653,680,681, 700, 705, 780, 765) .. .
(Chosen in consultation with the Head ol
t2
the Departrnent of Social Science)
.29
Electlves
Total semester hours
TOTAL semester hours in curriculum

Ilinor Subiect

60
128

or

130

CURRICULIIM FOR SOCIOLOGY MAJORS
Graduates on this curriculum may receive a teacher's
professional certificate if they have elected Psychology 501,
502, Education 605, 606, 608, and also five hours of Health and
Physical Education, in addition to the four hours required
of all students. Psychology 501 and 502 are to be taken in the
sophomore year and Education 608 in the senior year.
FRESHMAN YEAR

Freshman Orientation

1

English {01, !tO2: Freshman Composition
History {01. 1102: Modern European History

6
6

ForeiSn Language

6

Mathematics 401, 402: or 405, {06
Biology 401, 402. or Chemestry 407,
Physical fducation

6

408

.. ..1.......... ..........

.

8

to

10

,,,],,,,,,,.

Total semester: hours

SOPHOMONE YEAR

English 501,502: English and American Literature
History 501. 502: American History

..

ForeigD Language
Biology, Chemistry, or Physics
Physical Education
Electives
Total semester hours

6
6

I

10

2
6

36

YUNIoR AND SENIoR YEARS

Maior Subject (Sociotogy 501, 502,60{,808,610,612)
Mino! Subiect (Chosen in consultation with the llead of
the Department ol Social Scicnce)
Govelnment 501, or 502, or 503 ...
Econohlcs 501, 602 ....
Electives

18
12

6
6

t8

Total semester hours

TOTAL semester hours in curriculum

60
12€

or

130
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THREE.YEAR PRE-LEGAI CURRICULUM
Students who complete the three-year pre-legal curriculum and in addition two years of work ilr an accredited
law school may receive the B. A. degree upon recommendation of the Dean of the law school and the Dean of the School
of Arts and Sciences of Tech.
TRESHMAN YEAR

Physical Education
Elrglish {01, 402: Freshtnan

Composition....

6
6
6
6
6
6

...-....

History 401,402: ModerE EuropeaB History
I'oreigD Language (French preferred)
Political Science 501, 502 ...................... ....

Mathematics 405 and 406, or Commerce 401 and 402
Electives
Total semeste! bours .....

38

SOPHOMORE YEAR

Physjcal Education ... ..

Erglish 501, 502: English and Atllellcan Literature.....
History 501, 502: American History
Economics 501, 502 ..
Foreign Language (French Prelerred)
Histoly 680, 681: Histoly oI Great Britain
.

Sociology 501, 502.....
Total semester hours
. -...

..

...

Economics (Advanced)

Sociology (Advanced)
Speech 510
Elective
Total sehester

..

6
6
6

6
6
6

...... ...........

JI'NIOR
EDSkh 606, 6m
History 607, 760
History 630,631

...

38
YEA.N
6
6
6
6

6
3
3

DESCRIP?ION OF COURSES
I. ECONOMICS
ECONOMICS 501: PrincLples oJ Ecozornics. Three
hours. First semester. Not open to freshmen. Prerequisite,
History 401, 402.
An introduction to economic organization and economic
terms. A survey is made of the laws of price, competition,
supply and demand, monopoly, money, banking, foreign
trade, and the business cycle.
ECONOMICS 502: Pnnctples o, Econorzics. Ttrree
hours. Second semester. Prerequisite, Economics 501.
A continuation of Economics 501. Study is made of railroad probiems, insurance, wages, rent, distribution of wealth,

t-
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immigration, tariff, problems of agriculture, and other modern economic problems.
ECONOMICS 505: Economics Jor the Household,. Three
hours. Open to Home Economics students only. Second semester.

Factual organization, investments and savings, stocks
and bonds, life insurance, marketing, costs of living, price
indexes, money, banking, credit, and the business cycle.
ECONOMICS 608: Lobor Problems. Three hours. Second semester. Prerequisite, Economics 502.
A study is made of the development of a "working class";
the philosophy of individualism as against collectivism in
industry; growth and eftects of machine production; combinations of labor and capital and their relation to law and
government. Possibilities of unemployment insurance are
scanned.

t

ECONOMICS 610: Public Fmance. Three hours. Prerequisite, Economics 502.
A study of public revenues, public expenditures, and the
principles of sound government finance. Emphasis is placed
on the need for reform in many plesent taxes, and upon possible new sources of revenue. The sales tax, property tax.
income tax, and other important taxes are investigated.
ECONOMICS 612: Moneg and, Baflking. Three hours.
Prerequisite, Economics 502. First semester.
The essentials of a sound money and banking structure
receive close attention. A study is made of negotiable instruments, commereial paper, stocks, and bonds, investment
banking; likewise the place of building and loan associations,
Morris plan banks, farm credit institutions, and the Federal
Reserve System are given close scrutiny.
ECONOMICS 614: Inuestments. Three hours. Prerequisite, Economics 502.
Investigation is made of the various types of stocks and
bonds avaiiable for investment purposes; the prerequisites of
a sound investment program; analysis of business factors;
operating ratios of corporations. A trial program of practical
benefit is offered each student during the course, to permit a
diversified experience with leading securities on the market.

,

i:.
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ECONOMICS 676: Contemporarg World, Problerns.
Three semester hours.
Designed for students wishing an organized picture of
current world events and problems. Special study is made
of social security, the labor movement, the farm problem,
the government lending-spending program, current taxation
pol.icies, our foreign policy, ehanges in philosophy and functions of government. Consideration is also given to European countries, the conflict between democracy and totalitarianism, the consumer cooperative movement abroad, and
other current trends.
ECONOMICS

629:

Principles

of Morketing.

Three

hours. Prerequisite, Economics 502. First semester.
The course is to acquaint the student with the methods
and channels of marketing both agricultural and industrial
products. Attention is given rvholesale and retail outlets,
market surveys, trade-names, unfair competition and other
current marketing problems.
II. HISTORY
HISTORY 401 : European Ch:ilization, 1500-1830. Three
hours. First and second semesters.
After an examination of European civilization as it was
at the end of the flfteenth century, the course proceeds to a
study of overseas expansion, the Commercial Revolution, industrial and agricultural development, the rise of the middle
class, the breakup of religious unity, the development of
science, classicism and rationalism, and the rise and partial
decline of monarchical absolutism.
HISTORY 402: European Cioilizatinn,1830 to the pres'
ent. Three hours. First and second semesters.
An attempt is made to trace the rise of mechanized industry, the growth of contemporary nationalism, the development and significance of modern imperialism, the extension
of popular government, the progress of social reform, the
birth of present-day thought and culture, and the emergence
of existing international problems.
HISTORY 501: Hirto?gr of the United Stoteq 1492-1850.
Three hours. First semester.
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A general survey course which emphasizes the social and
political life of the later colonial period, the rise of the independence movement, the separation from England, the
Confederation period, the establishment of the Eederal government, and the growth of democracy during the first half
of the nineteenth century.

HISTORYS02: Historg of the United, States,1850 to the
present. T'hree hours. Second semester.
A study of the causes of the War Between the States, and
oI the new nation that has emerged since that sectional conflict. Emphasis is placed on the rise of the cotton kingdom, anti-slavery sentiment, reconstruction, the new industr)', the settlement of the West, the growth of Empire, the
position of the United States in the World War and the aJterwar adjustments.
HISTORY 607: Economic H|storg of the United, States.
Th_ree

hours. Second

semester.

A study of the economic forces and institutions in Amerilife from colonial times to the present. Account is taken
of the growth of population, territorial expansion, agriculture, labor, commerce, manufactures, tariff, ffnance, transportation, and communication.
HISTORY 609: Economic and Culturol Detselopment ot
Mod.ern Europe. Three hours.
The course examines the background, character, and
significance of basic economic development in modern times.
In so doing it surveys European culture as it was on the eve
can

of the Commercial Revolution, and then proceeds successive-

ly to a study of the nature and cultural significance of the
Commercial, Industrial, and Collectivist Revolutions.

HISTORY 610: Ilistorgr of Ancient Cioilizatinns. Firsl
semester, Three hours.
The course surveys the ancient civilizations of the Near
East, Egypt, Greece, and Rome to the decline of the Roman
Empire.
HISTORY 677: Historg of Elnope in the Middle Ages.
Second semester. Three hours.
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The course surveys the political, religious, economic,
and social developments in Europe from the decline of the
Roman Empire in the West to the Renaissance period.
HISTORY 630: The lntellectual dnd, Ctlltural Hi.story
of the Western World" Jrom the Eatliest Tirtues to the End ot
the Mdille Ages. Three hours. First semester.
A survey is undertaken of the broad lines of development in the philosophical, religious, and scientific thought
and in the literary and artistie achievement of primitive man,
the peoples of the ancient Orient, the Greeks, the Romans,
and the Europeans of the Earlier and Later Middle Ages.
An endeavor is made to relate the various lines of development to each other and to society as a whole.
HISTORY 631: The Intellectlnl and, Culturol History
of the Western World in Modern Times. Three hours. Second semester,
The course surveys the major trends in the science, phil.osophy, religious thought, social science, literature, and art
of modern Westernels. The interdependence of the various
trends is disclosed as well as their common relationship to
the state of society.

HISTORY 640: Colonul Hxpanic Arnerica. Tttee
hours. Eirst semester.
A study of the discovery, settlement and growth of the
Spanish and Portuguese colonies in Central and South
America. Special attention will be given to the social, political and economic life established by tlese nations. Like.
wise, the conditions that underlay the independence movement are considered.
HISTORY 647: Republican Hispanic America. Tltree

hours.

Second semester.

A study of the political, social, and economic growth and
development of the twenty republics south of us since they
gained their independence. Attempt will be made to show
the cultural, poiitical, and economic interrelation between
them and the United States.
HISTORY 653: The Teaching o! the Social Sciences.
Itrree hours.

r38
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The course involves, flrst, a study of the history and
present state of the social sciences, their relations to each
other and to the non-social studies, and their study and advancement. It then proceeds to ofier appropriate suggestions
concerning such teaching matters as orientation, morale,
objectives, materials, planning, instructional devices, oral
activities, written work, collateral reading, use of aids, and
examinations.
HISTORY 680: The Historg of England from the
Earliest Times to the Middle of the Eighteenth Centurg.
Three hours. First semester.
Following a study of the ideas and institutions of the
peoples that were amalgamated into the English nation, and
an examination of the composite civilization which ensued
in the later Middle Ages, the effort is made to explain how
such factors as overseas expansion, the rise of the commercial

and development of the modern scientific spirit
modified the medieval civilization and laid the foundation
of Modern England.
HISTORY 681: ?he Historg o! England Surce the Midille of the Eighteenth Century. Three hours. Second semester.
The content of the course is the study of the development
of civilization in England as it is today, and the work involves a study of such topics as the mechanization of industry, the rise of democracy, the growth of imperialism,
the movements for the emancipation of women, the struggle
for social justice, and the readjustment of thought and culture.
HISTORY ?OO Diplomatic Historg of the United States.
Three hours.
The course attempts to give perspective and interpretation to the whole diplomatic history and foreign policy of
the United States from 1775 to the present. Special emphasis
will be placed on the foundations of our diplomacy as laid
down between 17?5 and 1825. The growth and expansion of
those policies is traced to 1898. A careful examination is
made of our foreign policy and diplomacy since 1898.
classes,
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HISTORY 705: Historg of the Far E@sr. ThI€e hours.
A rapid survey of the earlier history of the peoples of
Eastern Asia, followed by a more exhaustive treatment of
their development since their entanglement with Western
civilization.
HISTORY 750: Historg of the South. Three hours.
A study of the growth and development of the South.
Such factors as soil, climate, natural resources, and population will be noted and the influence they had in molding
the peculiar way of life found in the South.
HISTORY ?60: Historg oJ Louisinna. Three hours.
First semester.
A study of French and Spanish explorations, establishment and growth of the French colony, the Spanish period.
the Louisiana Purchase and the American period; a study of
local conditions and federal relations.
HISTORY 765:. Recent American Historg. Three hours.
This course is an intensive study of tv/entieth century
development. It emphasizes the New Imperialism from
1898 and traces the development through the New DeaI to
the present.
II1. POLITICAL SCIENCE

POLITICAL SCIENCE 5Q7: Gouernment of the United,
States. Three hours. First semester.
A study of the development of our federal government.
Political parties, elections, the national congress, the cabinet,
our court systems, and the administrative officials are emphasized.

POLITICAL SCIENCE 502: Gouernments of Europeon
Nations. Three hours.
Surveys are made of the more important European governments, with emphasis on the similarities and difterences
in comparison with our own government. Political conditions are noted in each country, with special leference to the
newer political philosophies of England, France, Germany,
Italy, and Russia .
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POLITICAL SCIENCE 503: .Stare and Local Gouenrm.ent in the Uniteil St0tes. Three hours.
A detailed study of the actual working of state government. Particular attention will be given the changing
relations of the executive and legislative branches. The
government of counties, towns, and citieq will be studied,
and special reference will be made to the local units of government in Louisiana.
POLITICAL SCIENCE 510: GoDerronent and Brsirtess.
Ttrree semester hours.
This course surveys governmental control of business
as it has developed in the United States. Attention will be
given, among other things, to the development of tJ:e legal
attitude toward business enterprise, trade regulation, the
competitive system and the antitrust acts, industries alfected
with a public interest, publie utilities, combination and concentration, and state enterprise. Special attention wiJ.l be
given to the governmental problems emerging from the
National Industrial Recovery Act.
IV,

SOCIOLOGY

SOCIOLOGY 507: Principles and. Elements of Socr,ology.
Three hours. First semester. Not open to freshmen.
This course is designed to aid students in observing social phenomena and in recording their observations; also, to
guide them in reading and interpreting the literature of the
subject.
SOCIOLOGY 502: SocioZ Pathologg. Three hours. Second semester. Prerequisite, Sociology 501.
In this course a study is made of the defective, dependent, and delinquent classes of society; of the conditions ana
factors contributing to the production and existence of these
classes and of the best methods of treating and caring for
them.

SOCIOLOGY 505: Sociologg for the Home Maker.
Three hours. First semestter.
This course is intended primarily for Home Economics
students. A study will be made of the fundamental principles
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of society, and the relationship of these to the home. Emphasis will be placed on the organization of family Iife and
its bearing on the community, state, and nation.
SOCIOLOGY 604: Social Psgchologg. Three hours.
First semester. Prerequisites, Psychology 402, or Psychology 502, Sociology 501.
A study of the nature of social behavior, social stimulation and response; a. psychological analysis of society and
social institutions.
SOCIOLOGY 608:. The Familg. Three hours. Eirst semester. Prerequisites, Sociology 501, 502.
A study is made of the various forms of family life
that have been erected upon the biological foundation. Modern phases of the problem of the adaptation of the family to
the varied conditions of urban and rural environments.
SOCIOLOGY 610: Ruro,l-Urban Sociology. Three
hours. First semester. Prerequisites, Sociology 501, 502.
This is a study of the genetic and historical development
of rural and urban groups of isolation, contact, and accommodation in these environments. Attention is given to the influence of economic, religious, physical and cultural factors,
upon the traditions and attitudes of the members of these
grouPs.

. SOCIOLOGY 612: Racinl Problezrs. Thrce hours. Second semester. Prerequisites, Sociology 501, 502.
A study of the ethnological, physiological, and psychological racial differences; of the concept, isolation, assimilation, amalgamation, nationality, race pride and race prejudice.
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THOMAS

The Louisiana Polytechnic Institute is one of the colleges

approved by the State Board of Education for the professional preparation of teachers. Through its School of Education Tech offers its fullest co-operation to the State Board
of Education in giving the schools of the state professionally
trained teachers.

The School of Education is organized into six curricula leading to the Baccalaureate Degree in Education. Each
curriculum is designed to prepare for a specific type of teaching service. Therefore, the new students enrolling in the
School of Education should consult the Dean for advice in
choice of curriculum.
Students who complete a four-year curriculum are
granted the Bachelor's Degree and are entitled to teach in
any approved high school in the state; and, to teech in any
of the accredited schools belonging to the Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools of the Southern States.

A student who is not enrolled in the School of Education but who desires to qualify to teach in a secondary school
is required to take the following senior college courses:
Education 605, 606 or 611, and 608. Speech 510 should also have
been completed before registering for practice teaching.
The prerequisites to any of the above mentioned courses are

Psychology 501 and 502, which should be completed during

the sophomore year.
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HER-TRAINING SCI{OOL

There is conducted on the campus a well-equipped and
officered Teacher-Training School which is kept "rigidly
distinct and separate from the college students, faculty,
buildings and discipline." The school embraces eleven grades
of the public school system of Louisiana, seven elementary
and four secondary grades, and its work conforms with the
courses of study of the Elementary and Secondary Schools
as prescribed by the State Department of Education of
Louisiana. Its faculty is composed of twelve specially
trained and experienced critic teachers who are under the
immediate supervision of the Director of the Teacher-Training School who, likewise, is Professor of Education in the
School of Education of the Coliege.
I'l-re student teachers are assigned to their special work
in observation and practice teaching by the Dean of the
School of Education and in turn by the Director of the Teacher-Training School to the critic teacher in charge of the particular subjects to be observed. A student to be assigned
practice teaching must up to that time have earned at least
a grade average of C.

Each critic teacher holds one general meeting each week
with each group of student-teachers, as well as special conferences with individuals when it is thought necessary.
While the major portion of the time of the critic teachers is

devoted to the instruction of the pupils of the Teacher-Train-

ing School, adequate opportunity for observation of wise
practices in teaching is offered student-teachers, followed by
practice teaching under the close and careful observation of
the critic teacher. Every possible effort is exerted toward
providing the most favorable conditions for the observation
and use of approved methods of procedure in class room instruction.
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Education Curricula
LEADING TO TIIE BACCALAUREATE DEGREE
ART
FRESIHMAN YEAR

Freshman Orientation
English {01, 402

Histoly

1

6

6
6

401, 402

foreign l,anguage
Art 401: Art Structure
Art {11: Elementary Design
Art 421: Elementary Painting
Art {50, {51: ElemeDtary Drawing

I
4

Physical Education
Total semester hours

30

SOPHOMORE YEAR

Englbh

6
6
2
2

501, 502

Foreign Language
Art 510: Desi8r.

Art 520: Water Color Painting
Art 571: Oil Painting .. ..
Art 550: Advanced D.awing .

Art

584,

...
2
4

.

565: Art Appreclatlon

..

Prychology 501, 502
Physical Education
Total semester hours

6

JUNIOR YEAR

Biol(gy 401, 620 or Chemis ry 407, 408

3

Speech 510
Ecuc.ltion 501 and 605 or 606
Art 630. 631: Composrtron. ...
Art 51l(): Craft Survey

3

Art

6
3
4

651: Life Drawing.
660: Teaching of Fine Arts

650,

Alt
Art 6?0, 6?l: Oil Painting
Elective .. ....

Total semester hours

. ....

....

.

....

3

36

SEMOR YEAR

Education 506 and 607 or 608 and 609

t2

Design

4
6

Art

Art

610, 6l

l:

666. 667: History
Social Science

of Art

Physical Education....
Electives
Total semester hours
TOTAL semester hours in curliculum

2
4

3{

l3l

ENGLISH.FOREIGN LANGUAGE
FRESHMAN YEAR

Biology 401, 402i General Biology

En8lish 401, 402: Freshman Composition

Foreign Language

406: General Mathematics.

Mathematics
Physical Education 401, 402
Electrve
Total seme6ter hours
405,

10
6
6

6
3

SCEOOL OF EDUCATION
SOPHOMORE YEAR

Chemistry or Physics
English 501, 502: English and American Literature .

Foreign Language

.

8

.....

Eistory 501,502: United States History
Physical Education 501, 502
Psichology 501, 502: cenelal and Educationat, lieniat xyfie.te
Total semester hours

6
6
6
6

JUNIOR YEAR

Biology 620: Hygiene and Sanitation

3

Education 605, 606: Secondary Education
English: Six hours of Sedior College English

6

Foreign Language

Physical Educatior 850

3

Social Science
Speeeh 510: Fundahentals oI Speech
Total semester hours ...

6
3

SENION YEAR

Education 608, 609: Observation and Practice Teaching
English: Six hours of Senior College En8lish.

..

12

Foreign Language

6
6

Elective

5

Physical Educatron 621: First Aid

I

Total semester hours
TOTAL semester hours in curriculum

30
130

ENGLISH-SOCIAL SCIENCE
FRESHMAN YEAR

Biology {01, 402: Genelal Biology
English 401, 402: Freshman Composition ....
History {01,402: Modern Europ€an History

Mathematics 405, 406: General Mathematica
Elective
Total semester hours

0

6
6
6

SOPHOMOBE YEAR

Chemistry or Phvsics
History 501, 502: United States History

Social Science (Geography, Soeiology, Political Science,
Economics)

EDalish 501,502: English and Amelican Literature ... ... ...
Physical Education 501, 502
Prychology 501, 502: Genelal altd Educational, Mental Hygiene
Elective
Total semester hours ......... ... ..
JUNION Yf,AX
Education 605, 606: Secondary Education

Social Science
Physical Education

Speech

6
6
3
3

6

6
650

5r0: Fundamentals ol

Speech

EnSlish:'Six hours of Senior College English
Biology 620: Ilygiene and SaDitation

Elective

I
6

Total semester hours

3
6

3
6
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SENIOR YEAR

Education 608, 609: Observation and Practice Teachir.g... ..12
Physical Education 621: First Aid
.. 1
English: Six hour:s oI Senior CoUege English
6

Social Science

Elective

6
5_

.

Total semcster hours
TOTAL semester hours in curriculuEr

SCI

30
130

ENCE-I\IATHEMATICS
FRESHMAN I'EAR

Biology 401, 402: General Biology
Engli;h a01; a02: Fresnman Composition
Mathematlcs 401, 402, Algebla, Trigonomitry.
Physical Educatioo 40I. 402 .. ..
Social Science
Elective .. ..

10
6
6
6
3

Total semester hourg

33

SOPHOMORE YEAR

Chemistry or Physics
English 501, 502: English and American Literature

I
6

Mathematics
6
2
Physical Education 501, 502 . ....
Psychology 501, 502: General and Educatjonal, Mental Hygiene 6
6
Elective
Total semester hours .. ..
JIJNIOR YEAR
3
Biology 620: Hygiene and Sanitation
6
Educatron 605, 606: Secondary fducation

Physical Education

650

ol Speecf,

Speech 510: Fundamentals

3
.

l\{athematics: Six hours o! Senior College Mathematics
Social Science
Elecuve

3
6
6

6

Total semester hours

33

SENIOR YEAR

Education 608, (i09: Observation and Practice Teaching.........-. 12
....................... I
Physical Education 621: First 4id.......
Science: Eight or ten hours of Senior College Science .. 8 or 10
Mathematics: Six hours Senior College Mathematics . ............ 6
Elective
Total semesler houls
30 or 32
TOTAL scmester hours in curriculum
130 or 132
NOTICE: A sfudent who legisters in the above curriculum, Science-Mathematics, must present lrom his high school one and one-hall
uDits in Algebra, and one unit in Plane Geometry.

ELEMENTARY GRADES
FRESHMAN YEAR

English 401, 402: Freshman Composition
Biology {01., {02 .
Mathematics 405, 406t Genersl Mathematics..
History 401, 402: Modern European History

6
...

.

0
6
6

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
Physical Education 401,402: General cymnasiuln Activites 2
401, 402, or Nlusic 401, 402. (11 Art is selected, Music
must be taken in the Sophomore year)
4
Total semester hours

Art

SOPIIOMORE }'EAR
English 501,502: English and Amelican Literatule..... .. 6
Psychology 501, 502: General and Educational, Mental Hygiene 6
Geography 525, 52?
6

Chemistry or Physics

8

Physical Education 501, 502
Art 401, 402, or Music {01, 402
Speech 510
Total semester hours

4
35

JUNIOR YEAR

Nature Study

480

Education 501: Plinciple6 of Teaching
Grades

in the Elementsry
3

Education 502: G€neral Method6 of Teachi[g in lhe Lower
Elementary Grades. (for upper Glades, legi6ter lor

Educetion 503)

Physicel Education 640

.... ....

...

Biology 620: Hygie[e and Sanitation
Education 529: The Teacher a6 a Citizen
Speech 620: Stoly Telli[g and Children's Liteloture ....
Electiv.: Six hours to be in the field ot Social Science
Total semester hours

3
2

3
... 3

14

SENION YEAR

Education 506, 80?: Observation and Practic€ Teaching ..
Physical Education 621: First Aid

History ?60: Louisiatla History
Elective: Six hours to be in the field oI English

Totai semester hours

t2

I

3

l4

30

TOTAL semester hours in curriculum
133
NOTICEi For the Junior and Senior years the student Inay elect a
majo! (18 aemester hours), mjnor (12 semester hours), in any field deshed. Consult the Dean ol the School of Education before making the
selection.

MUSIC
FRESHMAN YEAR

Piano 454.

455
401, 402

English
Electives
History {01, rO2, or Social Science

6

Science

I

Theory and Practice 410,

Physical Education {01,

4ll

6
6
6

402

Total sedester hours
SOPHOMORE YEAN

English 501, 502
Electives

6

History 501, 502 (or choice ol elective Social Science....
Harmony 501, 502 {Old 510, 511)
Psychology 501,

I

502.............................

.

........ 6
6

6

1-t3
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Physical Education 501, 502
Speech 510
Total semester hours

I939.{O
3
3

36

JU]fIOR YEAN
Education 501, 502 or 503, or 605, 606, or 611
Music 601, 602 rOld No. 610, 611)
Music 620, 621 (History and Appreciation)

Applied Music 450, {51
'Major:
(Voice--Major, in Wind or Violin)

'Piano 554, 555
Conducting 720
Art Appreciation

6
6
6
2

564

Physical Education

..

.....

621

2
1

Total semester bours
SENIOR YEAR

Harmony 520,
Piano 654, 655

521

Appli ed Music
'Major:
(Voice--Major,

550. 551

Wind or Vioun)
Practice Teaching lMirsic 508 or 608)
Practice Teachilg (807 or 609) (Acadernic)
Physical Education

Total semester hotrrs

TOTAL semester hours in curriculum

6
6

6
3

27
130

l'Those students majoring in iDstrumental supervision must include
six hours in minor applied and three hours in Instrumentation. Both

vocal and instrumental majors must take three hours in materials and
methods. Candidates for this degree will be certined to teach either
High School or Elementary Vocal, Band or IBstrumental Musjc depending on the applied music they choose.

Students should read carefully the description of each
course as given below in order to take notice of its prerequisites.

DESCRIP?ION OT COURSES
EDUCATION 400: Penmanship. No credit. First and
second semesters.

A non{redit course required of all whose penmanship
is conspicuously deficient. AII students enrolled in teacher
training curricula, except Home Economics, must pass a test
in penmanship. No diploma or certiffcate will be granted
until this requirement has been fulfiIled.
EPUCATION 480:. Nature Stzdg. Three hours. First
a2dq4ond semesters.
- . study is made of trees, flowers, birds, insects, weather
,A

phenomena, and such other convenient material as the teach-
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e! may find valuable in bringing the child into closer contact
with the world about him.
EDUCATION 507: Principles of Teoching in the Dlementlrg Grades. Three hours. First and second semesters.
Prerequisite, Psychology 502.
A course for the study of such topics as: objectives in
teaching, organization of subject matter, types of lessons,
the recitation, lesson planning, problems in class control, etc.
EDUCATION 502: Methods of Teaching in the Louer
DlementatA Grades. Three hours. First and second semesters. Prerequisite, Psychology 502.
A critical treatment of materials and methods in inslruction in the lower elementary grades.
EDUCATION 503: Methods of Teaching in the Upper
ElementarA Grodes. Three hours. First and second semesters. Prerequisite, Psychology 502.
A critical treatment of materials and methods of instruction in the upper gl_eqrentary grades.
EDUCArIoI.lf6i,'ffL1!1iL"a phitosophy o! Education.
Thre-e..hours. First semester.
A study of the religious, political, economic, industrial,
and other social influences which gave rise to our present
concepts and practice in education.
EDUCATION 506: Obseruation and Practice Teaching
in the Elenentorg School. Six hours. First and second semesters. Prerequisites, Educilion 501, 502 or Education 503,
Psychology 502, Speech 510, and a grade average of C.
EDUCATION 520: Tests and, Measurements in the Elernentarg School. Three hours. Eirst and second semesters.
Prerequisite, Psychology 502.
A study of the aims, needs, and administration of the
standardized and new-type tests for measuring the product
of teaching in the elementary grades.
EDUCATION 529: The Teacher as a Citizen. Tltree
hours. First and second semesters.
The aim of this course is to bring the prospective teacher
into a closer awareness of civic affairs of interest to all
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thinking citizens. Problems are considered such as those
pertaining to family 1ife, industry, rural living, health, recreation, the influence of propaganda, and current affairs.
EDUCATION 605: Secondarg Education. Tlrgqe hours.
Both semesters. Prerequisite, Psychology 502.
The study of the historical development of American
Secondary Education, and a survey of its present status.
Emphasis is placed upon philosophical interpretation. Brief
attention is given to European Secondary Education, and the
Louisiana system of secondary education is studied carefully.
EDUCATION 606: Secondory Education. Three hours.
Both semesters. Prerequisite, Psychology 502.
The aim of this course is to acquaint the prospective
high school teacher with procedures and techniques which
apply generally to high school teaching.
EDUCATION 607: Obseroation and, Proctice Teaching
i,n the Elementary School. Six hours. First and second semesters. Prerequisites, Education 506 and a grade average of
C.

EDUCATION 608:' Obseruation and, Practice Teaching

in the Secondarg School. Six hours. First and second semesters. Prerequisites, Education 606, Psychology 502,
Speech 510, and a grade average of C.
EDUCATION 609: Obseruation and, Practice Teaching
in the Secondarg School. $]1hours. First and second se-

mesters. Prerequisites, Education 608 and a grade average
of c.
EDUCATION 611: Tests and Measurements in the
Secondarg School. Tllp hours. First and second semesters.
Prerequisite, Psychology 502.
A course designed to acquaint the student with the principles and administrati.on of standardized and new-type
examinations. Special stress is laid on modern methods of
constructing tests for use in one's orvn classroom.

EDUCATION 633: Problems of Ed.ucation.
Three hours. Summer session. Before registering for this
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course the student must consult the Head of the Department

of Education.
PSYCHOLOGY

501: General and Ed.ucational Psyhours. First semester.
A study of the fundamental processes and problems of
hrrman behavior. Also a consideration of the psychological
PSYCHOLOGY

ch ologot.

Three

principles underlying teaching and learning.
PSYCHOLOGY 502: Mental Hggiene. Three hours.
Second semester. Prerequisite, Psychology 501.
A study of mental health, problems of adjustment and
self-management, the development of balance, poise, and
personality.
PSYCHOLOGY 602: lntroduction to PsgchologA.
This course is designed to meet the needs of students
who are not to become teachers. The first part will be devoted to general Psychological principles and Mental Hygiene, after which the class will be divided into groups of
special interests for the study of such particular fields as
Psychology of Business, Psychology of Medicine, Nursing,
Law, Industry, Religion, etc.
PSYCHOLOGY 604: Social Psgchologg. Three hours.
First semester. Prerequisites, Psychology 502, Sociology 501.
A study of the nature of social behavior, social stimulation and response; a psychological analysis of society and
social institutions.
GEOGRAPHY

GEOGRAPHY 525.. Principles of Geographg. Tlv3le
hours. Each semesterAn introductory course in geographic principles and a
study of man's relation to his natural environment of location, climate, soils and minerals, water bodies and land
torms.
GEOGRAPHY 527: Geographg of Louisiana. Three
hours each semester.

\52
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A course to familiarize students with the main faetors,
culturat and natural, which are influencing the development
of Louisiana, and to inspire a greater love and appreciation
of our state.
GEOGRAPHY 601:. Human Geography. Three hours.
First semester.
A study of the influence of geographic factors----€arth
relations, climate, location, surface features, soils and minerals, flora, and fauna, transportation and communicationupon the activities of man.
GEOGRAPHY 602: Conserodtian of Natural Resources.
Thlge hours. Second semester.
A study of the conservation of soils, minerals, Iorests,
$,ater, wild life, human resourses, etr.
GEOGRAPHY 625: Economic Geographg oJ Unlteil
States and. Cazoda. Three hours. First semester.
A study of the geographic factors involved in the agri
cultural, industrial, economic and commercial development
of the United States and Canada. Considerable practice is
given in the graphic presentation of geographic data.
GEOGRAPHY 626: Economic Geogrophg of La.tin
America, Eurasia, Atrica, and, Austroli.a. Three hours. Second semester. Prerequisite, Geography 625.
A study of the geographic factors involved in t}te agricultural, industrial, economic and commercial growth of the
world outside the United States and Canada. Outline maps
of the continents are filled in, showing location, distribution,
and use of the main world resources.

LIBRARY SCIENCE
FOR FNESHMEN AND SOPHOMORES

LIBRARY SCIENCE 403:. General Reterence. Two
hours. Both semesters. Elective.
The purpose of the course is to acquaint the student with
the more generally used reference books, with card catalogs,
and with the classification and arrangement of books in the
library.
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rOR JUNIORS AND SENIORS

The following courses in Library Science are designed
to prepare teacher-librarians for small high schools. All
students u'ho intend to teach English are urged to take these
courses.

LIBRARY SCIENCE 600: Administration of School
Libraries, Two semester hours.
This course aims to provide the student with knowledge
of and facility in the important methods and records of acquiring and caring for library materials; the organization of
the school library; the purchase of supplies.
LIBRARY SCIENCE 601: Functions and, Use o! Sclnol
Libraries. Two hours.
The aims of the course are (1) to acquaint the student
with the uses of essential reference tools; (2) instruction in
the methods of introducing the school library in the modern
school and community; (4) relation of the school librarian
to teachers and pupils. Lectures, problems and discussion.
LIBRARY SCIENCE 602: Adolescent Literoture. Two
hours.

A survey of adolescent literature and a study of the
reading interests of the adolescent, particularly during the
high school years. A critieal study of standards and classic
books for the adolescent, and of reference books for this age
group. Critelia for selecting books for adolescents with
various reading backgrounds.
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SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
EDWARD C. BARRETT, Ch .8,, M, A., DEAN,
EDWARD C- BARIIETI, Ch. E,, !'. A. DEAN, AND PROTESSOR O! CIIEIII.
CAL ENGINEERING.
.WE,LTA!tr L. MITCHE-L, B. S., M. E., PROaESSiOR, MECEANICAI- ENGINTB.

ING.
R.EGiINAI-D

A. MiFARLAND. B. S., !/t. S., PEOA&SSOR O' CIVIL ENGINEER.

ING.
IIAEI,TY J. NETIIEEN, B,

S,.

!/t.

S.. PBOTESSOR, ETJCTRICAI- ENGIIiIEEIRING.

J. I. FOI,I<, B. S., ASSOCIATE PEOFESSON OI' CII'IL ENGINIIEBING.
ROBEET S. WYNN, A. E., ASSOCIAIE PEOFESSOE OF ET.ECTAICAL ENGI.
NTERING.

BEN T. BOGAED, B, S., ln. S., ASSISTAI\I:I PROTESSOR O' MECIIANICAIENGTNEBING.
BOY T. SESSINVIS, B. S,, M. S., ASSISTATiT! PROFESSOR OF CTVIL ENGINEER.
ING,

L. A. WOODMAN, B. S., Ii'STRUqIOR IN CI!,TL

ENCINEERING.

The School of Engineering offers a course of instruction
and study for the specific purpose of preparing young men
for entry into the Engineering profession. The degree granted
upon the completion of the required course of study is one
of the following:
Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering.
Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering.
Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering.
Bachelor oI Science in Mechanical Engineering.
The buildings are devoted to engineering. One contains
class rooms, drafting rooms, and laboratories; the other, a
shop building, houses, foundry, pattern, and machine
shops. The machine shop is equipped with lathes, planers,
drill presses, grinders, and universal milling machines, together with the requisite tools for bench work. The course
in machine shop serves to acquaint the student with the nature, method, and problems of machine shop practice, and
to give him an operating knowledge of machine tools.
A cupola is used to produce the molten iron for casting
. in the combined pattern shop and foundry. A gas-fired, crueible-type furnace is used for the non-ferrous heat runs. Here
the student begins with the construction of the wooden patterns and follows the process through the production of the
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finished casting. The pattern shop is equipped with woodturning lathes and bench tools, while in an annex building
are located a planer, band saw, and circular saw.
' Practice work in surveying is carried out on the extensive
Tech campus and adjoining grounds with transit, Ievel, and
plane table. Field work in surveying is accompanied by class
room exercises and lectures illustrating the theory of surveying.
Laboratory work, given in the junior and senior years,
, serves to give form and substance to most of the technical
theory presented in the lectures. A small experimental boileg, two turbo-generators, a horizontal slide-valve engine, a
Corliss engine, a locomoti.ve injector, and reciprocating steam
'pumps are available for experiments on steam. These are
further. supplemented by measuring equipment such as
calorimeters, indicators, Orsat apparatus, etc.
An internal combustion engine, alternating and directcurrent motors and generators, a rotary converto!, transformers, capacitors, inductances, meters, etc., complete the
equipment for mechanical and electrical experimental engineering. Suitable hydraulic and material testing equipment is provided.
REQUIRXMENTS FOR ADMISSION

In addition to meeting other general entrance requirements to Louisiana Polytechnic Institute the student, for unconditional entrance to the School of Engineering, must pre-

sent as part of his college entrance credits from his high
school, the following units:
... . ..... .... 3 units
Engiish .
1Vz units
Algebra .......
.......... 1 unit
Plane Geometry .... .
. 1 unit (Preferably
Chemistry or Physics
Chemistry) .
(Recom..
unit
%
Solid Geometry ... ....
mended)

.

If

these entrance credits are not offered for admission,
certain adjustments must be made in the curriculum of the

student which may result in delayed graduation Another
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for Chemistry or Physics by special
permission of the Dean of the School of Engineering.

science may be offered

SCHOLARSHIP REQUINEMENTS

The School of Engineering is aware of its responsibility

of training men for public service, therefore it must hold

exacting standards of achievement for those students to
whom it gives its approval. Since the sciences, especially
physics, chemistry, and mathematics, are the basis of any
sound engineering curriculum, satisfactory work is essential
in these departments during the first two years.
An average grade of
work in the freshman
year, including any courses necessary to remove entrance
conditions, is required for an unconditional entrance into
the sophomore year of the School of Engineering.
If a "C" average is not made in the freshman year, the
student may continue in the freshman division the second
year, subject to the ruling on SCHOLASTIC PROBATION.
He may take not more than 16 hours of credit per semester
in his second (sophomore) year and must have a "C" average
for the two years to continue in the School of Engineering.
It is recommended that "drive-in" students and all students who enter with a condition, should consider the advisability of summer work or of taking five years to complete
the course for a degree.
ADMISSION TO ADVANCED STANDING

A candidate for admission to the School of Engineering
by transfer from another institution must submit a satisfactory record in scho).arship and in conduct from the institution
or institutions from which he wishes to transfer.
If the subjects satisfactorily passed cover in time and content certain of the required subjects in the engineering curriculum in which he expects to enter, equivalent credit will
be allowed.

AII transfer students, however, must have an average
grade of "C" in all courses for which credit will be given.
A one year probationary period will follow entrance during
which time a "C" average must be maintained.
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EXPENSES

In addition to the regular collegiate expenses listed elsewhere in this catalogue, the beginner in Engineering is required to purchase a drawing outfit of a quality approved by
the faculty. The cost of this outfit is approximately $12.00.
All sophomores are required to purchase a slide rule. The cost
of this instrument will vary from year to year but will be
approximately $9.00. From time to time it may be deemed
advisable to charge a small fee for certain laboratory courses,
to cover cost of materials.
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

The object of the curiculum in Chemical Engineering
is to prepare the student for the profession of a Chemical Engineer. He should be qualified to design, construct and operate
a manufacturing plant in which chemical products are made
by chemical or certain physical changes of materials.
The curriculum as outlined incl.udes fundamental courin
ses
Chemistry, Mathematics and Physics together with
Mechanical, Electrical and Petroleum Engineering, Mechanics and certain cultural subjects, to give the student
thorough preparation for his profession.
Due to local conditions of natural resources in the Southwest, many students will be particularly interested in Petroleum. These students will ffnd that the curriculum in Chemical Engineering is particularly oriented towards the Petroleum ffeld.
This curriculum has not been arranged, however, to provide for a specialist in any one field, but the aim has been
to prepare the student in the fundamentals and their
applications to certain manufacturing processes which underlie Chemical Engineering.
CWIL ENGINEERING

The curriculum in Civil Engineering has been arranged
u'ith the idea of giving the student, first, a cultural background, second, a general knowledge of related engineering

fields and, finally, a thorough grounding in the strictly
Civil Engineering subjects. As a rule, subjects of a more general nature have been introduced into the first two years of
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the curiculum, and have been followed by the more technical
subjects in the last two years.
The lecture work has been generously supplemented

by laboratory, field and drawing classes for the purpose of
correlating theory with practice. The student is required to
make original surveys in the field, and original designs in
the laboratory work. For the most part, the Civil Engineering
drawing classes consist of the plotting up of these surveys,
and the making of detail drawings of these designs which the
student himseLf has made.
EI-ECTRICAL ENGINEERING

It is the purpose of this department to offer the necessary
theoretical and practical instruction to enable the graduate
to enter the profession of electrical engineering and, especia1ly, to participate successfully in the rapid industrial development of the South.
The work of the electrical engineer consists, primarily, of
the design, the construction, the sel.ection, and the operation
of electrical machinery and apparatus, as well as, the generation, transmission and distribution of electrical energy.
To prepare the student to meet the problems he will encounter as an engineer, the curriculum is selected to conform with
recognized engineering educational standards and give a
broad cultural training along with a thorough grounding in
the .tundamentals of electrical engineering.
MECHANICAL ENCINEERING

The aim of the Mechanical Engineering Department is
to give the student a knowledge of the fundamentals of engineering with some degree of specialization during the last
two years of the four-year period required for the completion
of this course. Mechanical Engineering involves the problems of design, manufacture, and operation of machines and
requires of the engineer a knowledge that will enable him
to solve these problems in such a way that the greatest possible economy will result.
It is intended that this course of study will prepare the
mechanical engineering student with the necesssary amount
of soecialized knowledge in order that he may take a place
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in industry and by application of his fundamental training
ascend to a position of social and economic usefulness.

CURRICULUM
The stafi of the school of Engineering, believing that
most students are unprepared to select intelligently the field
of engineering which he is to Iollow, have arranged for a
basic course during the first year. All freshman students
u'iil take this course during his first year and thus have an
opportunity to learn more specifically of each branch of
engineering. In the sophomore year he will then take the
curriculum as indicated in the fie]d of his choice.

BASIC ONE-YEAR ENGINEERING CURRICI'LUM
FRESHMAN YEAR
T.IRST SEMESTER

English 401

P
.

Chemistry 401
llalhematics 401

3

I\Iathematics 402
Freshnran Orientation 401.

.

TC
33
34
33
33
11
I

11 13
SECOND SEMESTER

Dlrglish 402

Chemistry

402
Mathematics 501

Electrical Engineering

Mechanical Engineering
Physical Educalion

402..
452

33
334
55
33
62
2t
11 14

semester hours iD treshman year................................. 35
Total semester hours
35
P-Practl.al colre8 ir .bo9, dr.viDg. laboEtory, od 6eld work
T-Theoreti.al cow.. l.cfit r, rcit ttou, ad Drcbt ru.
C-Semeste. hours cred,t.

17

t8
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CURRICIJLUM OF STUDIES
I,EADING TO THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OT SCIENCE
IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
SOPHOMORT YEAR
rINST SEMESTER

&rglish

PTC
33
33
33
334
33
613
2l
11 16 20

50!

Mathematics 600
Ch. E. 500-Fuels and Combusl,ion
Physics 501
Economics

Chemistry 605 ...

Physical Education

501

SECOND SEMESTER

33
334
33
613
33
33
2t

Xnglish

502
Physics 502
]\,I. E. 500

Chem. 806 ...
Math. 601

.

Ch. E. Econ. 502

Phy. Ed.

502

sophomore year
Total semester hours

Semester hours

in

.. ..

11 16

.... . ...... 40
75

JUNIOR YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER
Chemistry 60l-Organic Chemistry
Chemistry 61l-Physical Chemistry

Englisb 603
Ch. E. 601-Inorganic chemical Technology......
C. E. 60l-Mechanics

..

........

.....

Geology

835
334
33
33
22
916

SECOND SEMESTER

Semester hours in junior yea!
Total semester hours

SENIOR YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER
ch. E. 721-Unit Operations Laboratory

M.

a\.

E,

?

I

l-Industrial

Stoi.hiomeLrY

E. ?1s-Thermodynamics
E.

?ol-Plinciples oI Chemical Engileering

19

635
334
33
33
33

Chemistry 602-Organic Chemistry
Chemistry 612-Physical Chemistry
Ch. E.600-Elements of Chemical Dngineering
Ch. tr. 602-Organic Chemical Technology
C. E. 622-Strength of Materials
Ch. E. 60,1-Petroleum Technology

Ch.

20

91720
39

It4

..

6
2
3
3

2
2
3
3
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Ch. E. 731-Unlt Processes
E_

S3
82
12 14 18

E. 614

E. E.

652

SECOND SEMESTEN

Ch. E. 722-Unit operations laboratory
Ch. E.712-OiI and Gas Laboratory
Ch. E, ?l4-Engineering Chem. Lat'oratory
Ch. E. ?02-Principles of Chemrcal Engrneering

6
3
6

M. E. ?3l-Contracts and Speciflcations
Ch. E.724-,Seminar
Ch. E. ?32-Chemical Plant Design
Ch. E. ?3G-Engrneering Metauurg)

in senior year

Semester-hours

Total semester

hours

....

1

1l
33
15 12

17

35

..1{9

CURRICULUM OF STUDIES

LEADING TO THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

IN CIVIL

ENGINEERING

SOPHOIIIORE YEAR

FIRST SEMESTER

English

PTC
331

501
501.

Physics
Mathematics 600
M, E. 501 (Heat Eng.)
M. E. 511 (Descript. Geom.)

Physical Education

2t

501

SECOND SEMESTER

English

33
334

502

Physics 502
Mathematics 601
M. E. 502 (Heat Eng.)
History (EIective)
C. E. 552 (Elem. SuNeying)
Phtsicat Education 502

62
2t
llt5

lor

year
Total Credits

Credits

19

71

JIINIOR YEAR
T'InST SEMESTER

Economics 501
Civil Engineering 601 (Mechanics)
Mechanical Engineering 631 (tr'inancial)
Civr I Engineering 621 ,Hydrauilcs)
Civil Engineering 641 (Plane Survey)
Mechanical Engineering 651 (Jr. Lab.)
Civil Engineering 681 (C. E. Draw.)

4

22
2

4

14 13

31-3

l1-3
1? 2-3
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SECOND SEMESTER

33
33
33
2
33

Economics 502

Civil Engineering 602 (Mechanics)
Electrical Engineering 612 (Alt. Curlents)
Civil Engineering 642 (Rail R. Survey)
Civil Engrneering 622 (Str. of Mat.)
Electrieal Engineering 652 (Jr. Lab.)
Civil Engineering 662 tC. E. Draw,)
Credits for year.....
Total Credits

......

..

.. . ... ...

.....

..

4
62
4
14 14

31-3
11-3
t8 2-3

361-3
10? 1-3

SENIOR YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER
Geolog]'

Civil Engineering 721 (Mat oI E!rgr.)
Civil Engineering 731 (Rein. Conc.)

Civil Engineering ?35 (Astro. Sur'\,ey)
Civil Engineering ?41 (Structural)

Civil Engineering 751 (Saoitary) ......... ......... .......................................
Civil Engineering ?61 (C. E. Draw.)

3

English 603 (Tech. Engl.)
Mechanical Engineering 722 (Ind. Organ.)..
Mechanical Engineerrng 731 (Cont. and Specs.)
Cjvil Engineering 72, (Mat. and Str. Lab.)
Civil Engineering 724 (Sernrnar)
Civjl Engineering ?32 (Rein. Conc. Bldg.)
Civil Engineering ?42 (Structural)
Civil Dngineering 762 (Structural Design)
Civil Engineering 7?2 (FouDdations)
Credits for the year.
Total Credits

1l-3

4

rl
SECOND SEMESTER

33
2 3l-3
33
34
15

182-3

33
... ..... ..
22
a2
11
33
62
22
t2 t5 19
145

CURRICULIJM OF STUDIDS
LEADING TO THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR Of' SCIENCE
IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
SOPIIOMORE YEAR

FINST SEMESTER
P

Engl.501
Ivlath. 600

History (elective)

Phys.

501

M. E. 5ll-Descrip.
Phys. Ed.

3

Geonr.

501

TC
33
33
34

2

1

515
SECOND SEMESTER

Engl.502

Math

601

33

l?
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62
334
33
33
2l

C. E. 552-General Survey
Phys. 502 .. ..

E. E. 611-D. C. Mach

M. E. 500-Heat Eng.
Phys. Ed.

502

Semester hours

in

year .........

Soph omore

TOTAL semester houls.
JUNIOR YEAR

11 15

FIRST SEMESTER

33
33

C. E. 601-Mechanics

E. E. 612-Atternating Circuits
C. E. 62l-Hydraulics
I\{. E. 63l-Fiaancial
.

M.
M.

E. 651-Lab.
E. 662-Mach. Shop
E- ?80-Heat Treatiog and

M.
1{elding
M. E. 641-Internal Combustion Engines.

.

19

36

62
62
3l

..

33

15 14

19

SECOND SEMESTER

C. E. 602-Mechanics
E. E. 615-Electronics and Lab.
Nf. E. ?22-Ind. Organization
c. E. 622
EngI.

......

.

...

3

4

3
2

4l-3
3

603

3

Semester hours Junior year
TOTAL semester hours

36
107

r-3
t-3

l0 14

17 1-3

SENIOR YEAR

FIRST SEMESTER

M. E. ?o1-Kinematics

33

M. E. ?ll-Power Plant... . .....
E. E. ?16-Illumination
E. E. ?25-4. C. Mach.

62
62

E. E. 751-A. C. Lab.

E. E. ?53-Power Plant operation
Ec. Sci.

.

.-.

33
12 15 19

501

SECOND SEMESTER

323
33
11
62
a2

E .E. ?oz-Elec. Mach. Design
E E. 7l2-Power Plant Design
E

E
E

E. ?24-,Seminar

E

?26-E1ec. Trans

M. E. l3l-Contracts

E. E. ?s+-Power Plant Operation
Ec. Sci. 502
Semester hours Senior yeal
TOTAL semester hours

..

..

...

15 14

...

38

r45

l-3

19
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CURRICULUM OF STUDIES

LEADING TO DEGREE Or, BACHELOR OT SCIENCE
IN }IEC}iANICAL ENGINEERINC
SOPHOMORE YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER

PT

c. E. 552.

English

c

6

501

Physics 501
MatheBtatics 000
xI. E.501
Physical Education
EcoooErlca 501

3

3
4

3

3

3

3

3

... ....

...

1l 15
SECOND SEMESTER

English

502

502

Physics 502 .
Mathematics

M. E.

19

t)

33
33
33
334
33
33

M. E. 5t1

Economics

I

601

502

Physical Education

51820

Semester hours in Sophomore year
TOTAL semester hours

39

JUNION YEAR
FIN.ST SEMESTEN

M. E. 631-Engr. financial
C. E.

60l-Applied

Mechanics

E. E. 611-Direct Curledts
C. E. 621-Hydraulics
M. E. 641-Internal Combustion Engines

..

..

.

..

62
62

M. E. 651-Mechanical Labolatory
I!I. E. 661-Foundry
C. E. 6?l-Photography

33

15 14

19

SECOND SEMESTER

E. E. 61,l-Elements ol Electrical Engineering

C. E. 602-Applied Mechanics
C. E. 62?-St!ength oI Materials

82
62

E. E. 652-Electrical Laboratory
M. E. 662-Machrne Shop
English 603-Technical English

History-Elective

Semester hours

in Junior year.

TOTAL semester hours

.......

..

........38

1t2

33
33
33

12 15

19

Sr.-

c.ill.

hI

vlq3Y-/l'
oo,o

". Qa[.
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SENIOR YEAR

FIRST SE\4ESTER
M. E. ?01--Kinematics and Kinetlcs
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
C.

E. ?ll-Powe! Plarlt..
E. ?4l-Heating, Ventilaling and Coa
E.7sl-senior Mechanical Lb.. .......-.......... .......'.
E. ?15 Thermodynamics
E. 725-Steam Turbines

33
.

E. ?2I-Materials oI Dngr.

..

6?'

33
22

617
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.

E. 73l-Contracts and

E. ?o2-Machine Design

SECOND SEMESTEN
Spec

323

E. ?I2-Power Plant Design ..
E. ?22-Industrial Orgar zations
E- ?24-Seminar
E. ?s2-Mechanical Laboratory
E. ?16-Relrigeration
E. ?8G-lryelding ard Heat Treatiltg
semester hours

in Senior yeat.

TOTAL Semester hours.

...... ....

..

19

l1
62
33
31
12 13 11
..36

DESCRIPTION OT COURSES

CIVIL ENGINEERING
CML ENGINEERING 552: General Suroegi.ng. T-rygt
hours. First and second semesters. Prerequisite, Mathematics
402.

The principles and fundamental operations of surveying
with compass, level, and transit. Eield practice is given in ae.
tual surveys of land. Computations of area and drawing of
plans; differential and profiie leveling, running contours, etc.
CIYIL ENGINEERING 601: Mechanics. Three hours.
First semester. Prerequisite, credit or registration in Mathematics 601.

Applied and analytical mechanics. The statical analy-

sis of concurrent, non{oncurrent, coplanar, and

noncoplanar {orces. Practical applications of statics to determination of stresses in engineering structures. Static and kinetic
friction with application to belts, axels, jacks, etc. Centroids
and centers of gravity. Moment of inertia.
CML ENGINEERING 602: Mechanics, concluded.
Three hours. Second semester. Prerequisite, Engineering 601.
Mass moment of inertia. Kinematics and kinetics of
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rectillinear, rotational, and combined motion. Work and pov/er. Principles of impulse and momentum.
CML ENGINEERING 621: Hgdraulics. Three hours.
Eirst semester. Prerequisite, Mathematics 601.
' Hydrostatics and hydrodynamics. Hydrostatic pressures
as viewed in balancing columns of the same or different
liquids, and in pressures on submerged surfaces. Elementary
theory of gravity dam stability. Logarithmie plotting of hydraulic testa data. Energy and velocity relations in the flow
of water. Converging and diverging flows. Pipe and canal
flow. Solution of looping and branching hydraulic distrihution systems. Hydraulic machinery in theory, construction
and operation. Centrifugal water pumps, impulse and reaction turbines. Water hammer and surging.
CIVIL ENGINEERING 622: Strength of Materials. Three
hours. Second semester. Prerequisite, Civil Engineering 601,
and credit or registration in Mathematics 601.
The resistance and properties of engineering materials,
including the theory and practice of design of simple tension,
compression, and shear members; riveted joints; simple,
overhanging, and cantilever beams. Shear distribution in
beams; beam deflections; continuous and statically indeterminate beams. Column theory and design.
CML ENGINEERING 641: Plane Surueging. Three
an one-third hours. First semester. Prerequisite, Civil Engi
neering 552.
Measurements of lines, angles, and differences of elevation; adjustments of surveying instruments; miscellaneous
surveying problems; plane table surveys; stadia method; city,
topographical. and mining surveying.
CML ENGINEERING 642: Railrood Surueging and,
Earthusork. Three and one-third hours. Second semester.
Prerequisite, Engineering 641.
Reconnaissance, preliminary, and location surveys. Railroad and highway simple curves by deflections, tangent offset. chord produced, an{ other methods. Obstacles to curve
Iocations. Reversed, compound and spiral curves; turn-outs,
crossing, and connections, earthwork diagrams and computations; vertical curves.
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CIVIL ENGINEERING 681: Citsil Engi,neeri.ng DratoOne and one-third hours. First semester. Prerequisite, credit or registration in Civil Engineering 641.
Free-hand lettering, titles, topographical conventions;

izg.

realignment location and contour problems; maps, plans, and
profiles.

CML ENGINEERING 682: Cioil Engineering Drautizg, concluded. One and one-third hours. Second semester.
Prerequisite, credit or registration in Civil Engineering 642.
A complete topographical map of some area or large extent is made from original fieid notes. Simple, reversed, compound, and spiral curve problems.
CML ENGINEERING ?21: Materials of Construction.
Two hours. Second semester. Open to seniors.
The principles of construction underlying the laws of
the strength of materials of construction. Manufacture and
general properties of materials. Testing machines and methods of testing materials of construction. Concrete yield problems.

CML ENGINEERING 722: St?uctural Laboratol'!.
Two hours. Second semester. Prerequisite, Civil Engineering ?41 and Registration in Civil Engineeing 742.
Theoretical and experimental analysis of structural
members, and models, and determination of physical properties of structural materials. (Not given in 1939-1940).
CML ENGINEERING 724: Setnirutr. One hour. Second semester. Open to seniors.
Opportunity is offered for technical discussion, reading
papers, informal talks by instructors and profesassigned
of
sional engineers, debates on matters of technical interest. Instruction in oral delivery. Seminar further serves to bring
the student abreast of current engineering thought.
CML ENGINEERING 731: Reintorced" Concrete Construction. Three hours. First semester. Prerequisite, Civil
Engineering 622.
Concrete and steel in combination. Principles underlyiag
the design of integral parts of reinforced concrete structures
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such as beams, girders, slabs, columns, footings, walls, etc.
Retaining waIls, long columns, flat slabs.

CIVIL ENGINEERING ?32: Reintorced, Cormete Build,ings. Two hours. Second semester. Prerequisite, Civil Engi
neering 731. .
T'he calculation of stresses resulting in complete structures of reinforced concrete, accompanied by class room de-

signs. (Not given in

1939-1940).

CML ENGINEERING ?35: Higher Sunseging. Three
and one-third hours. First semester. Prerequisite, Civil
Engineering 642.
Triangulation, measurements and corrections for base
lines, astronomical surveying, precise leveling, higher surveying problems and computations.
CIVIL ENGINEERING 741: StT uctutal Engineerng.
Three hours. First semester. Prerequisite, Civil Engineering 601 and 622.
Lectures and drawing work in the analysis of engineering structures, with emphasis on the graphical method. Conditions for maximum and minimum loading of beams,
bridges, roofs, and buildings. Computation of stresses in
beams. Drawing of stress sheets for common styles of roof
and bridge trusses. Introduction to structural design for
shear, bending, and axial stresses. Structural connectionsCI'{IL ENGINEERING 742: Structural Engineering,
conclud,ed. Three hours. Second semester. Prerequisite,
Civil Engineering 741.
Analysis oI economic sections, best rivet spacing for plate
girders. Beam and girder bridges. Stress analysis and design
of members for truss type railroad and highway bridges. Mill
type buildings. Lectures accompanied by problems in selection of structural members and the design of structural connections.

CML ENGINEERING 751: Water Supplg ard Seuterage. Four hours credit- First semester. Prerequisite, Civil
Engineering 621 and 622.
Sources of water suply, and sanitary problems associated with loeation, construction, and operation of water sup-
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plies, purification \rr'orks, and distribution systems. Sewerage collection, treatment, and disposal works. (Not given in
19391940).

CML ENGINEERING 761: Ad.oanceil Cioil Engineer
ing Dratoing. One and one-thfud hours. First semester. Prerequisite, Civil Engineering 642.
Preliminary raihoad and highway maps from original
notes; paper locations; complete plans and profile maps;
tracing and blueprinting.
CIVIL ENGINEERING 762: Aduanted Cioil Engineering Drawing, concluded. Two hours. Second semester. Prere.
quisite, Civil Engineering 741 and registration in Civil Engi-

neering ?42.

The practical application of structural engineering to
structural steel design and drafting. Detailed calculations for
a complete steel structure, i. e. bridge, roof, or building. General and detail drawings, bitl of material, and estimate of
u,eight. Courses 742 and'162 are coordinated so that the
theory guides the practice.
CML ENGINEERING 772: Foundatinns. Two hours.
Second semester. Prerequisite, Civil Engineering 731.
Design and construction of footings, cofierdams, and
caissons for bridges and buildings. Piers and abutments.
Underpinning of buildings. Exploration and testing of foundation sites. Excavation and removal of material from foundation sites. (Not given in 1939-1940).
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 402: Elementary ElecT:hree hours First and second semesters.
Study of electrical and magnetic units. Permanent and
electro-magnets. Primary and secondary batteries. Elementary electrical circuits. Electrical work, heat and power.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 674:, Elements of Electrical Engineering. Three hours. Prerequisite, Electrical
Engineering 402.
This course is open to non-electrical. engineering students only.

tri.ity.
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A study of direct and alternating current machines and
cbcuits; circuits in series and in parellel, generators, motors,
transformers and rectifiers. Study of regulation, efficiency,
and power, with special emphasis on working characteristics
of machines and apparatus. (Not offered in 1939-1940).
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 611: Direct Curtent
Ci,rcuits and, Machines. Three hirurs. First semester. Prerequisite, Electrical Engineering 402.
General principles of construction and operation of D. C.
generators and motors. Armature reaction and commutation.
Voltage regulation, speed regulation, efficiency. Systems of
motor control. Storage batteries. Booster systems. D. C. wiring and distribution systems. Armature winding problems
and characteristic curves.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 612: Alternating Circuib. Three hours. Second semester. Prerequisite,
Mathematics 601.
Electric fields and the energy stored in them. Alternating voltages and currents; lnstantaneous, maximum, average, and effective values. Study of vectors; rectangular and
polar coordinates, and complex quantiti6s. Alternating reactions; inductance, capacitance, reactance, impedence,
phase angles. Solution of series and parallel circuits. Power of
single and polyphase systems. Wattmeter connections. Hysteres.is and eddy current losses. Alternating curent instruments. Problems.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 675: Electronics and"
Comtnuni.cation. Four and one-third hours. Second semester.
Prerequisite, Electricai Engineering 612.
Study of electronic phenomena; vaeuum tubes, gaseous
tubes, and mercury arc. Application of electronic tubes to
conversion of A. C. to D. C- and D. C. to A. C., radio and
telephony. (Not ofiered in 1939-1940).
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 652: Direct Current
Labotatorg. Two hours. Second semester. Prerequisite, Electric Engineering 611.
Application and proof of Ohm's law. Resistance measurements. Temperature-resistance coemcients of conductors.
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Permeability of metals. Calibration of meters. Regulation
and ef,flciency of D. C. generators and motors. Construction
and test of Edison three-wire system. Test of interpole machines.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 702: Electncal Machine Design. Three hours. Second semester. Prerequisite,
Electrical Engineering ?25. '
Study of important elements of electrical design; magnetic circuits, coils, armature windings, bearings and other
machine details. Lectures and problems, including design and
detailed drawings of an assigned machine.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 712: Power Plont Desigz. Three hours. Second semester. Prerequisite. Mechani-

cal Engineering 711 and Electrical Engineering 725.
Study and selection of equipment for a power plant;
generators, exciters, and auxiliary motors. Design of station
circuits. Selection of conductors, switching equipment and
instruments. Lectures with problems.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 716: lllumination.
Three hours. First semester.
Basic theory of lighting. Requirements for good lighting.
Production of light. Lighting systems. Design and calculations. Industrial lighting. Residence and school lighting. Decorative lighting. Lecture and problems. (Not offered in
1939-1940).

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 724. Seminar. Ore
hour. Seeond semester. Open to seniors.
Opportunity is offered for technical discussion, reading
of assigned papers, informal talks by instructors and professional engineers, debates on matters of technical interest.
Instruction in oral delivery. Seminar further serves to bring
the student abreast of current engineering thought.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 725: Electrical Equiprnent. Three hours. First semester. Prerequisite, Electrical
Engineering 612.
Study of transtormers; constant potential, constant current, instrument, and auto-transformer. Vector and circle
diagrams, regulation, losses, efficiency, and rating. Induction
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motors (single and poly-phase); torque, slip, power, regulation and efficiency. Repulsion, split-phase, and shading coil
types. Alternators; wave forms, armature reaction, reactance,
resistance, regulators, Iosses, efficiency, regulation, rating,
parallel operation, synchronizing, hunting, and pull-out.
Synchronous motors; vector and circle diagrams, starting,
regulation, test data. Rotary converters; voltage and curent
relations, heating, power factor and rating, synchronous
boosters, inverted converters, hunting. Problems.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 726i Electrical Travlsrnissiron. Three hours. Second semest€r. Prerequisite, Elec-

trical Enginering

725.

Rectifiers; mercury arc, hot cathode, thyratrons, vacuum
tube oscillator. Study of dialectric circuits; insulation, condensers, charging currents, losses, diaelectric strength, voltage gradient, insulators and bushings, corona, spark-over,
energy. Short transmission lines; resistance, inductance, capacity, graphical methods, regulation and efficiency, phase
control. Commercial wave forms, Fourier's series, distorted
waves, constant and pulsating resistance, inductance, and
capacitance, analysis of wave forms. Protective appliances;
circuit breakers, ground wires, iightning arresters, power
limiting reactances, light cells. Long transmission lines: general equations, hyperbolic functions, preliminary calculations, regulation, and efficiency.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 751: Alternattrtg Current Laboratory. Two hours. First semester. Prerequisites,
Electrical Engineering 612 and registration in Electrieal Engineering 725.
Addition of A. C. voltages. Efficiency and regulation of
transformers. Parallel operation of A. C. generators. Regulation and efficiency of alternators. Tests of induction motors
for torque, slip, power and efficiency. Synchronous converters
and inverters. Heat run on a d).namo.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 152: Erperimental
Electncal Laboratory. Two hours. Second semester. Prerequisites, Electrical Engineering ?25 and registration in Electrical Engineering ?26.
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Photometric tests of lamps and ffxtures. Tests of shades
and reflectors. Tests of actual lighting installations.
Construction and tests of an equivalent transmission
line. Tests of insulators and bushings. Tests of protective
apparatus.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 753 and 754 Pouer
Plant Operation Two hours. First and second semesters.
Each senior electrical engineering student will be required to spend six hours per week acting as assistant engineer in the college power plant under the supervision of the
engineer in charge. (Not offered in 1939-1940).
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 45L: Mechanical Drauing. Two hours. Eirst and second semesters.
Practice in the correct use of drawing instruments, T
square, triangles, and scales. Construction of geometric figures. Freehand lettering, titles. Principles of orthographic
projection. Detailing and dimensioning of elementary machine parts. Problems in rotation of solids. Development of
surface and intersections of solids. Isometric projection. Construction and detailing of common fasteners.
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 452: Mechanical Drawing, concluded. Two hours. First and second semesters. Prerequisite,45L.
Section drawing. Reading, drawing and interpreting of
maehine details and assemblies. Freehand sketching of machine elements. Original mechanical drawings of machine
parts. Patent office drawings. Tracing and blueprinting.
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 500: Heat Engineering tor Non Mechanicals. Three hours. Second semester.
A study of the characteristics of steam engines and steam
plants, turbines, diesels and gas engines. Power and efficiency
calculations. Flue gas analysis. Indicator cards, etc.
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 501: Heat Engineering. Three hours. First semester. Open to sophomores.
A study of fuels and their combustion; furnaces and
stokers. Equipment and practice in firing of oil, gas and pul-
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verized coal. Elementary heat and work wlth introduction to
the content and use of steam tables. Steam boiler types and
details. Steam plant auxiliaries. Elementary thermodynamics
of the permanent gases and steam. Steam and gas cycles in
theory, with especial attention to the Otto, Diesel and Rankine cycles. Lectures accompanied by weekly exercises and
problems. (The student is required to purchase a slide rule
for calculations).

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 502: Heat Engineeriag, concluded. Three hours. Second semester. Prerequisite,
Engineering 501.
Steam cycles in practiee. Steam engines, valve gear, governors. Calculation of power, valve setting, and efficiency at
varying loads. Study of steam turbine types and mechanical
construction. Theory of impulse and reaction nozzles and
blading, with and without consideration of friction. Study
of the Mollier diagram for steam. The Otto and Diesel cycles
in practice. Gas, gasoline, and heavy oil engine types, rating,
and performance. Ignition, carburetion, and fuel injection.
Two and four-cycle types. Calculations involving volumetric
and thermal efficiency, power, and part-load operation. Mechanical details of internal combustion engines for automotive, aeronautical, and stationary use.
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 517: Desuiptiue GeometrE. Three hours. First and second semesters. Prerequisite, Mechanical Engineering 452.
A study of the relative direction of lines and planes.
True shapes and sizes of portions of planes, and similiar probIems. Training in development of clear and logical reasoning
ability, stressing the quality of vision. Simple and higher relations of the point, the line, and the plane. Intersections of
lines, planes, and curved surfaces. Shades and shadows.
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 631: Finoncirl. Two
hours. First semester. Open to juniors.
Fundamental financial calculations, basic cost and vestances, unit cost determination. Determination of size of system for best efficiency and determination of size and type of
units.
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MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 641:. Intennl Combustion Engines. Three hours. First semester.
The design and principles of operation of internal eombustion engines. The Otto and Diesel cycles and fundamental
thermo-dynamic laws involved. Flywheels, governors, carburetors, cylinders, cooling, etc. Stationary and mobile engines. Prerequisite, Mechanical Engineering 502. (Not offered

in

1939-1940).

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 651: Junior Mechanical Ldboratorg. Two hours. First semester. Prerequisite, En-

gineering 502, and credit or registration in Engineering 621.

Calibration of steam gauges and thermometers. Tests of
Portland cement; cement mortar in tension and compression,
concrete in compression. Tests of brick; compression, ttansverse, and absorption. Strength of beams and columns. Materials in tension, compression, and shear. Determination of
the modulus of elasticity. Setting of engine valves. Gas engine adjustment and operation. Gas and steam engine operation and power from indicator diagrams. Brake tests. Cenfugal and reciprocating pump tests. Friction of water flow in
pipes. Calibration of orifices, v/tes, and meters.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 661: Pattern Making
and Foundry P ractice. Two hours. First semester. Open to
juniors.
Practice in the making of simple patterns and core boxes,

illustrating principles of draft, shrinkage, and partings. Pattern design drawing from machine design drawings. Instruction in bench, crane, and floor molding in green sand. Green
and dry sand core making. Mixing, melting, and pouring of
non-ferrous metals and alloys, including aluminum, brass,
bronze, gun and bell metal. Cupola operation and maintenance. Computation of iron mixes and charges. The metallurgy of ferous metals. Problems of foundry management
and production design. Attention is given to coordinating
pattern making and foundry practice.
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING ffi2: Machine Shop
Practice. Two hours. Second semester. Open to juniors.
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Laying out work; chipping and filing plane surfaces;
scraping and finishing. Precision grinding and drill press
work. Lathe plactice in external and internal turning
and finishing, boring and screw thread cutting. Use of the
bed planer and crank shaper machines. Milling of plane surfaces, spur and bevel gears, straight and spiral teeth. Design
of cutting tools, tempering and grinding of tools. Practice in
the machining and assembly of foundry castings.
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 701: Kinematics and.
Kinetics. Three hours. First semester. Prerequisite, Engineering 602.

A study of the mechanics of machinery. Kinematic
analysis of various linkages, cams, gears, and wrapping connectors. Analysis of velocities and accelerations by vector
polygons and centros. Special methods. Graphical and algebraical solution of applied and inertia lorces in machine
parts. Dynamic balance in single and muiti-cylinder engines.
Governots, flywheels and speed regulation.
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING '102: Machine Dengn.
Three hours. Second semester. Prer:equisite, Engineering ?01.
Strength of machine materials. Maximum stress theories.
Factors of safety. Design of tank and boiler joints. Screws,

pins, keys, and other fastenings. Springs. Design of power
transmission machinery; belts, chains, gears. Clutches and
brakes. Shafting, ba11, roller, babbitt, and bronze bearing design. Introduction to the use of manufacturer's data. Lectures with problems, including complete design and detailing
of some assigned machine.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 711: Pouer Plant Engineering. Three hours. First semester. Prerequisite, Engineering 502, 621.
Theory and practice ot the modern stationary power
plant, with especial attention to economic selection and layout. Variable load and the cost of power service. Rates. The
power plant building. Diesel plant design. Stream flow,
dams. mass curves, and flow line of the hydro-electric p1ant.
Hydro station equinment and performance. The principal
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vapor cycles in theory and practice. Cycle design and heat
balance computations for Rankine, regenerative, reheating,
and binary vapor cycles. Study of modern heat transfer
theories. Selection of steam boilers, water walls, and superheaters.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 712: Pouer Plant Engineering, cor:eluded. Three hours. Second semester. Prerequisite, Engineering 711.
Selection of equipment and design of the steam-electric
plant. Steam engines. Advanced theory of the steam turbine.
Prediction of turbine operating conditions at full and part
]oads. Condensers and condenser auxiLiaries. The lnterrelation of boiler turbine and condenser. Selection of equipment
relating to the combustion of fuel; conveyors, stokers, burners, fans, etc. Feedwater treatment. Heating and evaporation
of feedwater. Piping problems. Systems of piping. Electric
system equipment and layout. Generators, switches, control,
and protective devices. Design of station circuits and selection of conductors. Supply of energy to auxiliaries. Power
plant instruments.
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 775: Thermodgnamics. Three hours. First semester. Prerequisite, Engineering
502.

A study of conditions surrounding the doing of work,
with and without consideration of heat changes, and the
transformation of heat into work in the steam engine, internal combustion engine, refrigerating machinery, compressors. etc.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 776 Retrigeration.
Three hours. Second semester. Prerequisite, Engineering 715.

The thermodynamics of refrigeration and refrigeration
cycles. Design, construction, and operation of refrigerating
plants.
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING '122: lndutul Organization. Two hours. Second semester. Open to seniors.
Principles of industrial organization and management,
including industrial finance, wage systems, factory organization and location, and the planning of factory buildings.
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Industrial tendencies, organized labor, facrory legislation,
personnel service activities. Introduction of the young man
to business acti,r'ities.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 724: Seminor. One
hour. Second semester. Open to seniors.
Opportunity is offered for technical discussion, reading
of assigi.red papers, informal talks by instructors and professional engineers, debates on matters of technical interest. Instruction in oral delivery. Seminar further serves to bring
the student abreast of current engineering thought.
I\IECHANICAL ENGINEERING 725:. Steam Turbines.
First semester. Three hours. Prerequisite, Mechanical Engineering 502. (Not offered in 1939-1940).
A study of the theory of the steam turbine, its construction, application and operation, with special attention to the
designing of nozzles and blades.
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 73L:' Controcts and,
SpeciJirations. Two hours. Second semester. (Not oftered

in

1939-1940).

Essential elements of a legal contract, competency of
agents, corporations, etc. Engineering specifications, instructions, to bidders, forms of proposals, etc.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 741: Heoting, Ventiloting and Air Cond.itioning. Three hours. First semester.
Prerequisite, Mechanical Engineering 502.
Direct and indirect systems of heating with live steam,
exhaust steam, air and water. Laying out piants. Ventilating
and its relation to heating. A complete design of a heating
and ventilating plant is required.
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 751: Senior Mechanlcal Laboratorg. Two hours. First semester. Prerequisite, Engineering 651.
Tests of lubricating oils; viscosity; emulsibility, flash,
and burning points. Heat value of gas and coal. Proximate
analysis of coal. Flue and exhaust gas analysis. Transfer of
heat through pipes and tubes. Horsepower and mechanical
efficiency of steam engines. Power and efficiency of air com-
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pressors. Thermal-mechanical efficiency of gas engine, steam

engine, and steam turbine. Evaporative test on steam boiler.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 752: Mechanical Laboratorg. A continuation of Mechanical Engineering 751. Two
hours. Second semester. Prerequisite, Mechanical Engineering 751. (Not offered in 1939-1940).
Operation of steam equipment and internal combustion
engines. Power and effi.ciency tests. Heating and ventilating
equipment tests. FueI and lubrication testing.
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 780: Weldtng and
Heat Treating. One hour. Second semester.
Theory of electric and oxy-acetylene welding. Practice
in oxy-acetylene welding. Hardening, tempering, and drawing of steels. Use of gas and electrical heat treating furnaces.
Normalizing, annealing and carburizing.

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 500: Fzels and. Combus,ion. Three hours. First semester.
A study of the clasification and utilization of solid, iiquid
and gaseous fuels; combustion calculations and eqtripment
for manufacture of coal gas, producer gas and water gas.

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 502: Chemi.cal Enginering Economics. Three hours. Second semester.
Economic principles as they apply to lay out, Iocation, design and operation of a chemical plant.
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 600: Elements of Chemical Engineering. Three hours. Second semester.
A general study of the field of Chemical Engineering to
provide a foundation for the study of the unit operations. The
literature in Chemical Engineering is reviewed and Iundamentals of fluid flow, heat transfer and evaporation are studied. (Not offered in 1939-1940).
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 607,602: Chemicat Technologg. Two hours each. First and second semesters.
A study of the application of Chemistry to manufacturing in the most important chemical industries such as, acids,
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alkalis, cement, glass, paints, paper, petroleum products and
organic chemicals. (Not offered in 1939-1940).
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 604: Petroleum Technal-

ogg. Three hours. Second

semester.

A detailed study of the important chemical and physicat
properties of petroleum and its products. Special attention is
given to the chemical aspects of refining of petroleum products. (Not ofiered in 1939-1940).
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 701,702: Chembal Engineering Unit Operations. Three hours. First and second semesters.

The unit operations, drying, distillation, fiitration, evaporation, absorption, grinding, and mechanical separation are
studied. (Not ofiered in 1939-1940).
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 711: Ind,ustriol Stoichiometry. Two hours. First semester.
Problems in stoichiometric relationships, material balance, and reaction rates, involved in chemical processes.
(Not offered in 1939-1940).
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 712: Oil and Gas Laboratorg. One hour. Second semester.
Tests made on oil and gas to determine their conformity to specifications. Report writing is emphasized. (Not
offered in 1939-1940).
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 714: Engineering Chemistrg Laboratorg. Two hours. Second semester.
Laboratory and classroom study on standard methods
used in the examination of materials of Engineering. Tests
will be made on coals, boiler waters, cements, etc. (Not
offered in 1939-1940).
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 721, 7 22: U ni.t Operatinns
Laboratorg. Two hours. First and second semesters.
A laboratory study of the principles involved in the unit
operations of Chemical Engineering. (Not ofiered in 1939-40).
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 724:. Seminar. One hour'
Second semester.
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Opportunity is offered for technical discussion, reading
of assigned papers, informal talks by instructors and professional engineers, debates on matters of technical interest. Instruction in oral delivery. Seminar further serves to bring
the student abreast of current englneering thought. (Not
offered in 1939-1940).
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 730,. Engineering Metallurgg. Three hours. Second semester.
A study of the important ferrous and non-ferrous metals
and alloys as they relate to the engineer. Production methods
are covered as well as properties of metals. Ihe principles
of metallography are treated to show the relationship of
structure and heat treatment to properties and uses. (Not
ofiered in 1939-1940).

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 137:

anit

Processes.

Three hours. First semester.

A study of the principle unit processes of industrial
chemistry as nitration, sulphonation, reduction, hydrolysis,
etc. (Not offered in 1939-1940).
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 732: Plant Desigz. Three
hours. Second semester.
Design of chemical plant construction and arrangement
of equipment and machinery. (Not offered in 1939-1940).
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DEPARTMENT OF HOME ECONOMICS
The main purpose of this department is to give, along
with a standard academic curriculum, special training for
home making. Also because of the constant demand for home
economics teachers for the secondary schools of Louisiana
and other states, the training of teachers has bcome oI equal
importance. The teaching of this subject after graduation,
with the responsibility of its laboratories serves as additional
training for home making.
Other fields for which training is offered are those of
extension work, business positions in the field of home economics, commercial demonstration, dietitians in hospitals and
other institutions, welfare workers, and nursery school supervision.
The work of this department is along five principal
lines: first, foods, cookery, and nutrition; second, clothing,
textiles, and supporting arts; third, administration of the
home, home management, and child care; fourth, methods
of teaching home economics and practice teaching; fifth,
institutional management.
The physical plant for instruction in this curriculum
consists of four buildings with adequate equipment in each.
The main building consists oI well equipped laboratories and
lecture rooms for food, clothing, home management, and related subjects.
Another building, "Home Management House," is an
eight-room cottage with large basement for laundering,
equipped with modern electrical appliances. Six senior students in a section register for this one-term course and in that
time do all the work of the home under the supervision of one
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of the instructors. T'his is a practical application of the students'previous work in foods, nutrition, dietetics, experimental cookery, child care, and home management. Each girl
entertains in various ways so that the unusual home activities as well as the usual ones are experienced. This house is
also headquarters for various social features on the campus.
A four room cottage houses the nursery school, which
serves as a laboratory for Child Development classes. A cafeteria recently completed serves as laboratory for clases in
Institutionai Management. I'lxese two courses in institutionaI management are taught by the supervisor of the cafeteria.
The teaching staff is composed of six specialists in home
economics besides the critic teachers.
The Home Economics curriculum is open to any high
school graduate, regardless of whether or not she has taken
this subject in high school.
HOMI ECONOMICS
FRESHMAN YEAR

English {01,,102: Freshman CompositioD
Biology {01: General Biology

Biology 403: Bacteriology
Mathematics

Art

401,

.

6

...

5

4

..

405

{75: Art Structure .. ..

Home Ecoaomics 401: fextiles

Clothing Consumption

."a p"i"cipt."

4

"f

Home Economics 402: Pattern and Clothing Design

and Construction ..

Music 630: Musrc Appreciation
Physical Education 401, {O2
Elective

3
3

2
2

Total semester hours
SOPIIOMORE YEAR

English 501,502: English and American Literatule
Chemistry 407, 408: General Chemistry .. ..
Psychology 501, 502: General and Educational, Mental.
Hygiene
Ilome Economics 1[05: Food Study and Preparation ol Meals.
Home Economics 505: Dietitics
Home Economics 5U: Family Clothing
Elective
Physical Education 501, 502
Total semester hours

6
8
6
3
3
2
2

JI'NIOR YEAR
EducatioD 605, 606: Secondaly Educatlon

Speech 510

Chemistry 520: Organic Chemistry

Economics

505

6
3

4
3

I
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Ilo&e Economics 618: Home Building and Furnishing

3

Home Economics 650: Economics of the Household ... .. .
Home Economics 609: Experimental Cookery
3
Home Economics 614: Child Development
3
Home Economics 610: Costume Design and Advalced
Clothing Construction
Biology 625: Human Anatomy and Physiology
3
Art 662: Applied AIt in Home Economics Teaching .....
I
Total semester hours
SENIOR YEAR

History

Education 655: Home Economics Methods
Education 808: Home Economics Practice Teaching...... ...Education 610: Home Economics Practice TeachiD8 (Apprenticeship)
Home Economics ?09: Demonstration Cookery
Home Economics 067: Chemistry ol Food and Nuhition
Home Economics ?50: Home Management
Home Economics ?60, 761: Instiutional Management (or elec-

tive)
Total semester hours ... . ...
TOTAL semester hours in curriculum

6
3
6

5

4
6

..
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NOTE: Two curricula are open to home economics maiors, the

Teacher-Training Home Economics curriculum a]ld the Academic HoBe

Economics curriculum tor l{omemakers. The above curricuhnn is planned
tor the lolmer. tr'or the latter, studeDts who do not care ta take tlle education subjects listed above may elect a-n equal uunrber of hours in other
courses with the approval oI the heads oI the departmeEt of home eco-

nomics and the department

in which they elect courses.

DESCRIPTION OT COUNSES
DEPARTMENT OF TEXTILES, CLOTIIING
AND RELATED ART

HOME ECONOMICS 401: Tettiles ond. Pnnciples ot
Clothing Conswnption. Thre-e hours. First and second semesters. Two lecture hours, two laboratory hours.
A study of textile fibers and fabrics designed to make
the purchaser of textile material discriminating in her taste
in the selection of fabrics and clothing and aware of her responsibility as a consumer.
HOME ECONOMICS 402: Pattern and Clothing Design and Constructton, Three hours. First and second semesters. Prerequisite, Home Economics 401.
A course in the construction, alteration and use of patterns; the use of commercial patterns. Fundamental princi-
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ples of garment selection and construction. One lecture, four
laboratory hours per week.

HOME ECONOMICS 514: tamilg Clothtng. Three
hours. Second semester. Prerequisite, Home Economics 402.
The planning, selection and construction of clothing for
the family including infants, smail children, and adults, with
emphasis on clothing economics and up-keep. One lecture,
four laboratory hours per week.
HOME ECONOMICS 610: Costume Design and, Ailoanced, Clothing Construction. Three hours. First semester.
Prerequisites, Home Economics 402, 514 and Art 401, 475.
Application of the art principles in costume design, outlines of costume history. A detailed study of clothing selection and advanced elothing construction. One lecture, four
laboratory hours per week.

DEPARTMENT OF FOODS AND NUTRITION
HOME ECONOMICS 405: Food Studq and Preparation.
Three hours. First and second semesters.
A study of the properties of foods, their nutritive value
and place in the diet; the principles and methods of cookery
applied in the planning, the preparation and serving of meals.
One lecture, four laboratory hours per week.
HOME ECONOMICS 505: Dietetics. Three hours. First
and second semesters. Prerequisite, Home Economics 405.
The practical application of the principles of nutrition to
the planning of diets for various ages and conditions; the pre-

vention and dietetic treatment of deficiency diseases. One
lecture, four Iaboratory hours per week.
HOME ECONOMICS 609: Erperimentol Coolcerg. Ihlee
hours. First semester. Prerequisites, Chemistry 520, Home
Economics 405.

A scientiffc investigation of the principles and practices
of cookery. One lecture, four laboratory hours per week.
HOME ECONOMICS 667: The Chetnistrs of Fooil, onil
Nutritian. FiveJrours. First semester. Prerequisites, Home
Economics 505 and Chemistry 520.

)
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A study of the food stuffs, their properties, digestion and
metabolism. Three lectures, four laboratory hours per week.
HOME ECONOMICS 709: Dernnnstratinn. Two hours.
Second semester. Prerequisites, Home Economics courses
under 667.
The principles and practice of demonstration to train for
teaching, for home demonstration work and for business
positions related to home equipment or administration.
Also a content course in all fields involved. Four laboratory
hours per week.

DEPARTMENT OF HOME ADMINISTRATION
HOME ECONOMICS 614: Chllil Deueloprnent. Three
hours. Second semester. Prerequisite, Home Economics 505.

A study of the physical, mental, social, and emotional
life and constructive entertainment and play life of the child,
including development of the infant and young child with
emphasis on the toys, stories, and play equipment. Two lectures, two laboratory hours per week.
tr*

(--=-IIO.-ME

ECONOMICS 618: Ilorne Buililing and. Furnishizg. ,T*e hours. First semester. Prerequisite, Art 401.

/\
.

'

A study oI the principles which underlie the creation of
artistic homes, harmonious house furnishings, period furniture, wall decoration and draperies, studies in planning home
surroundings. Two lectures per week.
HOME ECONOMICS 650: Ecozornics of the Household..
iIr+o hours. First semester. Prerequisite, all freshmen and
iophbmore Home Economics courses.
The economics of the household; its administration and
finance. Two lectures per week.
HOME ECONOMICS 750: Home Management. F.ou:c
semester hours. Second semester. Prerequisites, Home Economics 609, 709, 650.
A term of residence in the home management house

I

in
which all the activities of the home are conducted by the
student under the direction of the teacher in charge.

for +

|
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DEPARTMENT OF HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION
HOME ECONOMICS 655: Home Economirs Methoils,
Thlee hours. First semester. Prerequisites, Home Economices 609, 709, 650.

An appiication of the principles of psychology and sociology in the study of the organization and methods of teaching Home Economics in the high school. Three lecture hours
per week.

EDUCATION 608: Obsertsation and, Proctice Teoching
First and second semesters.
Prerequisites, Education 606, Psychology 502, Speech 510,
Home Economics 655, and a minimum grade average of C.

in

Second,arg School. Six hours.

EDUCATION 610: Apprentice Teaching in Home Economics departn'Lents of High Schools recommended for that
purpose. Thirty hours of observation and teaching. Two
hours. Prerequisite, Education 608

DEPARTMENT OF INSTITUTIONAL MANAGEMENT
HOME ECONOMICS 760: Qlnntitg Cookerg. Three
hours. First and second semesters. Prerequisite, HomeE66nomics 609.
This course gives experience in large quantity food preparation and service, menu planning and methods of purchasing for institutions.

HOME ECONOMICS 761: lnstitutioruLl Admlnistra,ior. Three hours. Second semester. Prerequisite, 760.
Principles of organization and management as applied
to institutional administration. Selection, arrangement, and
care of institutional equipment, study of personnel management, business organization, record keeping, and foodrost
accounting.

HOME ECONOMICS 502: A general course in Horne
Lioizg. Open to aII men and women exeept llome Economics
majors. Featured topics will iaclude (1) house and grounds,
(2) food selection, (3) clothing selection, (4)child development, (5) consumer buying. Two hours. Two lectures per
week.
I
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